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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The health care industry in general, and the state

supported hospitals and medical centers/universities in
particular,

is going through a period of financial turmoil.

This is primarily due to high inflation rates, budget cuts
both at the federal and state levels,

thropic gifts,
Cross,

decreases in philan

and the changes in Medicare, Medicaid,

Blue

and third party reimbursements.
At the same time,

there has been concern about

accounting and reporting practices of the health industry

by members of the Hospital Financial Management Association1
and others.2

there has been a lack of clar

In particular,

ity in the appropriate guidelines applicable to accounting

and reporting practices of university hospitals.

The hos

pital is a component unit of the university, which in turn
is a unit of the state,

thus adding to the accounting com

plexity.
In the period 1972-1974 the American Institute of

1Now Healthcare Financial Management Association.

Ronald R. Kovener, "Inside HFMA: Health Industry
2
Complexities Create Need for Principles and Practices
Board," Hospital Financial Management (March 1976), p. 54.
The Journal is now titled Healthcare Financial Management.
1

2
Certified Public Accountants
concerning hospitals,

(AICPA) issued audit guides

colleges and universities,

and local governmental units.

and state

These were the first AICPA

audit guides dealing with appropriate accounting and report
ing principles and procedures for the audit of hospitals,

colleges and universities,

and state and local governmental

units.
Now,

use,

in addition to being needed for management's

accounting information is required by other parties

such as Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross,
companies.

and bond-rating

Accounting and reporting practices have been

influenced by private rule making bodies such as the Amer

ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants

(AICPA),

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB), American

Hospital Association (AHA), National Association of College

and University Business Officers

(NACUBO) as well as by

state and regional hospital associations.

The Health Care

Financial Administration of the Department of Health,

Education and Welfare (now Health and Human Services)

tried

to establish a System for Hospital Uniform Reporting, but

that proposal has not been pursued any further since 1980.

Instead,

the concept of case-mix and prospective pricing

system has come into practice.
focuses hospitals'

costs,

"The case-mix management

attention on controlling utilization and

on efficiency and effectiveness and generally on

3

3
productivity enhancement.”3

The prospective pricing system,

together with diagnosis-related grouping (DRG) rate would

have a significant effect on the hospital accounting and
reporting practices.

Some pertinent statistics may indicate how big the

health care industry is, how rapidly it is changing, and
what an important role it plays in the economy.

The nation's medical care bill rose dramatically
over the last three decades from $13 billion in 1950
to $322 billion in 1982, and is projected to more
than double between now and 1990 (to $756 billion).
Health care spending has also claimed an ever increas
ing share of the Gross National Product, going from
4.4% in 1950 to 10.5% in 1982.
According to the
Health Care Financing Administration, it will consume
roughly 12% of economic output in 1990.4
The Department of Commerce in its latest report has

also mentioned that:
On a per capita basis, health care expenditures
increased from $1,225 in 1981 to $1,361 in 1982.
Per
capita expenditures under private insurance benefits
rose from $620 in 1980 to $701 in 1981, or 57.3 per
cent of the total, while public expenditures climbed

3

Walter J. Unger, "The New Era of Case-Mix Manage
ment: Its Financial Information Effect on Health Care Sys
tems," Healthcare Financial Management (June 1983), p. 70.
4The Conference Board, Health Care Expenditures;
Past, Present, and Future (New York: The Conference Board,
Inc., December 1983), p. 1.

4
from $455 to $524, 42.7 percent of total per capita
health care expenditures.5

Accounting for Nonprofit Organizations:
Colleges and Universities
and Hospitals
The development of accounting standards for nonprof

it organizations initially was undertaken by individual non
profit industry groups.

For example,

in the area of col

leges and universities, the leadership was taken by the

National Association of College and University Business
Officers.

It published principles of financial

accounting and reporting and other aspects concerning bus

iness officers'

interest and responsibility in the form of

a guide book entitled College
Administration,

and University Business

commonly called CUBA,

which was published in 1955,

the first edition of

the second in 1968, the third

in 1974, and the fourth edition was published in 1982.6

In the area of state and local governmental units,

leadership was first provided by the National Committee on

5United States Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Industrial Economics, "Health and Medical Services," U.S.
Industrial Outlook 1983 (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1983), pp. 52-56.

National Association of College and University
Business Officers, College and University Business Admin
istration (CUBA), 4th ed. (Washington, D.C.: National
Association of College and University Business Officers,
1982).

5
Municipal Accounting created in 1934, which was replaced in
1948 by the National Committee on Governmental Accounting

In 1968 the NCGA issued Governmental Accounting,

(NCGA).

Auditing,

and Financial Reporting

(GAAFR or the "blue book").

The committee was then reorganized as the National Council
on Governmental Accounting.

In 1979,

the Council restated

the principles contained in the 1968 pronouncement by issu
ing Statement 1,

Governmental Accounting and Financial

Reporting Principles.7

Accounting for Hospitals
In the realm of hospitals,

the initial measures

also were taken by industry groups such as the American

Hospital Association and the Healthcare Financial Manage

ment Association.
Chart of Accounts

The American Hospital Association's

for Hospitals has provided guidance regard

ing accounting principles for the hospital industry.8

The

American Hospital Association also published in 1969 a
statement which contained a set of guidelines on the

financial requirements of hospitals and also dealt with

National Council on Governmental Accounting,
7
Statement 1: Governmental Accounting and Financial Report
ing Principles (Chicago, IL: Municipal Finance Officers
Association, 1979).
Reference should be made to the Biblio
graphy for subsequent statements, concepts statement, inter
pretations, and research report.
The NCGA was replaced by
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board organized in
June 1984.
American Hospital Association, Chart of Accounts
8
for Hospitals (Chicago, IL: American Hospital Association,
1976).

6

certain broad accounting principles.9
The second private industry group in the health

industry is the Healthcare Financial Management Association.
Originally organized as the American Association of Hospital
Accountants and later known as the Hospital Financial Man

agement Association, this group formed a Principles and
Practices Board in 1976 dealing with particular areas of
interest in accounting.

The most recent statement deals

with "accounting and reporting for agency relationships."10

Thus, until 1972 whatever development was made in
accounting and reporting practices for colleges and univer
sities and hospitals was provided by particular industry

groups,

although members of committees of the American

Institute of Certified Public Accountants were usually

involved with them directly.
AICPA's Audit Guides

In 1972 the American Institute of Certified Public

Accountants

(AICPA)

took the leadership in prescribing

accounting and reporting principles and procedures for

American Hospital Association.
9
Statement on the
Financial Requirements of Health Care Institutions and Ser
vices (Chicago, IL: American Hospital Association, 1969).

10Principles and Practices Board, Statement No. 5,
Accounting and Reporting for Agency Relationships (Oak
Brook, IL: Healthcare Financial Management Association,
1983).

7

hospitals as a part of the industry audit guide.

The

AICPA’s first guide dealing with hospitals was published in

1972.11

In 1973,

the AICPA published a second guide dealing

with colleges and universities,12

and in 1974,

the AICPA

published a third guide dealing with state and local govern

mental units.13

The various accounting and audit guides issued by
the AICPA deal with specific nonprofit organizations and
therefore prescribe accounting and reporting principles and
procedures dealing only with that specific type of non

profit entity.

These guides have contributed significantly

in setting generally accepted accounting standards in their

respective areas, but these guides are not in complete

agreement with each other.

American Institute of Certified Public Account
11
ants, Hospital Audit Guide, 1972, as reproduced in Hospital
Audit Guide, 1982 (New York: American Institute of Certi
fied Public Accountants).
12

American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Audits of Colleges and Universities (New York: Amer
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1973).
The
Accounting Standards Task Force On Colleges and Universi
ties issued a Statement of Position, Financial Accounting
and Reporting by Colleges and Universities (74-8) which
modified Chapters 5 and 6 and Exhibits A-C of the Audit
Guide.

13

American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Audits of State and Local Governmental Units (New
York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
1974).

8

FASB and Accounting for Nonprofit
Organizations

Since 1979 the Financial Accounting Standards Board

(FASB) has accepted responsibility for setting standards
for nonprofit organizations.

No.

The FASB issued Statement

32 of which paragraph 10 states:

The specialized accounting and reporting principles
and practices contained in the AICPA SOPs and Guides on
Accounting and Auditing Matters listed in Appendix A
are preferable accounting principles for the purpose
of applying Opinion 20.14
With respect to the future action by the FASB it

has been pointed out that:

The FASB has announced a proposed procedure for
ultimately transforming existing AICPA Audit Guides
and Statements of Position into FASB Standards, but
no action has yet been taken with respect to any of
the nonprofit Guides or Statements of Position.15
Therefore, until the FASB takes other action the

Hospital Audit Guide, Audits of Colleges and Universities,

and related Statements of Position will continue to consti
tute generally accepted principles for separately issued

general purpose financial statements of hospitals and col

leges and universities.
The newly established Governmental Accounting

Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement
14
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 32, Specialized
Accounting and Reporting Principles and Practices in AICPA
Statements of Position and Guides on Accounting and Audit
ing Matters (Stamford, CT: The Financial Accounting Stand
ards Board, September 1979).
15Malvern J. Gross, Jr., and William Warshauer,
Jr., Financial and Accounting Guide for Nonprofit Organ
izations.
Rev. 3rd ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1983), p. 305.

9
Standards Board (GASB) replaces the National Council on
Governmental Accounting (NCGA).

However, the NCGA's

Statements and the AICPA's Audits of State and Local
Governmental Units

16

(as amended),

shall be recognized by

the GASB as being in force until such time as modified by

standards issued by the GASB.

The FASB will continue to establish standards for
all other entities including hospitals and colleges and

universities "except in circumstances where the GASB has
issued a pronouncement applicable to such entities or activ
ities.

GASB standards would also apply to those entities

or activities when included in combined general purpose

financial statements issued by state and local governmental
units.

."17

Conflicts Between Audits of Colleges and
Universities and Hospital Audit Guide
Since each guide was prepared by a different commit

tee at a different time, certain conflicting requirements
have resulted,

as noted in this section.

Some areas of dif

ference have been pointed out by Tasklanganos, as follows:

16

American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Audits of State and Local Governmental Units (New
York: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
1974).

17Governmental Accounting Standards Board, State
ment No. 1--Authoritative Status of NCGA Pronouncements
and AICPA Industry Audit Guide (Stamford, CT: Governmental
Accounting Standards Board, June 1984), p. 12.

10

i.
ii.

iii.

Plant assets of colleges and universities are
recorded in a Plant Fund, whereas those of hos
pitals are placed in the Unrestricted Fund.
For hospitals, accrual basis of accounting of
pledges is mandatory, but for colleges and
universities, it is optional.
Recording of depreciation expense of plant
assets is required for hospitals but is not
allowed for colleges and universities.18
Statement of the Problem

The above mentioned and other major differences
and similarities between these two guides have been sum

marized in Table 1, but these are not the only inconsisten

cies.

No authoritative body has issued guidance to clarify

whether Audits of Colleges and Universities or Hospital

Audit Guide should be followed by hospitals operated by a

university; however, Audits of State and Local Governmental

Units guide has been amended by the AICPA making Hospital
Audit Guide applicable to hospitals that are operated by
governmental units.

19

Under GASB Statement No.

1, when

the hospital and college and university activities are
included in combined financial statements issued by the

state and local governmental units, GASB standards apply.

18

Angelos A. Tasklanganos, "Sense and Nonsense in
Financial Reporting by Nonprofit Organizations," MSU Busi
ness Topics (Vol. 27, No. 1, Winter 1979), pp. 25-33.
19

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,
Statement of Position 78-7: Financial Accounting and Reporting
by Hospitals Operated by a Governmental Unit (New York,
AICPA, 1978)

11
Table 1.
Comparison of Hospital Audit Guide and Audits of Colleges and
Universities.
Colleges/
Universities
Guide_________

Hospital
Guide

Item

Similarities
1. Fund accounting principles
and practices
2. Fund groups
3. Accrual Basis ofAccounting
4. Fixed Assets Capitalized

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Differences
1. Basic Financial Statements:
i. Balance Sheet
ii. Statement of Changes
in Fund Balances
iii. Statement of Operations

iv.

Statement of Changes
in Financial Position

2. Number of Funds

3. Operating & Nonoperating
Revenues shown separately
4. Cost of Services Measured
5. Separate Board-designated
Endowment Funds
6. Property, Plant & Equipment

7. Depreciation on Property,
Pland & Equipment
8. Accelerated Depreciation

9.
10.

Pledges

Investments

Sources:

Yes

Yes

Yes
Statement of
Revenues and
Expenses

Yes
Statement of
Current. Funds,
Revenues, Expenditures and Other
Changes

Yes

No

Two Unrestricted
and Three
Restricted

Six

Yes
Yes

No
No

Not Applicable
Carried in
Unrestricted
Current Funds
Yes, considered
cost
Yes, for reim
bursements
Accrual basis
mandatory
Lower of aggre
gate Cost and
Market Value

Applicable

Separate fund
Not considered
cost
No

Accrual basis
optional
Cost or Market
Value

1. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Hospital
Audit Guide (New York: AICPA, 1972, 1982).
2. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Audits
of Colleges and Universities (New -ork: AICPA, 1973).

12

Concern has been centered lately on improvements in

the area of hospital accounting.

Some factors responsible

for an improvement in hospital accounting are: "(1) the

increasing difficulty of raising money to cover operating

deficits and building programs;

(2) the rapid growth in the

percentage of population covered by third-party payment

plans; and (3) constant publicity about the 'high cost' of
hospital care."

20

It is alleged that the current accounting practices
of hospitals do not lend themselves either to comparison of
operating results among hospitals of the same size provid

ing similar services and the same control, or to comparison
among the various departments within the same hospital.

21

One of the most important objections to the basic
financial statements of hospitals is that they do not meet

20

Leon E. Hay, Accounting For Governmental and
Nonprofit Entities, 6th ed. (Homewood, IL: Richard D. Irwin,
Inc. , 1980) , p. 515.
21

James C. Ingram, "Uniform Accounting--How It Will
Affect Hospitals," Hospital Financial Management (June 1977),
pp. 10-12.

13

the users’

information needs.

22

In a research report on

"Reporting of Service Efforts and Accomplishments" under
taken by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.

on behalf of the

Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB),

23

it was

stated that:

Because the goals of nonbusiness organizations
are to provide services rather than to generate
profits, the question had arisen as to whether the
service efforts and accomplishments of nonbusiness
organizations should be expressed as part of their
general purpose external financial reporting.
It was further stated in Chapter 4 of the same

report that:

Because of the rising costs and complexity of
health care in the United States, there has been
an increase in emphasis in recent years on trying
to find ways to integrate the financial and medical
care information that hospitals generate.
Total
performance concepts for hospitals . . . are the
subject of an increasing amount of research effort
and practical application.
There are numerous unresolved conflicts concerning

the treatment of various transactions,

events,

and items

within the same fund category or among different funds.

22

Principles and Practices Board, Statement 3, Sup
plementary Reporting of Hospital Financial Requirements
(Oak Brook, IL: Hospital Financial Management Association,
1980).
As published in Hospital Financial Management
(December 1980), pp. 50-59.

23

Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., Reporting of Ser
vice Efforts and Accomplishments, Research Report (Stamford,
CT: Financial Accounting Standards Board, 1980), p. 1.
24Ibid. ,

p.

35.
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Not only are there accounting problems but also problems of

how, where, and in what order to present transactions, events,

and items in the annual financial statements or in schedules.
In addition, some information which the users may think
important is not presented at all or is presented with very

little explanation or in a manner easily misunderstood.

25

Three sets of guidelines, Hospital Audit Guide,
Audits of Colleges and Universities, and Audits of State

and Local Governmental Units, have been promulgated by the
AICPA, but these have several conflicting requirements.

In

addition, reporting requirements of third parties, such as
Medicaid, Medicare,

etc., are not consistent with the prev

iously stated three audit guides.

In summary, no authorita

tive body has issued guidance to clarify which guide should

be followed by hospitals operated by a university.

The hos

pital financial statements must be combined with those of
the university and the university financial statements must

be combined with those of the State.
Objectives of the Present Study

The objectives of this study include an examination
of the following:

25

op.

Principles and Practices Board Statement No.
cit., p. 51.

3,
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1.

The accounting and reporting practices used in the

university hospitals selected for this study.
2.

Any deviations found between the practices of the

hospitals in this study and the principles recommended by

the Hospital Audit Guide and other guides.

3.

Recommendations concerning changes by these hos

pitals in their accounting procedures to best achieve the
objectives for financial reporting by nonbusiness organiza
tions as stated by FASB Concepts Statement No.

4 and the

National Council on Governmental Accounting Concepts State

ment 1.
Basis of Evaluation

The Hospital Audit Guide requires that basic finan
cial statements such as balance sheet, statement of reve

nues and expenses, statement of changes in fund balances,
statement of changes in financial position,

and notes to

the financial statements should be prepared in conformity
with generally accepted accounting and reporting practices
as enunciated in the guide and in other authoritative pub
lications such as Accounting Principles Board Opinions,

Accounting Research Bulletins and Financial Accounting
Standards Board Statements and Concepts Statement No.

where applicable.
is,

4,

The basis of evaluation for this study

therefore, based upon the accounting and reporting

standards set forth in the guide and previous listed author
itative publications.
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Scope of the Study
Five state-supported and public medical center

owned-and-operated university hospitals

(cases), each one

from a different state, were selected for the present

study.

The identity of participating institutions and

officials was disguised by assigning arbitrary names of
Alpha,

Beta, Gamma, Kappa and Omega to the institutions and

using titles,

instead of names,

of the officials who

responded to the questionnaire and personal interviews.
The major areas of investigation included in the

present study dealt with:

plant and equipment,

(1) guide followed,

(3) patient service revenue,

tions, pledges and restricted resources,

trust by others,
(7)

(2) property,

(5)

(4)

dona

funds held in

(6) marketable equity securities,

and

financial statements prepared and reported.
The accounting principles and reporting practices

in these major areas of the selected hospitals were exam

ined and analyzed based upon the generally accepted account
ing and reporting principles and procedures specified in

the Hospital Audit Guide and other applicable statements.

Methodology

To achieve the objectives of this study,

the case

method approach was adopted and several methods of research

were employed.

These methods included library research,

preliminary interviews,
and personal interviews.

financial statements,

questionnaire,
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Library Research
The library research was conducted to provide the

background of the evolution of accounting for hospitals.

Particular emphasis was given to the pronouncements of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants,

includ

ing Accounting Principles Board Opinions; Accounting
Research Bulletins; Statements of the Financial Accounting

and Statements of the Governmental Account

Standards Board;

ing Standards Board.

Preliminary Interviews
Several preliminary interviews were conducted with

hospital personnel concerning the various accounting and
related problems to be included in the study.

The inter

views included talks with three controllers of state sup
ported university hospitals as well as interviews with

controllers of a hospital not associated with a university

and a university,

and with other appropriate personnel con

nected with Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Medicaid Commission,

Health Systems Agency, Health Care Commission,

and the

State Department of Audit.

Financial Statements
The financial statements of ten selected hospitals

were requested through letters.

As a result of this

request and several telephone calls,
were received.

seven annual reports

The analysis of the statements revealed

that they did not provide sufficient detailed information

18

for the in-depth study contemplated.

Therefore,

a case

study approach was adopted.

Questionnaire
A questionnaire (Appendix I) was developed for the

case-study which was utilized to determine the present
financial accounting practices and reporting procedures of
the hospitals selected for the survey.

The questionnaires

were administered in person to the hospital and medical

center officers.
The questionnaire was divided into major categor

ies including (1) general,

ment,

(3) patient service revenues,

and restricted resources,

others,

plant and equip

(2) property,

(4)

donations, pledges

(5) funds held in trust by

(6) marketable equity securities,

cial statements and reports.

and (7)

finan

These categories were chosen

because these are the main areas with differences in the

several guides and third party reporting requirements.
Personal Interviews
Personal interviews were conducted with both the
hospital and medical center officials to obtain further
clarification on the responses to the questionnaire and to

gather general information about the accounting and report

ing practices at their respective institutions.

Justification of the Study
A study of state supported and public university
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owned-and-operated university hospitals is needed for the
following reasons.

No authoritative body has issued guidance to clarify
whether university hospitals should follow Hospital Audit

Guide, Audits of Colleges and Universities, or Audits of

State and Local Governmental Units. The university hospital

is a component unit of the university, which in turn is a
unit of the state.

Hence, which guideline is appropriate

depends upon which level produces the financial reports.

A

study of university hospitals might provide some insight

into this problem.

University hospitals are unique among hospitals in

that they encompass three missions--patient care, teaching,
and research.

The teaching and research aspects impact upon

the hospital operations in several ways:

(1) the large num

ber of specialists on the faculty tends to result in treat
ing more acutely ill patients;

(2) many serve a social role

by treating a high load of indigent patients;

(3) a large

part of the funding comes from Medicare and Medicaid and

state and local appropriations.

A study of these unique

hospitals might help clarify whether separate financial
statements prepared following the Hospital Audit Guide
would be useful.

No research, to the author's knowledge, previous to
the present project has been conducted specifically with

state university hospitals covering the objectives of this
study.
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Recently attention has been focused in the area of
nonprofit accounting.

It is believed that this study will

contribute meaningfully to the existing hospital accounting
literature.
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited in the following respects:

1.

The study was concerned with a special classifica

tion of hospitals--i.e., hospitals that were owned and oper

ated by state universities.
2.

To make the study manageable,

only hospitals in

five states were included, based upon convenience of loca
tion and willingness of the hospital to cooperate.
3.

The findings of five case studies

(hospitals)

included in this research cannot be applied generally; how

ever, other similar hospitals might find the study useful.
4.

The study was limited by the degree of truthfulness

and completeness of respondents' responses and perhaps lack
of understanding between respondents and interviewers.

Definition of Terms
Because of the nature of this study,

some terms

need clarification:
Medical Center refers to such other words as med
ical school, medical college.

Such words were deemed to

be synonymous for the purpose of this study.
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Hospital refers to state university owned-and-oper-

ated hospital.

Such words were deemed to be synonymous for

the purpose of this study.
Plan of the Study

This study is composed of six chapters.

The pur

pose of the first chapter was to present a general intro

duction for this dissertation.
Chapter 2 covers a survey of current literature

relating to the development of accounting and financial
reporting for nonprofit organizations in general and hos

pitals in particular.

The discussion includes rule-making

organizations, generally accepted accounting principles,
and users of hospital financial statements.

Chapter 3 covers a discussion of the research

methodology used in this study.

Responses to the question

naire and personal interviews are presented in detail as

case studies in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 contains a comparison

of the five case studies and an analysis of the deficien
cies and problems found in the study.

Chapter 6 includes a summary, conclusions,
recommendations for further research.

and

CHAPTER 2
EVOLUTION OF ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
AND REPORTING PRACTICES FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS
IN THE UNITED STATES

The purpose of this chapter is to present a back

ground of the development of accounting principles and

reporting practices for medical schools and university hos
pitals in the United States.

The discussion of the evalua

tion of accounting practices includes the rule-making organ

izations, nonprofit accounting in general and fund account
ing for hospitals.

Accounting Rule-Making Organizations

Due to the various types of nonprofit organizations,

the development of accounting rules initially was under
taken not by the accounting profession but by individual

nonprofit industry groups.

For example, accounting standards

for colleges and universities were developed by the Nation

al Association of College and University Business Officers
and for hospitals by the American Hospital Association.
These and various other industry associations developed

their own accounting manuals applicable only to individual
associations and dealt with that particular industry's prob
lems.

The accounting profession was involved sometimes
22
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directly but usually indirectly in the development of those
various manuals, but they were published in the names of

individual associations, not by the profession.

Various

reasons for the lack of interest on the part of the account

ing profession have been given,

1.
2.

3.
4.

including:

the low financial profile of these institutions;
the belief that their business and financial
affairs were of little interest outside the
organizations themselves;
legal risks in the audit of these organizations
were minimal;
auditors received inadequate fees for their work
in this field.26

Yet, before 1972, no authoritative pronouncement
existed establishing generally accepted accounting
principles for not-for-profit organizations.
This
lack of guidance allowed them to present their finan
cial statements on either the accrual or cash basis,
to capitalize or expense fixed asset acquisitions,
to record or not record depreciation, etc., and still
receive an unqualified opinion from an independent
CPA.27

American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants
This lack of guidance on generally accepted
accounting and reporting principles for nonprofit organi
zations,

including hospitals, however, was soon over when

the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

26

Malvern J. Gross, Jr., "Nonprofit Accounting:
The Continuing Revolution," The Journal of Accountancy
(June 1977), pp. 66-74.
27

Allen L. Fetterman, "What You Should Know About
Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organizations," The Practical
Accountant (August 1980), pp. 17-30.
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(AICPA) issued the following three authoritative audit
guides during a period of three years.

1.
2.
3.

Hospital Audit Guide (1972) ;
Audits of Colleges and Universities (1973); and,
Audits of State and Local Governmental Units (1974).

Financial Accounting Standards Board

In June 1973, the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) was formed.

It was charged with the responsi

bility for issuing accounting standards which established
generally accepted accounting principles.

At the same

time, the AICPA set up an ongoing committee, "Accounting
Standards Executive Committee" (AcSEC),

to make recommenda

tions to the FASB on accounting issues in the form of

"Statements of Position" (SOP) for the FASB's considera
tion.

If the FASB does not take any action to the con

trary on these SOP,

then these Statements of Position have

the same force as the Guides and are considered by the FASB
as being preferable accounting principles.

Generally each

individual Statement of Position deals with a particular
subject matter or an area which needs to be changed,
revised, or clarified in a particular audit guide.

The

members of the accounting profession cannot ignore the
recommendations contained in these SOP, as they are warned
in a notice before each SOP that:

To the extent that a Statement of Position is
concerned with auditing procedures and auditors'
reports, its degree of authority is the same as
that of the Audit Guide to which it relates.
As
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to such matters, members should be aware that they
may be called upon to justify departures from the
recommendations of the task force.

In September 1979,

the FASB issued Statement of

Accounting Standards No. 32, Specialized Accounting and
Reporting Principles and Practices in AICPA Statements of

Position and Guides on Accounting and Auditing Matters.

Paragraph 10 of this statement states:
The specialized accounting and reporting princi
ples and practices contained in the AICPA SOPs and
Guides on Accounting and Auditing Matters listed in
Appendix A are preferable accounting principles for
the purpose of applying (Accounting Principles Board)
Opinion 20.28

The principles contained in Hospital Audit Guide
and Audits of Colleges and Universities are therefore con

sidered preferable by the FASB Statement No.

32.

With

respect to the future action by the FASB, it has been
pointed out that:

The FASB has announced a proposed procedure for
ultimately transforming existing AICPA Audit Guides
and Statements of Position into FASB standards, but
no action has yet been taken with respect to any of
the nonprofit Guides or Statements of Position.^9

28

Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement
of Financial Accounting Standards No. 32: Specialized
Accounting and Reporting Principles and Practices in AICPA
Statements of Position and Guides on Accounting and Audit
ing Matters (Stamford, CT: The Financial Accounting Stand
ards Board, September 1979).
29

Malvern J. Gross, Jr., and William Warshauer,
Jr., Financial and Accounting Guide for Nonprofit Organizations, rev. 3rd ed. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1983),
p. 305.
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Therefore, the various Guides and SOPs of the AICPA will
continue to provide the profession generally accepted
accounting and financial reporting practices in the areas

of nonprofit business,

including hospitals, until further

action is taken by the FASB.

Such entities will also be

governed by the standards of the GASB when included in the
combined financial statements of the state and local gov

ernmental units.
Nonprofit Accounting in General

A nonprofit organization has been defined by Henke
as follows:
A nonprofit organization is an economic entity pro
viding, without profit to any owners, a service bene
ficial to society and financed by equity interests that
cannot be sold or traded by individuals or profit-seek
ing entities.30

Nonprofit organizations can be classified in numer

ous ways but most of such organizations fall into one of

the following three categories;
1.
2.
3.

Voluntarily supported and involuntarily supported;
Those who need initial capital support and those who
need indefinite full or partial operating support;
On the basis of their sources of equity financing
and operating objectives.31
The voluntarily supported nonprofit organizations

include private colleges, hospitals,

and health and welfare

30Emerson O. Henke, Accounting for Nonprofit Organizations, rev. 3rd ed. (Boston, MA: Kent Publishing Company,
1983), p. 1.
31Ibid. , p.

2.
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etc.

agencies,

state,

The involuntarily supported include federal,

and local governmental units which are supported by

taxes and other assessments.
Some organizations receive an initial capital contri
bution for plant and equipment, etc.,

and thereafter sustain

themselves from their own normal operations.

Such organiza

tions may include hospitals and private colleges and univer

sities.

The other group which needs full or partial operat

ing support indefinitely includes governmental units sup

ported by periodic tax assessments and churches, etc.
The third classification includes organizations

ranging from pure profit entities on the one side of the
spectrum to pure nonprofit entities on the other end.

In

between are quasi-profit entities which are closer to pure

profit entities and quasi-nonprofit entities which are
closer to the pure nonprofit entities.32

Obj ectives

The Financial Accounting Standards Board in State

ment of Financial Accounting Concepts No.

4, Objectives of

Financial Reporting by Nonbusiness Organizations, has stated

that the objectives in this Statement apply to general pur

pose external financial reporting by nonbusiness organiza
tions , and that:

32

Ibid. , p.

2.
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1.

2.

The objectives stem primarily from the needs of
external users who generally cannot prescribe
the information they want from an organization.
In addition to information provided by general
purpose external financial reporting, managers
and, to some extent, governing bodies need a
great deal of internal accounting information
to carry out their responsibilities in planning
and controlling activities.
That information
and information directed at meeting the special
ized needs of users having the power to obtain
the information they need are beyond the scope
of this Statement.33
The financial reporting objectives given in this

Statement are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Financial reporting by nonbusiness organizations
should provide information that is useful to
present and potential resource providers and
other users in making rational decisions about
the allocation of resources to those organizations.
Financial reporting should provide information
to help present and potential resource providers
and other users in assessing the services that a
nonbusiness organization provides and its ability
to continue to provide those services.
Financial reporting should provide information
that is useful to present and potential resource
providers and other users in assessing how man
agers of a nonbusiness organizations have dis
charged their stewardship responsibilities and
about other aspects of their performance.
Financial reporting should provide information
about the economic resources, obligations, and
net resources of an organization, and the effects
of transactions, events, and circumstances that
change resources and interests in those resources.
Financial reporting should provide information
about the performance of an organization during
a period.
Periodic measurement of the changes
in the amount and nature of the net resources

33

Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement
of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 4: Objectives of
Financial Reporting by Nonbusiness Organizations.
In
Journal of Accountancy (March 1981), p. 113.
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6.

7.

of a nonbusiness organization and information
about the service efforts and accomplishments
of an organization together represent the
information most useful in assessing its per
formance .
Financial reporting should provide information
about how an organization obtains and spends
cash or other liquid resources, about its bor
rowing and repayment of borrowing, and about
other factors that may affect an organization's
liquidity.
Financial reporting should include explanations
and interpretations to help users understand
financial information provided.34

Fund Accounting

The principles of fund accounting should be used

whether the organization is a governmental entity or any
type of nonprofit organization.

Nonprofit organizations

receive resources from various sources for different pur

poses.

The governing board of the institution has discre

tionary control over resources received for general use
but resources received for restricted purposes must be
spent for donor-imposed specific purposes.35

The origin

of fund accounting has been explained as follows:

Over the years, current nonprofit accounting has
developed from a trust or "stewardship" orientation
based largely on the concept of legal accountability.

34
Ibid
.
(Copyright by Financial Accounting Stand
ards Board, High Ridge Park, Stamford, CT, 06905, U.S.A.
Reprinted with permission.
Copies of the complete docu
ment are available from the FASB.)

Hay,
35

op.

cit. , pp.

567 and 568.
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A trustee was responsible for funds received and
funds disbursed, and this accountability was para
mount.
Stewardship or trust accounting became the
focal point of a form of accounting that has become
known as "fund accounting.”36

The National Council on Governmental Accounting

has defined the word "fund" as follows:
A fund is defined as a fiscal and accounting
entity with a self balancing set of accounts record
ing cash and other financial resources, together
with all related liabilities and residual equities
or balances, and changes therein, which are segre
gated for the purpose of carrying on specific activ
ities or attaining certain objectives in accordance
with special regulations, restrictions, or limita
tions.37

Accounting and Reporting Practices
for Hospitals
Some of the factors which gave impetus to hospital
accounting and reporting practices in the last forty years

"(1) the increasing difficulty of raising money

include:

to cover operating deficits and building progams,

(2)

rapid growth in the percentage of population covered by

third-party payment plans,

and (3)

such as Blue Cross and Medicare,

constant publicity about the 'high cost' of hos

pital care."38

36

Malvern J. Gross, Jr., "Nonprofit Accounting:
The Continuing Revolution," op. cit. , p. 66.
37

National Council on Governmental Accounting,
Statement 1, op. cit., p. 2.

38

Hay, op.

cit., p.

565.
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The Hospital Audit Guide, including the applicable
Statements of Position by the American Institute of Certi

fied Public Accountants, together with applicable pronounce

ments of the FASB and its predecessors, are now recognized
as constituting the generally accepted accounting and

reporting principles for hospitals.

Table 2 contains a sum

mary of various pronouncements which are currently applic

able to accounting and reporting practices of hospitals and
colleges and universities in the seven areas of investiga

tion previously stated.
The Committee on Health Care Institutions of the
AICPA has unanimously concluded that the general purpose

financial statements of hospitals which are increasingly

being used by the public should be prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.

39

The hospitals also have the obligation and respon

sibility to disclose to the public the sources as well as
the disposition of the resources which they received from
the public as stated below:

Health care institutions have an obligation to
disclose to the public evidence that all their funds
are being effectively utilized in accordance with
their stated purpose or operation.
Such disclosures
will be deemed to have been made if financial state
ments are made available on request to those with a
legitimate interest in this information.
These finan
cial statements should be prepared in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles consistently
applied and should be accompanied by the stated

39

American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Hospital Audit Guide, op. cit., p. 3.
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Table 2.
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles Applicable to
Accounting and Reporting Practices of Hospitals and Colleges and
Universities.
AICPA’s Audit Guides
Specific Items

Current Funds Revenues
and Current Funds
Expenditures
Changes in Financial
Position
Prior Period Adjust
ments
Accounting Changes
Marketable Securities

Governmental Operated
Hospitals
Hospital Related
Organizations
Depreciation

Disclosure of Account
ing Policies
Disclosure of Long-Term
Obligations
Code: APB
ARB
SFAS
SOP

=
=
=
=

Hospital Audit
Guide

—

Audits of Colleges
and Universities
SOP 74-8; SFAS 32;
APB Opinion 20

APB Opinion 19
APB Opinion 19
APB Opinion 9;
APB Opinion 9;
SFAS 16
SFAS 16
APB Opinion 20
APB Opinion 20
SOP 78-1; SFAS
SOP 78-1; SFAS 12;
12; SFAS 32;
SFAS 32; APB OpinAPB Opinion 20
ion 20
SOP 78-7; SFAS
32; APB Opin
ion 20
SOP 81-2; ARB
51; APB Opin
ion 20; SFAS 56,57
ARB 43; APB
Opinion 12
APB Opinion 22
APB Opinion 22
SFAS 47

SFAS 47

Accounting Principles Board
Accounting Research Bulletin
Statement of Financial Accounting Standards Board
Statement of Position issued by American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants

Sources: 1. Financial Accounting Standards Board, Accounting Standards:
Original Pronouncements Issued Through June 19 73 (Stamford,
CT: Financial Accounting Standards Board, 1983).
2. Financial Accounting Standards Board, Accounting Standards:
Original Pronouncements, July 1973-June 1, 1983 (Stamford,
CT: Financial Accounting Standards Board, 1983).
3. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, State
ment of Position (New York: American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants).
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opinion of an independent public accountant as to
their fairness.40
Upon the importance of using generally accepted
accounting principles in preparing hospital financial state

ments,

it has been pointed out that:

The use of a uniform reporting system contributes
to the efficiency of management because it permits
dependable comparison of financial and operating sta
tistics with those of other hospitals functioning
under similar conditions.

Fund Accounting in Hospitals

Principles of fund accounting are also applicable
to hospitals as stated below:
The principles of fund accounting were developed
and applied to hospitals for very elementary reasons.
There was and is no other better method for disclos
ing malfeasance and misfeasance in connection with
the several degrees of fiduciary responsibilities
related to hospital assets.42
The fund groupings provided in the Hospital Audit

Guide (Guide) differ somewhat from the fund groupings pro
vided in other guides for other nonprofit organizations
by the AICPA.

Table 3 compares the composition of fund

40

American Hospital Association, Statement on the
Financial Requirements of Health Care Institutions and
Services (Chicago, IL: American Hospital Association, 1969),
p. 24.

41
42

Hay,

op.

cit., p.

565.

Benjamin 0. Nelson, "Fund Accounting Safeguards
Assets," Hospital Accounting (October 1965), pp. 26-27.

Table 3.

Fund Structures of Colleges and Universities, Hospitals, and State & Local Governments

Colleges and Universities

Hospitals

State and Local Governments

I.

I.

I.

Current Funds
I.a. Current Unrestricted Fund
i. Used for current operating purposes.
ii. Includes current assets, current
liabilities and fund balance.
iii. Accrual basis used.
iv. Hospitals and Auxiliary Enterprises
included.

l.b.

iii.

Current Restricted Fund
i. Used for current restricted purposes.
ii. Includes current assets, current
liabilities and Fund balance.
iii. Accrual basis used.

II. Restricted Funds (Specific Purpose)
2. Loan Funds
i.
Resources are restricted to make
financial loans mainly to students,
faculty and staff, etc.
ii.
Accrual basis used.

3.Endowment and Similar Funds
i.
Used for Pure, Quasi and Term Endowments.
ii.
Resources restricted by donors or boarddesignated.
iii
Accrual basis used.

Unrestricted Funds
i. The governing board may use the
resources for any purpose it wants;
not restricted by donors, etc.
ii. Subdivided into three subclasses:
a. Current Fund (Operating Fund)
b. Board-Designated Funds

II.

Accrual basis used.

Restricted Funds
1. Restrictions as to the use of resources
are placed by donors, grantors, and
other outside parties.
ii. Subdivided into following three fund
groups. Each has its own fund balance.

1.

Endowment and Similar Funds
i. Used for Pure and Term Endowments;
Quasi (board-designated) are used
under unrestricted funds.
ii. Accrual basis used.

Governmental Funds
The General fund
i. Includes current assets,
current liab. & fund bal.
ii. Modified accrual basis is used.
iii. Encumbrance accounting used.

2.

Special Revenue Funds
Used when special revenue is received
for a special purpose only.

3.

Capital Projects Funds
i. Used for the acquisition or construction of major capital facili
ties (other than those financed by
proprietary funds, Special Assessment Funds, and Trust Funds.
ii. Exists only for the duration of
project.

4.

Debt
Used
for,
debt

5.

Special Assessment Funds
Used for financing of public improve
ments or services deemed to benefit
the properties against which special
assessments are levied.

Service Funds
for the accumulation of resources
and payment of, general long-term
principal and interest.
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Table 3 (Continued)
4.

5.

Plant Funds
2. Plant Replacement and Expansion Funds
a. Unexpended Plant Funds
i. Used for resources restricted by donors
Funds accumulated for acquisition
for additions to property, plant and
of physical properties
equipment. Board-designated resources
b. Funds for Renewals and Replacements
are not included.
i. Fund balances represent unexpended
ii. Accrual basis used.
resources held for renewals and
replacements.
3. Specific Purpose Funds
ii. Resources are provided for by donors
i. Resources are restricted by donors for
or designated by board.
specific operating purposes.
iii. Fund balances subdivided between
ii. Accrual basis used.
unrestricted and restricted resources.
c. Funds for Retirement of Indebtedness
i. Used for funds set aside for retirement
of debt and for debt service charges.
ii. Fund balances subdivided between
unrestricted and restricted resources.
d. Investment in Plant
Represents funds expended for and thus
invested in institutional properties.

Annuity and Life Income Funds
i. Used for funds acquired by an institution
to provide stipulated amounts periodically
to designated individuals for a given
period of time.
ii. Principal then becomes available to the
University.
iii. Accrual basis used.

II.

III.

Proprietary Funds
6. Enterprise Funds
i. Used for operations that are
financed & operated in a manner
similar to private business
enterprises to provide services
to the general public.
ii. Depreciation is recorded as an
expense.
iii. Full accrual basis is used.
iv. Includes current & fixed assets,
current & long-term debt 4 fund
equity.
7. Internal Service Funds
i. Used for financing of goods or
services provided by one department or agency to other departments or agencies of the governmental unit, or to other governmental units, on a cost reim
bursement basis.
ii. Depreciation is recorded as an
expense.
iii. Full accrual basis is used.
iv. Includes current 4 fixed assets,
current 4 long-term debt and
fund equity.
.
Fiduciary Funds
8.Trust and Agency Funds
Used for assets held by a govern
mental unit in a trustee capacity
or as an agent for individuals,
private organizations, other govern
mental units, and/or other funds.
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Table 3 (Continued)
6.

Agency Funds
i. Funds are held by the University as custodian
for others such as student organizations.
ii. Assets equal liabilities; no fund balance.
iii. Accrual basis used.

IV.

Group of Accounts
I.
General Fixed Assets
Group of Accounts
i.
Used for all fixed assets (other
than those related to specific
proprietary funds or trust funds)
of a governmental unit.
ii. General fixed assets are recorded
at acquisition cost (or at esti
mated fair value if donated).
iii. General fixed assets group is only
an accounting entity, not a fiscal
entity.
iv. Depreciation is not recorded in
the accounts of governmental
funds.
2. General Long-Term Debt
Group of Accounts
i. Used for unmatured general long
term liabilities (other than that
of proprietary funds, special
assessment funds, and trust funds)
of the governmental unit.
ii. General long-term debt group is
only an accounting entity, not a
fiscal entity.

Sources:
1. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Audits of Colleges and Universities, (New York, NY:
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1973).
2. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Hospital Audit Guide, (New York, NY: American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1972).
3. American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Audits of State and Local-Governmental Units--As Amended,
(New York, NY: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1974).
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structures as provided in the Audits of Colleges and Uni

versities , Hospital Audit Guide, and Audits of State and
Local Governmental Units--all three published by the AICPA.

The Hospital Audit Guide recognizes only two major fund
classes: unrestricted and restricted.

However, the Ameri

can Hospital Association's Chart of Accounts for Hospitals
has recommended the following funds under each fund

group:

43

Unrestricted Funds

General Fund (Operating
Fund)
Board Designated Funds

Unrestricted Funds.

Restricted Funds
Specific-Purpose Funds
Endowment Fund
Plant Replacement and
Expansion Fund

If the governing board of the

hospital may use the resources for any purpose it wants and
there are no restrictions placed by donors or other outside

parties, the resources are then accounted for in the Unre
stricted Fund.

two classes:

The unrestricted funds can be divided into

current fund and board-designated funds.

The current fund is also sometimes called the

"operating fund."
The current portion represents the working cap
ital of the hospital.
The amounts included in this
subgrouping are the unallocated general funds of the
institution.
Generally the current portion will

43
43American Hospital Association, Chart of Accounts
for Hospitals, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
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consist of current assets,
any deferred credit.44

current liabilities, and

Board-designated resources are accounted for in

this sub-classification.

The designation of funds by the

governing board does not make such funds restricted in a
legal sense as restrictions can be placed only by third

parties such as donors.

The board may at its choice trans

fer back the designated funds to current funds.

The word

"restricted,” therefore, is not used; rather the term
"designated” is employed.

The board-designated funds are

generally established for such special purposes as:
1.
2.
3.

Expansion or replacement of plant assets.
Endowment or investments.
To retire debt.

Board designation of assets for specified purposes
does 'not remove the assets from the unrestricted status
and does not create separate funds.
In essence it
creates a segregation of the Unrestricted Fund balance
similar to appropriations of retained earnings.45
One of the features of the Hospital Audit Guide
which differs from the provisions of the Audits of Colleges

and Universities and Audits of State and Local Governmental

Units is that the Hospital Audit Guide prescribes plant
assets to be included in unrestricted funds.

Plant assets

include land, building, leasehold improvements, and

44Gross, Jr. , and Warshauer, Jr. , op.

cit. , p. 235.

45Edward S. Lynn and Robert J. Freeman, Fund
Accounting: Theory and Practice, 2nd ed. (Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1983), p. 705.
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equipment.

The Guide prescribes that:

Property, plant and equipment and related liabili
ties should be accounted for as part of unrestricted
funds, since segregation in a separate fund would
imply the existence of restrictions on asset use.
If
limitations exist on the use of proceeds from a dis
position of property, plant and equipment, such limi
tations should be disclosed.46
The Guide has also prescribed that depreciation

should be recognized in hospital financial statements.

Depreciation accounting has been defined in AICPA’s

Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 as follows:

The cost of a productive facility is one of the
costs of the services it renders during its useful
economic life.
Generally accepted accounting prin
ciples require that this cost be spread over the
expected useful life of the facility in such a way
as to allocate it as specifically as possible to
the periods during which services are obtained from
the use of the facility.
This procedure is known as
depreciation accounting, a system of accounting which
aims to distribute the cost or other basic value of
tangible capital assets, less salvage (if any) over
the estimated useful life of the unit (which may be
a group of assets) in a systematic and rational man
ner.
It is a process of allocation, not of valua
tion.47
The revised American Hospital Association’s Chart

of Accounts for Hospitals (1966) recommends carrying prop
erty, plant and equipment at current replacement cost and

basing

depreciation on these values.

But the American

46AICPA, Hospital Audit Guide, op.

cit., p.

4.

47American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43: Restatement and
Revision of Accounting Research Bulletins, Chapter 9, Sec
tion C, paragraph 5 (New York: American Institute of Cer
tified Public Accountants, 1953).
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Hospital Association’s Chart of Accounts for Hospitals is

only recommended and not mandated.

Also, it does not

require a specific financial statement format.

However,

the Hospital Audit Guide does require that in order to have
a clean audit, the hospital must adhere to the financial

statements presentation within the Hospital Audit Guide.
The recognition of depreciation as an expense, there
fore, represents a major step forward on the part of the
AICPA in the Hospital Audit Guide, according to Gross.

It

makes the financial statement more understandable to an

average reader or to one who is used to business financial

statements.

48

The recording or not recording of depreciation in

other governmental entities and nonprofit organizations has
been an issue from the very beginning and still has not
been resolved.

The National Council on Governmental Account

ing (NCGA), for example, has recommended in principle that
depreciation on fixed assets should not be recorded in gov

ernmental funds.

However,

the NCGA neither denies the

existence of depreciation nor precludes calculation of it
for cost finding purposes.
Audits of Colleges and Universities has also
opposed recording of depreciation on physical plant when

48Malvern J. Gross, Jr. , ’’The Hospital Audit Guide
--Its Significance for Nonprofit Organizations,” The Journal of Accountancy (March 1973), pp. 73-76.
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it stated that:

Depreciation expense related to depreciable assets
comprising the physical plant is reported neither in
the statement of current funds revenues, expenditures,
and other changes nor in the statement of changes in
unrestricted current funds balance ....
Depreciation
allowance, however, may be reported in the balance sheet
and the provision for depreciation reported in the state
ment of changes in the balance of the investment-inplant fund subsection of the plant funds group.

After considering all the arguments in favor of or

opposition to depreciation, the American Accounting Asso
ciation's Committee recommended that:

The accounting records and related reports of a
not-for-profit organization should disclose the cost
of use or consumption of the assets allocated to
services and/or time periods as appropriate by an
acceptable depreciation technique.
Depreciation
accounting should be recognized as an integral part
of accounting for resources . ... 50

Restricted Funds.

Restricted funds,

as the name

suggests, are used for restricted purposes, and the

restrictions are not laid down by the governing board of
the hospital, but rather by outsiders such as donors,

grantors, and others.

The resources provided are used

only for the specified purposes and for no other.

The

49

American Institute of Certified Public Account
ants, Audits of Colleges and Universities, op. cit., pp.
9-10.

50Committee on Accounting Practices of Not-forProfit Organizations, "Report of the Committee on Account
ing Practices of Not-for-Profit Organizations," The
Accounting Review (Supplement to Vol. XLVI, 1971), p. 119.
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resources are generally provided in the form of contribu

tions, gifts, bequests, grants, or income which may be
restricted by the donors, grantors, and others.

The

restricted funds group includes (1) specific purpose funds;

(2)

endowment funds;

and (3) plant replacement and expan

sion funds.

The main distinction between unrestricted funds and
restricted specific purpose funds is that the latter can be

used only for specific purposes;

otherwise, both are used

for the daily operation of the hospital activities.

When

the donor-restricted resources are received for specific
operating purposes,

they either are credited in a restrict

ed fund or in the unrestricted operating fund as deferred
revenue.51
Upon the expenditures made for the intended

purpose,

the resources equal to the amount expended are

transferred from the restricted funds (if initially credit

ed there) to the unrestricted funds and reported there as
"other operating" revenue in the financial statements of
the period.

If originally credited as deferred revenue,

upon expenditures they become "other operating" revenues.
The resources of endowment funds are of two kinds.

First, the permanent (also called pure) endowment funds are

composed of assets donated to the hospital with the

51Lynn and Freeman, op.

cit. , p.

7-6.
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stipulation that only the income earned on assets is to be

used.

The corpus must remain inviolate in perpetuity.

hospital, on receipt of these endowment funds,

The

incurs a

legal obligation to adhere to the donor’s wishes.

The second category is that of term endowment funds,
the corpus of which remain inviolate only for the specified

period or until a stipulated event happens.

At the expira

tion of the specified period or condition, the assets may
be available for unrestricted purposes or for restricted

purposes.

Permanent (pure) or term endowment fund assets
should be recorded at market or appraised value at the time

of the gift, or at cost at the time investments are pur
chased if the gift was made in cash.

ment funds, upon receipt,
restricted funds.

Both types of endow

should be accounted for as

In case of term endowment funds, the fol

lowing should be disclosed in a footnote to the financial
statements:

the time period or the event upon the happening

of which the assets would become unrestricted, the purposes

specified for the use of income and/or principal amount,
and other important information.

In both cases,

income

earned should be applied to donor-specified purposes such

as research, patient care,

sion,

or plant replacement and expan

if stated.

The use of income from endowment funds may be
restricted by the donor, or may be available for
use at the discretion of the governing board.
Restricted income from endowments should be

44
transferred to a specific purpose fund or to the plant
replacement and expansion fund, if it is not expended
in the fiscal period when earned; income available for
use at board discretion should be transferred to the
operating fund.52

When the restriction on term endowments funds
expires, the amount released may be designated by the donor

either for restricted purposes or for unrestricted purposes.
If available for unrestricted purposes, it should be

recorded as "nonoperating revenue" in the operating fund;
otherwise, it should be transferred to specific purposes

or other suitable restricted fund and accounted for as
restricted funds.

Plant replacement and expansion fund should be
used when resources in the form of cash or other assets

for the purchase of property, plant and equipment are
received by the hospital from donors and others (excluding
board provided resources).

Sometimes third parties reim

burse the hospital specifically for the acquisition of

fixed assets; such amounts received should also be included
in this restricted fund upon receipt from unrestricted funds
where it is initially recorded.

Property, plant, and equip

ment are not included in this fund; only the resources
which will ultimately be used in buying fixed assets
are accounted for in this fund.

"A transfer of resources

from restricted fund balance to unrestricted fund

52

Hay, op.,

cit. , p.

568.

45

balance should be shown in the financial statements for the
period in which expenditures are made for the purpose
53
intended by the donor.”

Accrual Basis of Accounting

The financial statements of hospitals should be

prepared on the accrual basis, according to most authori

ties.

The accrual basis of accounting has been recommended

by the National Committee on Governmental Accounting (NCGA)

as follows:

Revenues should be recognized in the accounting
period in which they are earned and become measur
able; expenses should be recognized in the period
incurred, if measurable.54

Upon the importance of the accrual basis of
accounting,

the NCGA has further stated that:

The accrual basis is the superior method of
accounting for the economic resources of any
organization.
It results in accounting measure
ments based on the substance of transactions and
events, rather than merely when cash is received
or disbursed, and thus enhances their relevance,
neutrality, timeliness, completeness, and compara
bility.
Accordingly, the Council recommends use
of the accrual basis to the fullest extent prac
ticable in the government environment.35

Similar importance of accrual accounting has been
explained in the American Hospital Association's Chart of

53

AlCPA, Hospital Audit Guide,
53

54ncga ,

Statement 1, op.

55Ibid. , p.

11.

op.

cit., p.

cit., p.

11.

9.
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Accounts, as follows :

To ensure completeness, accruacy, and meaning
fulness in accounting data, use of the accrual basis
of accounting is required.
This system of accounting
gives recognition to all revenues earned and to all
expenses incurred in each time period, irrespective
of the flow of cash between the hospital and other
parties.56
In terms of efforts and accomplishments, the accru

al basis has been described as:

An accrual accounting system attempts to asso
ciate more accurately and precisely efforts with
accomplishments, efforts with goals; and efforts
with performance.57
Some hospital procedures which are included under

the accrual concept include the following:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Patients should be charged for services rendered
at the gross amount.
Patients should be charged not when they are dis
charged but when services are provided.
An allowance should be set up for various deduc
tions such as bad debts, contractual adjustments,
courtesy discounts, and charity services from
patient service revenues.
Such allowance should be set up at the time
services are provided.
Income earned but not received on investments
should also be recorded.

Financial Statements

The basic financial statements prescribed in Chap
ter 7 of the Hospital Audit Guide consist of the following:

56

AHA, Chart of Accounts, op. cit., p. 9. 57

Ernest Enke, "The Accural Concept in Federal
Accounting," Federal Accountant (March 1973), pp. 4-9.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Balance sheet
Statement of revenues and expenses
Statement of changes in fund balances
Statement of changes in financial position
Notes to financial statements.
These financial statements should be prepared in

accordance with the Guide, Opinions of the Accounting Prin

ciples Board, Accounting Research Bulletins and FASB State
ments and Interpretations whenever subject matter is rele

vant and applicable.
The Balance Sheet.

The hospital balance sheet is

divided in two parts, one for the unrestricted funds and
the other for the restricted funds.

portion of the balance sheet,

In the unrestricted

there is a single fund bal

ance which represents two such funds--i.e., general (or
operating) and designated.

The balance of the fund bal

ance represents the total amount of resources available.

However,

the unrestricted fund balance "includes working

capital, net resources invested in plant assets, board-

designated funds,

and other unrestricted resources."

58

If

the breakdown of the fund balance is not shown in the bal

ance sheet,

it may be shown on the Statement of Changes in

Fund Balance,

or in a footnote.

The restricted funds section of the balance sheet,

however, lists all three fund types in that category sep
arately.

Plant assets are included in unrestricted funds of

58AICPA, Hospital Audit Guide,

op.

cit., p.

25.
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hospitals; plant replacement and expansion funds

(restrict

ed funds) therefore do not include plant assets, but endow

ment funds could have fixed assets.
Statement of Revenue and Expenses.

This statement

lists revenues and expenses from all unrestricted resources.

The additions to or deductions from restricted funds are

reported in the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.

Revenues are generally subdivided into patient service
revenue, other operating revenue, and nonoperating revenue,

but nonoperating revenue is shown after calculating gain
(loss) from operations.
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.

The Hos

pital Audit Guide has provided that a statement of changes
in fund balances should be included in the basic financial
statements of a hospital.

This statement should either be

prepared separately or combined with the Statement of Reve
nue and Expenses.

If it is prepared separately it is then,

like the balance sheet, divided into two principal fund

groupings--unrestricted and restricted.

On the other hand,

the Guide has provided the following alternative if pre
pared in a combined form:

Alternatively, a combined statement of revenues
and expenses and changes in unrestricted fund balance--which also should reflect the details of
changes in the composition of unrestricted funds-may be presented. ...
If the alternative combined
statement is provided, a separate statement of
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changes in the restricted fund balances should
also be included.59

As the name implies, the main purpose of this
statement is to arrive at the fund balances at the end of
the year by combining net increase (decrease) for the year

with fund balances at the beginning of the year, for each
fund group.

Statement of Changes in Financial Position.

AICPA's Audits of Colleges and Universities does not

require the statement of changes in financial position.

But the Hospital Audit Guide and Audits of State and Local
Governmental Units do require it for hospitals and enter

prise funds, respectively.

The objectives of a statement

of changes in financial position (also called Funds State

ment) as described in APB Opinion 19 are:
1.

2.

to summarize the financing and investing activi
ties of the entity, including the extent to which
the enterprise has generated funds from operations
during the period; and,
to complete the disclosure of changes in finan
cial position during the period.
The information
shown in a funds statement is useful to a variety
of users of financial statements in making eco
nomic decisions regarding the enterprise.^0

While explaining the relationship of the funds
statement with both the income statement and the balance

59
60

AICPA, Hospital Audit Guide, op.

cit., p.

38.

Accounting Principles Board, APB Opinion No. 19:
Reporting Changes in Financial Position (New York: AICPA,
1971), para. 4.
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sheet, Opinion 19 continued to say in Paragraph 5 that:
The funds statement cannot supplant either the
income statement or the balance sheet but is intended
to provide information that the other statements
either do not provide or provide only indirectly
about the flow of funds and changes in financial
position during the period.

Although the purpose of the funds statement is not

to replace the balance sheet and income statement, it
serves as a good tool to the management in planning and

has gained popularity in the last forty years as one
article has pointed out:
In planning future growth through internally
generated funds and outside borrowing, statements
showing fund flows and projections are an indis
pensable tool of financial management.
It dates back to 1908 when W. M. Cole first
discussed the value of what he called "where got,
where gone" statements.
Only since the end of
World War II has this statement been the means of
accounting explanation of the often asked questions
of managers . . . (such as) . . . where did the
excess of income over expenses go?62

The traditional form of the funds statement of
hospitals shows funds provided, funds applied and an

analysis of changes in working capital.

Funds provided

include excess of revenues over expenses

(or excess of

expenses over revenues), provision for depreciation,

61Ibid. , para.

5.

62Martin A. Lund, "Source and Application of Fund
Statement--A Tool of Hospital Management," Hospital
Accounting (December 1964), pp. 5-7.
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increase in deferred third party reimbursements, nonoper
ating revenue,

decrease in board-designated funds and

property, plant and equipment expenditures financed by

plant replacement and expansion funds.

Funds applied

include additions to property, plant and equipment, reduc

tion of long-term debt,
etc.

increase in board-designated funds,

Funds applied are subtracted from funds provided to

get the changes in working capital.

Changes in working

capital are then analyzed by increase (decrease) in current

assets and increase (decrease)

in current liabilities.

The traditional form of funds statement has been

criticized on the grounds that it does not meet the needs
of the operating managers and financial managers of an

organization.

. . the format of the traditional funds state
ment tends to focus on the analytical needs of those
viewing the externally reported results of the cor
poration rather than needs of those planning for,
controlling, and managing the corporation and its
constituent business units.63
.

Notes to Financial Statements.

The disclosure

rule recommended by Accounting Principles Board Opinion
No.

22, Disclosure of Accounting Policies,

is also appli

cable to information about the accounting policies follow

ed by hospitals.

Paragraph 9 of APB Opinion No.

22 states

as follows:

63Allen H. Seed, II, ’’Utilizing the Funds State
ment," Management Accountancy (May 1976), p. 16.
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The Board also concludes that information about
the accounting policies adopted and followed by notfor-profit entities should be presented as an inte
gral part of their financial statements.64
The flexibility in the format of such disclosure

has been provided by the said Opinion.

The summary of

significant accounting policies may either be provided

preceding the notes to financial statements or as the
initial note.

Examples of disclosures include, among others,
depreciation and amortization methods,

inventory pricing,

revenue recognition, gifts, grants and bequests,

invest

ment valuation, and property, plant and equipment.
Attributes and Users of Financial Statements

The financial information about the hospital's
operation should be reported in such a way that it should

not only be useful to the management or to those who are

directly associated with the hospital, but also to the
public in general.

The primary method of communicating

financial information to the public is through the general

purpose financial statements.

The financial statements

should possess certain attributes or qualities to meet
user needs.

Table 4 contains a list of these attributes

64
Accounting Principles Board, APB Opinion No. 22:
Disclosure of Accounting Policies (New York: A1CPA, 1972).

Table 4.
List of Attributes of Accounting Information Identified in Authoritative Pronouncements
(Alphabetical Order)

A Statement of
Basic Account
ing Theory
(AAA-1966)1

APB Statement 4
(AICPA-1970)2

Study Group on
Objectives of
Financial State
ments (AICPA-1973)3

Comparability

Comparability

Chart of
Accounts
(AHA-1976)4

SFAC 2 (FASBMay 1980)5

Appropriateness

Comparability

Completeness
Consistency

Consistency

Disclosure

Consistency

Consistency

Full Disclosure

Environment
Information

Freedom from
Bias

Neutrality

Freedom from Bias
and Neutrality

Freedom from
Bias

Materiality

Materiality

Materiality

Objectivity

Objectivity

Relevance

Relevance

Relevance

Reliability

Reliability

Reliability

Quantifiability
Relevance

Relevance

Substance over
form

Substance over
form

Timeliness

Timeliness

Understandability

Understandability

Uniformity

Uniformity
Verifiability

Understandability

Verifiability

Verifiability
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Table 4 (Continued)__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Sources:
1. American Accounting Association, A Statement of Basic Accounting Theory (Sarasota, FL: AAA, 1966),
pp. 8, 14.
2.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement of The Accounting Principles Board
No. 4, Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Business
Enterprises (New York: AICPA, 1970), pp. 36-38.
3.
Report of the Study Group on the Objectives of Financial Statements, Objectives of Financial
Statements (New York: AICPA, October 1973), para. 21.
4.
American Hospital Association, Chart of Accounts for Hospitals (Chicago, IL: AHA, 1976), pp. 2-7.
5.
Financial Accounting Standards Board, Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts No. 2: Qualita
tive Characteristics of Accounting Information (Stamford, CT: The Financial Accounting Standards
Board, May 1980).
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of accounting information which have been identified in

various authoritative pronouncements.

The financial information can be reported to the

public meaningfully if the users of that information are
determined first.

User groups of general purpose financial

statements have been identified differently in the litera
ture.

A list of such users identified in both business and

nonbusiness organizations is provided in Table 5.

Table 6 contains a list of various associations and

publications (many used in this study) which affect, direct
ly or indirectly, the accounting and reporting practices of
hospitals and colleges and universities.

The list includes

the sources which are both authoritative and non-authorita

tive.

Summary
This chapter has presented a literature review of
accounting principles and reporting practices relating to

nonprofit organizations in general and hospitals in partic
ular.

A literature survey was important in establishing a

background for the present study.

The purpose,

scope, and

justification of the present study as stated in Chapter 1

were further expanded and clarified through the literature
review.

Table

5.

Users of Financial Accounting Information Identified in Authoritative Pronouncements

A Statement of Basic
Accounting Theory
(AAA - 1966)1

APB Statement 4
(AICPA - 1970)2

Reportion Nonprofit Organzations (AAA - 1975)3

External Users:

Users With Direct Interest:

External Users:

Present and Potential
Investors
Creditors
Employees
Stock Exchanges
Governmental Units
Customers

Owners
Creditors and Suppliers
Potential Owners, Creditors
and Suppliers
Management (including
directors and officers)
Taxing Authorities
Employees
Customers

Legislators
Individual members
Committees
The Public
Individuals
Public Interest Groups
Regulatory Agencies
Creditors
Independent Auditors
Other Governmental Entities
Nonprofit Entities
Research Groups or Individ
ual Researchers
Unions

Others:
Security Analysts
Trade Associations
Credit Rating Bureaus
Trade Union Officers

Users With Indirect Interests:

Financial Analysts and
Advisors
Stock Exchanges
Lawyers
Regulatory or Registration
Authorities
Financial Press and Reporting
Agencies
Trade Associations
Labor Unions

Internal Users:

Managers
Agency-wide
Department
Operations
Internal Auditors
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Table

5 (Continued)

FASB Research Report
(May, 1978)4

SFAC 4
(FASB - Dec., 1980)5

External Users;

External Users;

Governing Bodies
Investors and Creditors
Bond holders
Prospective bond holders
Commercial banks
Vendors
Resource Providers
Donors
Prospective donors
Grantors
Prospective grantors
Fund-raising organizations
Dues-paying members
Oversight Bodies
Committees of Legislators
Regulatory governmental
agencies
Accrediting agencies
Constituents
Taxpayers
Members
General Public
Others
Employees and Their Unions
Researchers, Economists,
Historians
Auditors

Resource Providers
Lenders
Suppliers
Employees
Members
Contributors
Taxpayers
Constituents
Recipients
Service beneficiaries
Special Users
Donors of restricted funds
Grantors of restricted funds
Creditors of restricted funds
General Public
Financial analysts and advisors
Financial press and reporting
agencies
Brokers
Underwriters
Lawyers
Economists
Labor unions
Trade associations
Researchers, students and
teachers

Management of the Organization

Management
Governing Bodies
Donors
Third Party Payors
Creditors and Stock
holders
Oversight Bodies
General Public

Internal Users;
Government and Oversight Bodies
Board of Trustees
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Internal Users;

P & P Board Statement 3
(HFMA - 1980)6

Table 5 (Continued)
SFAC 4
(FASB - Dec., 1980)

Internal Users (Continued)
Board of Overseers or Regents
Legislators, Councils
Taxing authorities
Regulatory authorities
Managers
Elected officials
Managing Executives and Staff
Sources:
1. American Accounting Association, A Statement of Basic Accounting Theory (Sarasota, FL: AAA, 1966),
p. 20.
2.
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement of The Accounting Principles Board
No. 4: Basic Concepts and Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enter
prises (New York: AICPA, 1970), pp. 18, 19.
3.
Committee on Nonprofit Organizations, "Report of the Committee on Nonprofit Organizations, 1973-74,"
The Accounting Review (Supplement to Vol. XLX, 1975), pp. 3, 4.
4.
Robert N. Anthony, Financial Accounting in Nonbusiness Organizations: An Exploratory Study of
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Table 6.
Accounting, Governmental, and Industry Associations
and Publications Which Affect (Directly and Indirectly)
Accounting and Reporting Practices of Hospitals and Colleges
and Universities.

Colleges and
Universities

Hospitals
1. Accounting Princiciples Board

Opinions and
Statements

Opinions and
Statements

2. American Account
ing Association

Special Commit
tee Reports

Special Commit
tee Reports

3. American Institute
of Certified Pub
lic Accountants

Audit Guide;
Auditing Pro
cedures ; Inter
pretations ;
Statements of
Position

Audit Guide;
Auditing Pro
cedures ; Inter
pretations ;
Statements of
Position

Accounting
Research
Bulletins

Accounting
Research
Bulletins

5. Financial Account
ing Standards
Board

Concepts; Inter
pretations ;
Standards; Tech
nical Bulletins

Concepts; Inter
pretations ;
Standards; Tech
nical Bulletins

6. Governmental Account
ing Standards Board

Statement No.

Statement No.

4.

Committee on Account
ing Procedure

1

1

Statements, Con
7. National Council on
cepts Statement
Governmental Accountand Interpreta
tions

Statements, Con
cepts Statement
and Intepretations

8. Federal Regulations

Department of
Health and
Human Services

Department of
Health and
Human Services

9.

State Regulations

Health Planning
Agencies; Medic
aid Commission

Department of
Education

10. American Hospital
Association

Chart of Accounts
and Journal

--

11. Association of
American Medical
Colleges

Special Reports
and Journal

-—

12. Healthcare Finan
cial Management
Association

Principles and
Practices Board
and Journal

——

13.

National Association
of College and
University Business
Officers

——

Colleges and
University Busi
ness Administra
tion

14.

Big Eight Public
Accounting Firms

Publications

Publications

15.

Books Published by:
-Howard J. Berman &
Lewis E. Weeks
-Malvern J. Gross,
Jr. & William
Warshauer, Jr.
-Leon E. Hay
-Emerson 0. Henke
-Harry D. Kerrigan
-Edward S. Lynn &
Robert J. Freeman

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Chapter 3 presents the research methodology used

The discussion includes the approaches

in this study.

taken in the selection of the hospitals,

in the construc

tion and administration of the questionnaire, and in con

ducting the personal interviews.
After the various available research techniques

were reviewed for the present study, the case-study
approach was selected as most appropriate for analysis of
The research undertaken can therefore be

available data.

labeled as a one-time,

facto, formalized,

topical field study, with ex post

descriptive design, which utilizes

inductive logic.
The meaning of some of the terms used in the prev
ious sentence needs clarification.

One time:

The research was carried out once.

Topical:
The scope of the study was an in-depth
analysis of selected teaching hospitals.

Field Study:
The study consisted of actual accounting and reporting practices of five selected
teaching hospitals under environmental conditions.
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Ex post facto:
The researcher did not have any con
trol over the accounting and reporting practices
and reported the practices which were actually
being followed.
Formalized:
It was formalized in the sense that
research procedures such as personal interviews,
questionnaires, etc., were clearly specified.

Descriptive: The study described and interpreted
what actually took place in terms of accounting
and reporting practices within those selected
hospitals.
Inductive:
The conclusions that are reported in
Chapters 5 and 6 dealt with factual situations.
Selection of Hospitals

The five hospitals studied are real, and the facts
described existed in those respective hospitals at the time
of investigation.

The names and locations of these hos

pitals, and the names of the persons interviewed, have been
disguised so that the information presented will not allow

identification of any hospitals or individuals.

To main

tain confidentiality, the hospitals are referred to as

hospitals "Alpha," "Beta," "Gamma," "Kappa," and "Omega."

The same names are also used for the universities which
own them and the cities and states in which they are

located.

basis.

The names have been assigned on an arbitrary
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Five hospitals were selected for this study based on
the following criteria:

1.

Hospitals had to be owned and operated by state

university medical centers.
2.

Hospitals had to be members of the American Hospital

Association and Council of Teaching Hospitals of the Asso

ciation of American Medical Colleges.
3.

One of the major sources of revenue had to be state

appropriations.

4.

The hospitals had to have a Control Code #12 (Gov

ernment, nonfederal,

state); Service Code #10 (general

medical and surgical); and Stay Code #"S" (short-term)

from the classification code system prescribed by the
American Hospital Association (Table 7).
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University hospitals were chosen for study because

of their unique position as being a component unit of the

university which in turn is a component unit of the state.

Other unique features which suggest that a study of such
hospitals is needed include the special funding needed for

teaching and research purposes, and for high charity loads.
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American Hospital Association, Guide to the Health
Care Field (Chicago, IL: American Hospital Association, 1983) ,
p. A2.
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Table 7.
Classification. Codes of Control, Service, and Stay Used in
Selecting State-Supported Teaching Hospitals.
Classification Codes

Control
Government, nonfederal
12- State
13- County
14- City
15- City-county
16- Hospital district or
authority

Nongovernment not-forprofit
21-Church operated
23-Other
Investor owned (for-profit).
31- Individual
32- Partnership
33- Corporation
Government, federal
41- Air Force
42- Army
43- Navy
44- Public Health Service
other than 47
45- Veterans Administration
46- Federal other than 41-45,
47-48
47- Public Health Service
Indian Service
48- Department of Justice

Osteopathic
61-Church operated
63- Other not-for-profit
64- Other
71- Individual for-profit
72- Partnership for-profit
73- Corporation for-profit

Service
10- General medical and surgical
11-Hospital unit of an institution
(prison hospital, college
infirmary, etc.)
12- Hospital unit within an insti
tution for the mentally
retarded
22-Psychiatric
33-Tuberculosis and other
respiratory diseases
44- 0bstetrics and gynecology
45- Eye, ear, nost and throat
46- Rehabilitation
47- Orthopedic
48- Chronic disease
49- Other speciality*
50- Children’s general
51- Children’s hospital unit of an
institution
52- Children’s psychiatric
53- Children's tuberculosis and
other respiratory diseases
55- Children’s eye, ear, nose
and throat
56- Children's rehabilitation
57- Children’s orthopedic
58- Children’s chronic disease
59- Children's other speciality*
62-Institution for mental retard
ation
82-Alcoholism and other chemical
dependency
*When a hospital restricts its
service to a specialty not
defined by a specific code, it
is coded 49 (59 if a children’s
hospital) and the specialty is
indicated in parenthesis follow
ing the name of the hospital.
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Table 7 (Continued)

Stay
S-Short-term--average length of stay for all patients is less than 30
days or over 50 percent of all patients are admitted to units where
average length of stay is less than 30 days.

L-Long-term—average length of stay for all patients is 30 days or more
or over 50 percent of all patients are admitted to units where
average length of stay is 30 days or more.
Definitions:

'Control’ classification code denotes the type of organization
that controls or operates the hospital.
For purposes of this study,
#12 was selected, denoting that the hospital is nonfederal but state
controlled or operated.

’Service’ classification code denotes the type of service rendered
by the hospital.
Among the service codes, the most common is Code 10,
indicating a general medical and surgical hospital, which has been
used as one of the criteria in selecting the hospitals for this study.
Other service codes indicate various specialized types of services.
’Stay’ classification code selected for the study was ’S', i.e.,
where the average length of stay for all patients or over 50 percent
of all patients is less than 30 days.

Source: American Hospital Association, Guide to the Health Care Field
(Chicago, IL: American Hospital Association, 1983), p. A3.
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Five teaching hospitals meeting all the criteria for

selection were chosen, each one from a different state.
This number of teaching hospitals (cases) was chosen in

order to keep the study manageable.

The hospitals which

were selected were chosen on the basis of convenience,
proximity in location, accessibility for personal inter

views, and above all,

the willingness of personnel in the

chosen hospitals to cooperate in the study.
Sources of Case Study Data

Case study data may come from numerous sources.
The sources of data collection that were utilized in this

study included financial reports,

questionnaires,

and per

sonal interviews with selected teaching hospitals, as
detailed in the following paragraphs.
Financial Reports
The financial reports of nonprofit organizations,
including hospitals,

basis.

should be prepared on a fund accounting

They emphasize the stewardship responsibility of

the management to the public for the funds received.

The

Hospital Audit Guide issued by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants’ prescribed the various finan
cial statements which should be issued by the hospitals
incorporating the accounting and reporting practices out

lined in the Audit Guide.
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To achieve the objectives of this study, a letter
requesting general purpose financial statements, annual

reports and other published financial information was

mailed to ten university hospitals in different states.
As a result of this request and several telephone calls,
seven annual reports were received.
The financial reports received were not complete

with general purpose statements, notes and schedules, but
were short and condensed versions which the hospitals use

generally for publicity and fund-raising purposes.

All

the financial statements except two contained the financial
information of the entire university medical center, and
the only information about hospital operations reported was

total revenues and total expenditures.

The two financial

reports which were received for the hospital alone were

actually not published financial reports, but were rather
reports for internal management purposes.
Although these financial reports provided some

information,

it was decided that an in-depth case study
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approach would be more useful in achieving the objectives

of the study.

The information contained in the financial

reports was useful in making comparisons with data obtained

from the case studies and was used together with informa

tion obtained from questionnaires and personal interviews
in conclusions and recommendations.

Questionnaire Construction
For the case-study approach, a questionnaire was
developed for use in the basic data collection effort

(Appendix I).

The questionnaire was constructed so as to

reveal to what extent the selected hospitals followed the

Hospital Audit Guide,

issued by the American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants,

in reporting their financial

operations.
The questionnaire consisted of forty-one questions

which were divided into seven sections.

The composition

of the questionnaire is given in Table 8.
The majority of the questions

(30 of 41) were of

closed form which required a check response from a list of
suggested responses.

It has been suggested that in the

closed form type of questions,

a category for any "other”

response not listed should be provided.
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Therefore, after
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James A. Davis, Elementary Survey Analysis,
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971), p.

9.
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Table

8.

Composition of Questionnaire
Type of Questions

Category

General

Multiple
Choice

Yes/No
and Other

Total

General

2

1

2

5

II.

Property, Plant
and Equipment

-

8

2

10

III.

Patient Service
Revenues

-

4

1

5

-

8

-

8

-

4

-

4

-

1

2

3

4

2

6

30

9

41

I.

IV.

V.

Donations,
Pledges and
Restricted
Resources
Funds Held in
Trust by Others

VI. Marketable
Equity Secur
ities
VII.

Financial State
ments and Report
ing

Total

2
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each question the last category provided was "other (spec
ify) . "

The "specify" notation helped in classifying and

analyzing the responses.

Most of the questions also began

with the word "How" to find out specifically which account
ing and reporting practices were actually followed in the

hospitals concerned in this case-study.
Several advantages of a closed-form questionnaire

A questionnaire of this type is,

have been stated.

has noted: "(1) easy to fill out,

(2)

takes little time,

(3) keeps the respondent on the subject,
objective,

and (5)

as Best

(4)

is Relatively

is fairly easy to tabulate and

analyze."67

The questionnaire was brief and yet as complete as

possible.

The questionnaire was hand-delivered to those

persons who possessed the desired knowledge and information

in the area of investigation.

The advantage of personally

administered questionnaires has been stated as follows:
The person
opportunity to
purpose of the
items that may

administering the instrument has an
establish rapport, to explain the
study, and to explain the meaning of
not be clear.68

The questionnaire was pretested with one hospital

official who had knowledge in the area.

The pretest indi

cated no major problems with the questionnaire except a

67

John W. Best, Research in Education, 3rd ed.
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1977), p. 158.

68Ibid.,

p.

157.
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few minor changes in wording and rearranging of sentences.

The suggestions were incorporated before the questionnaire

was personally administered.

The purpose of the study was explained before the
questionnaire was actually administered.
Personal Interviews
Informal personal interviews were conducted with

appropriate representatives of the selected medical centers/

hospitals.

The interview date and time were fixed in

advance by telephone.

Table

the date of the interview,

9

contains information about

title/position of the inter

viewee (names have been withheld purposely), and length of
interview,

including the time it took to complete the

questionnaire.
The informal interviews were unstructured discus

sions of a conversational nature to probe further into the
In all instances, the respondents were knowledge

topic.

able

about their medical centers/hospitals in the area of

investigation.

Some of the respondents specifically asked

for anonymity for themselves and their institutions in

relating their viewpoints and details of operations.

Interviews were tape recorded to facilitate later
recall and recapture.

Recording interviews avoids the

need for taking notes during the interview, which is some

times distracting to both the interviewee and the inter
viewer.
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Table 9. Details of Date of Interview, Title/Position of Interviewee,
and Length of Interview.

Length of
Interview

March 19, 1984*

Associate Hospital
Director of Finance
(Gamma)

3 hours

March 23, 1984

Director of Accounting
Services (Alpha)

3 hours

March 23, 1984

Associate Administrator
Hospitals (Alpha)

1 hour (no
questionnaire
filled out)

March 23, 1984

Director of Finance
Hospitals (Alpha)

1/2 hour

March 26, 1984

Director of Finance
Hospitals (Kappa)

3 hours

March 26, 1984

In charge Medicare
Reports (Kappa)

1 hour (no
questionnaire
filled out)

March 26, 1984

Director of Financial
Affairs & University
Treasurer (Kappa)

1/2 hour

March 30, 1984*

Comptroller (Gamma)

2^ hours

April 6, 1984**

Controller of Medical
Sciences (Beta)

5 hours

May 1, 1984

Assistant Vice-President
for Finance (Omega)

May 1, 1984

Assistant Vice-President
for Hospital Business
Affairs (Omega)

4 hours)
)
)
3 hours)

June 1, 1984**

Director of Clinical
Finance (Beta)

June 1, 1984**

Controller, Medical
Sciences (Beta)

2 hours (no
questionnaire
filled out)

June 5, 1984*

Chief Financial OfficerHospital (Gamma)

2 hours (no
questionnaire
filled out)

* Same institution.
** Same institution.

T ogether

Title/Position
of Interviewee

Date of Interview

hour
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Measurement Biases
Emory has stated that "four major error sources may

contaminate the results.
the situation,

1.

These sources are the respondent,

the measurer, and the instrument."

The Respondent as an Error Source.
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The respond

ent as an error source includes such items as the respond
ent’s not having enough knowledge about the subject or the

respondent’s hesitancy to say anything adverse about his or

her institution.

In addition,

the respondent may be suffer

ing physically from fatigue, boredom, or anxiety, etc.70

The possibilities of errors resulting from this

source were minimized in this study.

Only those people

who were in charge of generating accounting and reporting

financial information of their respective institutions
were interviewed.

Their names and those of their institu

tions were made anonymous.

All appointments were made in

advance at the convenience of the respondent.

69

(Homewood,

C. William Emory, Business Research Methods
IL: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1976), p. 118.

70Ibid.
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2.
errors,

The Situation as an Error Source.

for example,

Situational

occur if another person is present at

the time of the interview who may distort the respondent’s
responses by distracting the respondent.71

In all the interviews conducted, no other person was
present in the same room except in one situation when the

person in charge of overall finance had also called the
person responsible for hospital business affairs into his
office.

In this situation the interview was conducted

jointly.

3.

The Measurer as an Error Source.

"The inter

viewer can distort responses by rewording, paraphrasing,

or

reordering questions."72
This error was avoided by letting the interviewee
fill out the questionnaire first, after which the discus
sion was recorded.
4.

The Measurement Instrument as an Error Source.

The error from this source was minimized by preparing the
instrument from the Hospital Audit Guide, with which the

respondents were familiar.

The error from poor sampling

does not occur with case studies.

Error sources cannot be eliminated altogether in

any type of study.

71Ibid.

However,

all precautions should be

Ibid
72
.
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taken to minimize such biases, and such precautions were

taken in this case study.
Summary
Chapter 3 has outlined the methodology that was

used in the study.

The case-study approach was chosen to

provide an intensive investigation.

The construction and

administration of the questionnaire as well as the method
and purpose of personal interviews were also explained.

It was pointed out that this study combined sever

al techniques to obtain as much information as possible
about the accounting and reporting practices of selected
university owned,

state-supported hospitals.

The

various techniques proved to be complementary to one

Questionnaires provided clues for interview

another.

questions.

Informal personal interviews and conversations

provided further information which could not have other

wise been obtained.

Financial statements provided infor

mation for accounting and reporting practices actually
being followed.

In Chapter 4,

the data obtained from the question

naire, personal interviews, and financial statements are

reported as case studies of the five hospitals.

CHAPTER 4

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE AND PERSONAL
INTERVIEWS AND DATA FROM FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

The purpose of this chapter is to present responses
to the questionnaire and to the personal interviews, and

also to present data from financial statements of five
selected state-supported, medical center owned-and-operated
hospitals.
This chapter is divided into five major parts.

Each

one deals separately with each of the medical centers.

Each

medical center discussion includes the following sections:

a.

Responses to the questionnaire under seven cate
gories (Appendix I).

b.

Responses to the personal interviews under seven
categories and in general.

c.

Data from financial statements.

Thus, a complete case study of each medical center
is presented so that all segments are reviewed together.

The case studies related to the 1982-1983 fiscal year com

pleted.

A comparison of the five cases and an analysis of

problems and deficiencies are given in Chapter 5.

Any dif

ferences indicated in the Tables are also analyzed in
Chapter 5.
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The Alpha State University Medical Center

The first, out of five case studies, was conducted
with the Alpha State University Medical Center.

ing discussion is divided into three sections.

The follow
The combined

purpose of all three sections was to determine methods of

financial reporting, extent of disclosure and format of
financial statements.

Particular attention was directed

towards seven areas of investigation (Appendix I) and gen
eral information relevant to the present study.
a.

Responses to the Questionnaire
The questionnaires were hand-delivered before the

personal interviews were taped.

One was completed by the

director of hospital finance and the other by the director
of accounting services.

In the following discussion, the

titles ’’hospital director" and "medical-center director"

have been used for brevity.

The director of hospital finance

completed the questionnaire based on the hospital's prac
tices, whereas the responses of the director of accounting
services were based on the practices of the medical center.

The questionnaire was designed to determine generally
accepted accounting and reporting practices used in prepar

ing financial statements.

Responses are classified by the

seven categories identified in the questionnaire (Appendix
I).

1.

General.

The first two questions dealt with the

name of the interviewee, title or position, and name and
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place of hospital/medical center.

Question 3 asked about

the generally accepted accounting and reporting principles
followed in the preparation of financial statements.

Both

the hospital director and the medical-center director

responded that the Audits of Colleges and Universities

published by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants was followed.

Questions 4 and 5 were open-ended

and designed to determine the different kinds of financial

reports prepared and the principles and procedures followed
in their preparation.

The hospital director answered that a

monthly statement of operations and an annual report of oper

ations were prepared and that the accounting principles and

procedures contained in the Audits of Colleges and Universi
ties were followed in the preparation of those reports.

The

medical-center director answered that the annual financial
report, cost report, association reports,

and departmental

reports were prepared also by following the same Guide.

2.

Property, Plant and Equipment.

This category of

the questionnaire included a total of ten questions.
questions and responses are summarized in Table 10.

The
This

category did not include assets donated or acquired from
grantors.
3.

Such assets were included in category No.

Patient Service Revenues.

4.

This category included

five questions: four multiple choice and one yes/no type.
A major source of resources for hospitals is revenue from
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Table 10.
Questions on Property, Plant and Equipment and Responses from
Alpha Hospital and Alpha Medical Center,
Responses

Question

6.

Accounted for by:
a. hospital
b. medical center
c. state

Hospital
Director

Medical Center
Director

—

Plant Funds
—
GFAGA*

Plant Funds
GFAGA*

7.

How accounted for?

Historical cost
less depreciation

Cost, not depredated

8.

Depreciation recognized?

Yes, based on
historical cost

No

9.

Is depreciation
reimbursed by third
parties?

Yes

Yes

10. How reimbursed depreciation recorded (any
restrictions)?

As revenue

No restrictions

11. How reimbursed depreciation reported?

Transfer from unrestricted to
restricted funds

Don’t reflect

12. How funds set aside
by board treated?

N/A

N/A

13. How sale proceeds
accounted for?

None

14. How long-term debt
accounted for?

General long-term
debt group of
accounts

Turn cash over to
State and remove
fixed asset from
record
General long-term
debt group of
accounts

Were different depreciaNo
tion methods used for
different purposes?
N/A = Not Applicable.
*GFAGA = General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts.

15.

No
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services rendered to the patients, and the accounting treat

ment of these revenues makes a material difference in the
financial statements.

The questions and responses, both

from the hospital director and the medical-center director
are summarized in Table 11.

Table 11.
Questions on Patient Service Revenues and
Responses from Alpha Hospital and Alpha Medical Center
Directors.

Responses
Question

Hospital
Director

Medical Center
Director

16.

Rates used

Full estab
lished rates

Full estab
lished rates

17.

Basis used

Cash basis

Cash basis

18.

Deductions
reported

Deductions from
gross revenues

N/A

19.

Deductions net of
related revenues
reported

Yes

N/A

Allowance
account

N/A

20. Prior period
contractual
adjustments
made

N/A = Not Applicable

4.

Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources.

multiple-choice questions comprised this category.

Eight

The

responses from both respondents are summarized in the fol
lowing paragraphs.
Question 21 asked about recording of property,

plant and equipment donated for unrestricted purposes.

The

hospital would record it as "other operating" revenue but
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the medical center would record it as "restricted” revenue.

In response to question 22 about accounting for
other unrestricted donations,

ments,

income and gains from invest

and unrestricted income from endowment funds, the

hospital director’s response was as "other operating”
income and the medical-center director said that he didn’t

have any such items.

Questions 23-25 related to pledges.

The hospital

director answered that (.Q23) pledges were recorded at orig

inal amount,

(Q24) revenue from unrestricted pledges was

recorded in the period in which the pledge was received and

reported as "other operating" revenue, and (Q25) restricted

pledges were shown under "restricted" funds in financial
statements.

To the same three questions, the medical

center director's responses were "not applicable."
Questions 26 and 27 dealt with recording of donor-

restricted resources for specific operating purposes and

revenues for additions to property, plant and equipment,
prior to spending.

The hospital director marked "in a

restricted fund" and "in a restricted fund balance as con

tributions to permanent capital of the hospital," respec
tively.

The medical-center director's answer to the first

question was the same--i.e., recorded in a restricted fund,

but to the second question, his answer was "not applicable."

The last question in this category asked about the
recording of both pure or term endowment resources, upon
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The hospital recorded it in "restricted" funds,

receipt.

hut the medical-center's response was again "not applicable."

5.

Funds Held in Trust by Others.

included in this category.

Four questions were

The answers to all questions

from both parties were "not applicable."

6.

Marketable Equity Securities.

Questions 33 to 35 on

the questionnaire concerned the handling of marketable

equity securities.

The hospital director’s response was "not

applicable" to long-term marketable equity security invest
ments and grouping of such investments.

However, he

answered that income from investment of other unrestricted
funds was recorded as "nonoperating" revenue.

The medical

center director said that such securities were carried at

historical cost, grouped into current or noncurrent port

folios in unrestricted funds, and income from investment of
other unrestricted funds was recorded as "nonoperating"
revenue.

7.

Financial Statements and Reporting.

gory included six questions:
and one rank-order.

cussion,

The last cate

four multiple choice, one dis

Responses were sought to ques

tions concerning methods of reporting, which financial
statements were prepared, basis of audit,

to whom distrib

uted, what was important to users, and objectives of the
hospital.
b.

The responses have been summarized in Table 12.

Responses to the Personal Interviews

Personal interviews were conducted to obtain
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Table 12
Responses to Questions on Financial Statements and Reporting
from Alpha Hospital Director and Alpha Medical Center Director.

Responses
Hospital
Director

Medical-Center
Director

Hospital alone

Combined medical
center statements

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
——

Yes
——

38. Requirements for audit?

State law

State law

39. To whom audit report
distributed?

N/A

Administration of
Alpha System and
State

3
4
2
5
1
0

2
3
5
4
1
0

Question

36. How statements reported?

37. Statements prepared?
Balance sheet
Statement of Revenues
& Expenses
Statement of Changes
in Fund Balance
Statement of Changes in
Financial Position
Notes to Financial
Statements
Other

40.

Importance to Users
(Rank: 1 = Highest)
Financial Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services Provided
Other

41. Objectives of Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other
N/A = Not Applicable.

X
X

—

X

—

X

—
—
—
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clarification of the responses to the questionnaire and also

to obtain general information about the hospital and medical

center operations specifically with respect to accounting
and reporting practices.
This section has been subdivided into two subcate

gories dealing with the responses to the questionnaire by
the medical center director and with general information
from the medical center director.

Responses to the ques

tionnaire are discussed under the same seven categories as

the previous discussion, where applicable.

Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by

Medical Center Director.

With respect to questions on

property, plant and equipment,

the medical center director

mentioned that the equipment bought with departmental money

and bought through the State Facility Planning Commission
was accounted for in plant funds by the medical center, and
equipment bought with state money was recorded in general

fixed assets group of accounts of the state government.

Regarding depreciation, the director of the medical
center observed that depreciation expense was not recorded
in the accounts of the medical center.

Property, plant and

equipment belonging to the hospital and medical center were
reported on the combined balance sheet of the medical cen

ter at historical cost.
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Practices regarding patient service revenues were

further examined.

The director observed that at the time

of the interview,

accounts receivable were not recorded on

the accounting books at the time services were rendered to

the patients; rather, an accounts receivable card was set up

for each patient and charges were recorded directly onto it.
Therefore,

the accounts receivable system was not inter

faced with the ledger system.

At the end of the year

accounts receivable, after provision for bad debts,

con

tractual adjustments, courtesy discounts and charity ser

vices, were recorded at net realizable amount in the ledger.
At the time of the interview, the medical center was on a

cash basis, but the director mentioned that starting July 1,

1984,

they would be converting to the accrual basis,

at which

time accounts receivable would be interfaced with the ledger

system.

The present practice was attributed to the state

and university requirements.

Generally, no pledges were received and recorded by
the hospital.

The reason given was that, because the hos

pital is a state institution, people look to the state for

providing finances.

Regarding the question on endowment

resources (Q28), the director mentioned that sources of
funds from endowments were negligible except once when the

medical center had received about thirty or forty thousand
dollars in an endowment fund.

He further stated that income

from that fund was used only for student loan purposes.
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Regarding encumbrances, he mentioned that normally
hospitals do not set up an encumbrance account at the time

purchase orders are issued, but Alpha Hospital did use an
encumbrance accounting system and all the outstanding encum

brances at the end of the fiscal year were reported as com
mitments in the year encumbered.

The medical center director also mentioned that he
primarily followed the institutional and state accounting

system requirements and combined the hospital operations
with that of the medical center financial statements.

He

further explained that they had the capability to develop

an accounting system for separate preparation of the hos
pital financial statements if there were such a need or
requirement.

He reiterated that combined financial statements
were audited by the state auditors to determine compliance
with state law.

However, the state auditors wrote excep

tions for the methods used by the medical center to record

depreciation, accounts receivable, and encumbrances.

General Information During Interviews from Medical

Center Director.

The director's responses to general type

questions were as follows:

The annual budget for the Alpha University's
current-unrestricted fund is established by annual
legislative action and other statutes.

State law provides

that any unrestricted money left unspent within 90 days of
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the close of the fiscal year must be returned to the state.

The medical center director explained that in 1976 when the
medical center took over control of the present hospital

from another hospital organization, the medical center made

an arrangement with the state whereby patient revenues from
the university hospital would be considered as restricted
funds revenues.

This procedure indirectly provided that

revenues collected from patient services would not be

returned to the state if not spent within the time period.

The arrangement was strictly a reporting mechanism between
the state and the medical center and is not in conformity

with generally accepted principles.

c.

Data from Financial Statements
The financial statements of Alpha Medical Center

(Appendix III) were obtained to ascertain which audit guide

was being followed and how accounting and financial report

ing practices were published.

Financial statements of

Alpha Hospital were not published separately, but rather

were combined with the medical center statements which
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were the official publication.

Some general information

about the combined medical center financial statements

is

presented in Table 13.
The Beta State University Medical Center

The following responses to the questionnaire and

personal interviews and data from financial statements were
gathered to determine the accounting principles and report

ing practices followed by the Beta State University Medical

Center.
a.

Responses to the Questionnaire
The questionnaires were personally delivered before

the interview was conducted.

One was completed by the

director of clinical finance and the other by the controller
of medical services.

In the following discussion,

the

titles "director" and "controller" have been used for brev
The director completed the questionnaire based on the

ity.

practices of the hospital,

and the controller's responses

were based on the practices of the medical center.

The

responses are classified by the seven categories identified

in the questionnaire (Appendix I).
1.

General.

The first two questions pertained to name,

title and location.

The director responded to question 3

that AICPA's Hospital Audit Guide was followed, whereas the
controller responded that AICPA's Hospital Audit Guide,
AICPA's Audits of Colleges and Universities, and College
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Table 13. General Information: Alpha Medical Center Financial State
ments—Fiscal Year 1982-1983.
1. Financial Statements Prepared:

Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Statement of Current Funds Revenues,
Expenditures and Transfers
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Notes to Financial Statements

Yes
Yes

Yes
N/A
No
No
No

2. Funds Used in Balance Sheet:

Current Funds
Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Annuity and Life Income Funds
Plant Funds
Agency Funds
3. Fiscal Year Ends:
4. Guide Followed:

5.

Statements Audited by

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

June 30

Audits of Colleges and
Universities

State

6. Length of Financial Statements, Accounting Policies, Notes, and Schedules:

16 pages

7. Encumbrances Reported:

Yes

8. Basis of Accounting Used:

9. Basis of Reporting to State

10. Depreciation Recorded?
N/A = Not Applicable.

Revenues (cash basis)
Expenditures (modified
accrual basis)
Cash

No
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and University Business Administration guides were followed

while preparing general purpose financial statements.

The

director answered on question 4 that statistical, expense

summary, accounts receivable analysis,

and cash analysis

reports were prepared by the hospital.

The controller men

tioned that annual campus financial reports, numerous month
ly management reports, and reports required by federal agen

cies were prepared.

The accounting principles and proce

dures prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide were followed

in the preparation of all hospital reports, but different
principles and procedures were followed in the preparation
of various medical center financial reports

2.

Property,

Plant and Equipment.

(Question 5).

The questions and

answers from both the hospital director and medical center

controller are summarized in Table
3.

Patient Service Revenues.

14.
Table

15 depicts the ques

tions and responses both from the director and controller.

4.

Donations, Pledges,

response to question 21,

and Restricted Resources.

In

the hospital director indicated

that his hospital did not record donations of property and

equipment given for unrestricted purposes, whereas the med

ical center recorded such items as unrestricted fund balance.

To question 22,

the director indicated "not applicable" and

the controller said that unrestricted donations,

income and

gains from investments, and unrestricted income from endow

ment funds were recorded as general fund transactions.
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Table 14.
Questions on Property, Plant and Equipment and Responses
from Beta Hospital Director and Beta Medical Center Controller.
Responses

6. Accounted for by:
a. hospital
b. medical center
c. state

7. How accounted for?

Medical Center
Controller

Hospital
Director

Question

Plant funds

Plant funds

Historical cost—
depreciation not
subtracted

Historical cost
less deprecia
tion

8.

Depreciation recognized?

Yes, based on
historical cost

Yes, based on
historical cost
(for hospital
only)

9.

Is depreciation
reimbursed by third
parties ?

Yes

Yes

10. How reimbursed deprecia
tion recorded (any
restrictions)?

N/A

Lump sum payment
to recover costs

11. How reimbursed deprecia
tion reported?

N/A

Hospital income/
cost settlement
or part of per
diem rate

12. How funds set aside
by board treated?

N/A

N/A

13. How sale proceeds
accounted for?

Part of restricted
funds

Returned to fund
from which pur
chased

14. How long-term debt
accounted for?

N/A

General long-term
debt group of
accounts

15. Were different deprecia
tion methods used for
different purposes?

No

Yes, depreciation
not recorded on
assets

N/A = Not Applicable.
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Table 15.
Questions on Patient Service Revenues and
Responses from Beta Hospital Director and Beta Medical
Center Controller.
Responses

Hospital
Director

Question

Medical Center
Controller

16.

Rates used

Full established
rates

Full established
rates

17.

Basis used

Accrual basis

Accrual basis
(with excep
tions)

Deductions from
gross revenues

Deductions from
gross revenues

18. Deductions
reported
19.

Deductions net
of related reve
nues reported

No

Yes

20.

Prior period
contractual
adjustments
made

Prior period
adjustment

Allowance
account
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Both responded "not applicable” to questions 23-25 related
to pledges.

The director’s response was again "not appli

cable" to questions 26, 27 and 28.

However, the controller

replied that donor-restricted resources for specific oper

ating purposes were recorded in a restricted fund balance,
prior to spending;

donor-restricted revenues for additions

to property, plant and equipment were recorded in a
restricted fund balance, prior to spending, as contributions

to permanent capital; and both pure or term endowment

resources were recorded in restricted funds.
5.

Funds Held in Trust by Others.

Both the director

and controller responded to question 29 that funds held in

trust by others were included in the balance sheet of the
hospital.

To question 30, both again reported that manda

tory distributions of income from such funds were recorded

as endowment income.

However,

in response to question 31,

the director answered that discretionary distribution of

income was considered as an endowment income whereas the

controller answered that it was considered as gift income.
In response to question 32, both indicated "not applicable."
6.

Marketable Equity Securities.

To all three ques

tions, the director's reply was "not applicable," whereas
to question 33 the controller responded that long-term

marketable equity security investments were carried at

current market value.

Such securities were not grouped in

unrestricted funds, rather they were grouped according to
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types of funds in restricted funds (Question 34).

Income

and gains (losses) from investments of other unrestricted
funds was recorded as ''nonoperating” revenue (Question 35).

7.

Financial Statements and Reporting.

Table 16.

reports the questions and responses both from the director

and controller.
b.

Responses to Personal Interviews

This section has been divided into two subcategories
dealing with the responses to the questionnaire and general
information from the controller of medical sciences.

Responses to the questionnaire are discussed under the same

seven categories as the previous discussion, where appli
cable.
Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by
Medical Sciences Controller.

The controller explained the

reason that all three guides were followed in the prepara

tion of general purpose financial statements in response to

question 3.

It was explained that the Hospital Audit Guide

was followed specifically for hospital revenues and

expenses; Audits of Colleges and Universities for education
al departments in the medical center and for general princi
ples of fund accounting; and College and University Business

Administration for certain guidelines provided in it for the
hospital as well as for the institution as a whole.

On the

questions of financial statements, it was clarified that no

separate reports were prepared for the state; however,

the
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Table 16.
Responses to Questions on Financial Statements and Reporting
from Beta Hospital Director and Beta Medical Center Controller.
Responses
Hospital
Director

Question

36. How statements reported?

Medical Center
Controller

Hospital alone

Combined for
the campus

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes
Statistics and
A/R Changes

Yes
——

38. Requirements for audit?

Not audited

State law

39. To whom audit report
distributed?

Administration and
Department Heads

President,
Board of
Trustees, Cred
itors, Bond
Trustees, and
other interested
parties

1
2
4
5
3
0

3
2
4
5
1
0

X

X

37. Statements prepared?
Balance Sheet
Statement of Revenues
& Expenses
Statement of Changes
in Fund Balances
Statement of Changes in
Financial Position
Notes to Financial
Statements
Other

40.

Important to Users
(Rank: 1 = Highest)
Financial Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services Provided
Other

41. Objectives of Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other

—
-

X

—

X

—

X

—
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income and expense schedule on a cash basis and the balance
sheet on the accrual basis were prepared.
Related to property, plant and equipment,

it was

stated that all the property was accounted for in the same

fund,

i.e., plant fund, but moveable equipment inventory

related to the hospital was designated to a built-in hospit
al fund structure.

No formal entry was recorded for depreciation as an
expense in the accounting books.

A computer program was

used at the end of the year to manipulate and determine what

was the allowable cost reimbursement for a particular equip

ment, etc.,

for each cost center within the hospital.

Thus,

the depreciation amount was shown as an expense for deter

mining the reimbursement rate from third parties.
Regarding the proceeds from a sale of equipment,

etc., the controller added that every piece of equipment

acquired by the medical center was considered to be

acquired by the State of Beta, and state laws had estab

lished procedures concerning how to dispose of the equip

ment.

The state takes possession of the equipment,

upon sale of the equipment by the state,

gets back 2.5 cents on a dollar.

and

the medical center

The amount thus received

is credited to the fund from which equipment was originally
acquired.

The controller elaborated upon question 14 by stat

ing that the hospital does not issue bonds whenever such
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need arises because the hospital is not a legal entity;

only the institution as a whole is considered a legal

For example,

entity.

the institution had issued the bonds

for a parking deck, and parking revenue was pledged to sup
port the bonds.
The controller was asked to clarify how different

methods of depreciation were used (Question 15).

The

answer was that since different methods had been prescribed

by the Medicare guide, the medical center used that method
of depreciation which was most advantageous for cost reim
bursement purposes in order to have maximum cash flow.
Concerning question 17,

in which the controller had

answered that patient service revenue was accounted for on

an accrual basis,

the controller observed that in the State

ment of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures and Other
Changes, patient revenue was reported on a cash basis, but
in the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances, patient revenut was reported on an accrual basis.
Question 19 asked whether deductions
debts,

charity services,

(such as bad

etc.) from patient revenues were

reduced by the amounts specifically received for indigent

patients.

The controller explained that the hospital did

receive research money from the federal government or medi
cines from drug companies to try on patients, in which case

patient charges were shown as paid either by the federal
government or drug companies.

Otherwise, no donations were

received specifically for indigent patient care.
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With respect to all questions on donations, pledges,

and restricted resources, general comments were made by the
controller that the hospital never had donations and pledges.
The medical center has a private foundation which takes care

of donations and pledges.

In answer to question 22, the

controller observed that income, whether from investments

or from endowments, was, however, recorded as a general
fund transaction (i.e., operating income).

In support of the answer to question 26, the con

troller mentioned that donations received for specific pur
poses,

other than grants received from the federal govern

ment, generally were recorded as revenue prior to spending.
When grant funds were received from the federal government,

however, revenue was recognized only to the extent money was
spent for the purpose it was received.
Regarding funds held in trust by others

29),

(question

it was stated that the institution as a whole had only

about $2 million which were shown in the balance sheet as
assets for the whole institution.

Marketable equity securities were also shown for the
institution as a whole and not for the hospital separately.
Concerning auditing of financial statements (ques

tion 38), the controller further clarified that the medical
center was audited by state auditors and they were concerned

only for compliance with state laws.

Further,

financial

statements for the hospital were not published separately.
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General Information During Interviews from Medical

Sciences Controller.

The controller also made some general

remarks during the interview which are listed below:

i.

and,

State appropriations are considered restricted

therefore,

state funds are drawn on first if money

is available in the state treasury.

State appropriations

are never made available to the medical center.

State

vouchers or warrants are prepared by the medical center and

the state pays them directly to vendors,
ii.

third parties,

etc.

Although financial statements of the hospital

are combined with the medical center, both are really not
the same in terms of types of transactions.

is a very specific entity within itself.

The hospital

For example,

in

a higher education institution, overtime is never consid

ered, whereas hospitals have overtime.
iii.

The state treats the medical center just as

it treats, for example, the insurance commission office or
department of higher education, whereas the medical center

has an altogether different organizational structure and
operational policies.
iv.

A few of the advantages which accrue to the

institution by combining the hospital with the medical cen

ter include better utilization of space,

and some leeways

permitted in applying general administrative costs and
costs of the school of nursing to the various programs in

the hospital.
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v.

Hospital practices are currently geared towards

maximizing reimbursement payments; not too much attention

is paid towards stewardship and responsibility accounting.

c.

Data from Financial Statements
The financial statements of Beta Medical Center

(Appendix IV) were obtained to ascertain which audit guides

were followed and how accounting and financial reporting
practices were published.

Financial statements of Beta

Hospital were not published separately, but rather were

combined with the medical center statements which were the
official publication.

Some general information about the

combined financial statements of Beta Medical Center is
reported in Table 17.

The Gamma State University Medical Center
The third case-study involves the generally accepted
accounting and reporting practices used by the Gamma State
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Table 17.
General Information: Beta Medical Center Financial State
ments—Fiscal Year 1982-1983
1. Financial Statements Prepared:

Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Statement of Current Funds Revenues,
Expenditures and Transfers
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Notes to Financial Statements

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
No
No
Yes

2. Funds Used in Balance Sheet:

Current Funds
Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Annuity and Life Income Funds
Plant Funds
Agency Funds

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
June 30

3. Fiscal Year Ends:
4. Guide(s) Followed:

5.

Hospital Audit Guide, Audits of
Colleges and Universities

Statements Audited by:

State

6. Length of Financial Statements,
Accounting Policies, Notes & Schedules

60 pages

7. Encumbrances Recorded:

Yes

8. Basis of Accounting Used:

Income Statement (Cash)
Balance Sheet (Accrual)

9. Basis of Reporting to State:

Cash

10. Depreciation Recorded?

No
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University Medical Center in preparing its financial state
ments.
a.

Responses to the Questionnaire

The questionnaires were hand-delivered before the

personal interviews were taped.

sion,

In the following discus

the titles "director" and "comptroller" have been used

for brevity.

The director completed the questionnaire based

on the hospital practices, whereas the comptroller’s
responses were based on the practices of the medical center.

1.

General.

The first two questions dealt with the

name of the interviewee, title or position, and name and

place of hospital/medical center.

Question 3 asked about

the generally accepted accounting and reporting principles

followed in the preparation of financial statements.

The

director responded that the Hospital Audit Guide published

by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
was followed; the comptroller answered Audits of Colleges

and Universities published by the same Institute.

Ques

tions 4 and 5 were open-ended and designed to determine

the different kinds of financial reports prepared and prin

ciples and procedures followed in their preparation.

The

director answered that budget and statistical reports were
prepared and further added that all external reporting to

the state government is on a cash basis.
answer simply said,

these two questions.

The comptroller's

"See director's Questionnaire," on
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Table 18.
Questions on Property, Plant and Equipment and Responses
from Gamma Hospital Director and Gamma Medical Center Comptroller.

Responses
Question

6. Accounted for by:
a. hospital
b. medical center
c. state

7.

How accounted for?

Hospital
Director

General fixed
assets group
of accounts

Medical Center
Comptroller

Plant Funds

Historical cost
less depreciation

Historical cost
only

8. Depreciation recognized?

Yes, based on
historical cost

No

9. Is depreciation
reimbursed by third
parties?

Yes

Yes

10. How reimbursed depre
ciation recorded (any
restrictions)?

As revenue

As revenue

11. How reimbursed depre
ciation reported?

General Fund
revenue

Current Fund
income

12. How funds set aside
by board treated?

Funds are provided
by the Building
Commission

Transferred to
Plant Funds

13. How sale proceeds
accounted for?

Part of unrestricted
funds

Part of unrestricted
funds

14. How long-term debt
accounted for?

Have no long-term
debt

Plant Funds

15. Were different deprecia
tion methods used for
different purposes?

No

Yes, depreciation
not shown on books
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2.

Property, Plant and Equipment.

The questions and

answers from both the hospital director and the medical

center comptroller are summarized in Table 18 on page 102.
3.

Patient Service Revenues.

five questions:

This category included

four multiple-choice and one yes/no type.

A major source of resources for hospitals is revenue from

services rendered to patients.

The accounting treatment

for these revenues makes a material difference in the finan

cial statements.

The questions and responses both from the

director and comptroller are summarized in Table 19..
Table 19.
Questions on Patient Service Revenues and
Responses from Gamma Hospital Director and Gamma Medical
Center Comptroller.

Responses
Question

Director

Comptroller

16.

Rates used

Full estab
lished rates

Full estab
lished rates

17.

Basis used

Accrual basis

Accrual
basis

18.

Deductions
reported

Deductions
from gross
revenues

Net in the
financial
statements

19.

Deductions net
of related reve
nues reported

No

No

20.

Prior period con
tractual adjust
ments made

Prior period
adjustment

Prior period
adjustment
only if
material

4.

Donations, Pledges,

and Restricted Resources.

Eight multiple-choice questions comprised this category.
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The responses from both respondents are summarized in the

following paragraphs:
Question 21 asked about recording of property and

equipment donated for unrestricted purposes.

The hospital

would record it as "nonoperating" revenue, and the medical

center would capitalize it in the plant fund as donated
capital.

In response to question 22 about accounting for

other unrestricted donations,

income and gains from invest

ments, and unrestricted income from endowment funds, the

director's response was as "nonoperating" revenue,

and the

comptroller's as "other operating" revenue.

Answers to questions 23-25 relating to pledges from
both parties were "no pledges" and "not applicable," respec

tively.
Questions 26 and 27 dealt with recording of donor-

restricted resources for specific operating purposes and
revenues for additions to property, plant and equipment
prior to spending.

The responses from both respondents

were identical--i.e.,

recorded in a restricted fund and in

a restricted fund balance as contributions to permanent

capital of the hospital, respectively.
The last question in this category asked about the
recording of both pure or term endowment resources, upon

receipt.

The hospital would record it in restricted funds,

and the medical center in the Endowment Fund.
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5.

Funds Held in Trust by Others.

included in this category.

all questions.

Four questions were

The director answered "None” to

The comptroller, on the other hand, answered

that such funds were included in the Endowment Fund, that
distributions whether mandatory or discretionary were

reported as endowment income, and that the existence and
nature of the relationship about hospital related organi
zations were disclosed, respectively.

6.

Marketable Equity Securities.

Questions 33 to 35

were regarding handling of marketable equity securities.

To all three questions,

the director's response was "None,”

whereas the comptroller said that such securities were car
ried on the medical center accounting books at the lower of
its aggregate cost and market value determined at the bal

ance sheet date and included in the Endowment Portfolio.

The medical center did not have investments either from
board-designated funds or unrestricted funds.

7.

Financial Statements and Reporting.

gory included six questions:

The last cate

four multiple choice, one dis

cussion type, and one rank-order.

Responses were sought to

questions concerning method of reporting, which financial
statements were prepared, how audited,

to whom distributed,

what was important to users, and objectives of the hospital.

The responses have been summarized in Table 20.
b.

Responses to the Personal Interviews
The purpose of personal interviews was to obtain
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Table 20.
Responses to Questions on Financial Statements and Reporting
from Gamma Hospital Director and Gamma Medical Center Comptroller.

Responses
Director

Comptroller

Hospital alone

Consolidated with
total medical
center

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Various analyses

Yes
Other financial
information

38. Requirements for audit?

State law

State law

39. To whom audit report
distributed?

Board of Trustees;
Budget Commission;
University Chan
cellor

Board of Trustees;
Budget Commission;
State Department of
Audit; Health and
Human Services;
Legislative Groups
upon request

1
4
2
5

1
2
3
5

3
0

4
0

—
—

—
—
X

Question

36. How statements reported?

37.

40.

Statements prepared?
Balance Sheet
Statement of Revenues
and Expenses
Statement of Changes
in Fund Balance
Statement of Changes
in Financial Position
Notes to Financial
Statement
Other

Important to Users
(Rank: 1=Highest)
Financial Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services Pro
vided
Other

41. Objectives of Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other

X

—.

—
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clarification of the responses to the questionnaire and

general information about the hospital and medical center
operations specifically with respect to accounting and

reporting practices.
This section has been subdivided into four sub

categories dealing with the responses to the questionnaire
and with general information from the hospital director and

medical center comptroller.

Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by
Hospital Director.

The director clarified further that

although the Hospital Audit Guide was being followed, the

hospital did not have the same funds as specified in the

Hospital Audit Guide.

The Hospital Audit Guide was follow

ed only for internal reporting purposes and for reimburse

ment purposes; otherwise the hospital did not fall under
the purview of the Hospital Audit Guide because the exter
nal reporting was generated by the medical center.

With respect to questions on property, plant and
equipment,

the director mentioned that first all capital

outlays were considered as an expense on the Statement of

Revenue and Expense and then at the bottom of the Statement

were added back to conform with Generally Accepted Account

ing Principles (Appendix V).

This was done for comparison

with the medical center reports.

Hospital capital assets were not reported separately
due to state regulations and Audits of Colleges and
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Universities guide followed by the medical center.

capital assets

All

were the property of the medical center

rather than the property of a given unit, such as the hos
pital.

For this reason, the hospital maintained subsidiary

ledgers for general fixed assets but the subsidiary ledgers

were not incorporated in the medical center's combined
financial statements.
Regarding depreciation, the director mentioned that

the State had no requirement because reporting to the State

was on a cash basis, with the exception of encumbrances
that were recorded.

Practices regarding patient service revenues were
also elaborated upon by the director.

Patients were

charged at full established rates on an accrual basis, and

such charges were booked every day.
Budget Commission,

But to the State and

they were reported on a cash basis.

No donations of major amounts were received by the
hospital.

The reason given was that people were reluctant

to donate because they felt that they were already paying

taxes to support the hospital.

The director also reported

that the hospital had in total only about $3,000 in
restricted funds.

The hospital did not receive donations

of property and equipment either,

except once for equipping

the waiting room.
The director professed that though the financial
statements were prepared for the hospital separately, they
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were used strictly for internal management purposes and the

analyses were used internally.

The hospital financial statements were not audited
by state auditors separately; rather the hospital and the
medical center operations are audited as a whole by the
State Department of Auditors.

Occasionally hospital financial statements were

used for external purposes because audited financial state

ments were not timely.

For example, the Health Care Com

mission accepted the unaudited ones at the time the hospital
submitted an application for need to them.

The Medicare/

Medicaid Commission did not demand audited reports because

Medicare Cost Reports were generally prepared before the
statements were audited.
General Information During Interviews from Hospital
Director.

The director was asked to elaborate upon some

general questions.
i.

His responses were as follows:

Money appropriated but not received from the

State by the end of the current fiscal year is shown as
revenue--i.e.,

"Accounts Receivable--State Appropriation"

is debited and "Appropriations from the State" is credited
(Appendix V).

ii.

The American Hospital Association’s Chart of

Accounts for Hospitals is not followed exactly but every

detail is available in the hospital's internally generated
chart of accounts.

The general ledger of the hospital is
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maintained and controlled by the medical center rather than

the hospital.
One of the advantages cited of being a state

iii.

institution was in the area of capital financing.

project is approved by the State legislature,

If a

the funds are

made available through the Building Commission and hence
the hospital's operating funds need not be used.

Another

advantage related to funds which are spent by the Building
Commission is that the hospital gets reimbursements for
those expenditures from third parties in the form of depre

ciation charges.
State auditors audit the financial statements

iv.

of the medical center and not of the hospital per se while

following the guidelines of State and Audits of Colleges
and Universities.
In case of conflict between Hospital Audit

v.

Guide and Audits of Colleges and Universities,

the conflict

is resolved in favor of Audits of Colleges and Universities

because the medical center as a whole is audited, not just

the hospital.

(There is a separate audit for the univer

sity. )

vi.

General accounting is primarily done in the

medical center: payrolls,

security,

accounts payable, maintenance,

and purchasing are all medical center functions.

The hospital does not have an accounting department.
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However, the hospital controls the patient accounting func

tion--i. e., generation of charges,
billing, collection,

etc.

recording those charges,

The hospital also prepares its

own budget, medical cost reports,

application for certifi

cate of need, and generates its own financial statements

for internal management purposes.

But for the most part,

details of routine general accounting are primarily handled

by the medical center.
Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by
Medical Center Comptroller.

Most of the questions have

already been discussed under responses to the questionnaire
section; only a few were elaborated upon during the inter
view with the comptroller.

equipment,

Regarding property,

plant and

the medical center has to conform to the State

accounting procedures;

thus cost, without depreciation, was

used for medical center and State purposes.

not allow booking of depreciation.
need for property,

The State did

Any time there was a

plant and equipment,

the State appro

priated the money needed and thus there was no long-term
debt from purchasing property, plant and equipment on

credit.

Any unspent money from State appropriations was
shown as "unobligated carry forward balance"—i.e., unallo

cated fund balance in current unrestricted fund.

The

unspent money had to be reauthorized by the state the next

year before it was spent because state institutions cannot
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spend without state authorization, even if the money was

left over from last year, as authorization to spend per

tains to each fiscal year.
General Information During Interview With Medical

Center Comptroller.

Some of the comments made by the comp

troller concerning general information were as follows:

i.
operations.

Hospital and medical education were dissimilar

Hospital was a day-to-day operation in which

total expenditures had to be matched with revenue whereas

medical education was five-days-a-week operation.
ii.

Hospital was considered as a subsidiary and

therefore it was difficult to make it profitable and man
age it only from a separate financial viewpoint as a separ
ate entity.

In a teaching hospital, the need for teaching

supersedes profitability--i.e., teaching hospitals are not
operated as other types of hospitals such as those run by

private enterprise.
iii.

It was admitted that the hospital does not

get full financial information disclosure under medical
center combined financial statements in spite of its being

a large,

c.

important facet of the medical center.

Data from Financial Statements

The financial statements of Gamma Hospital and
Gamma Medical Center (Appendix V) were obtained to ascer
tain which audit guide was being followed and how
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accounting and reporting practices were published.

Gamma

Hospital financial statements were not published separately,

but rather were combined with the medical center statements
which were the official publication.

However, Gamma Hos

pital did have their individual financial statements for
internal use.

Some general information about these two

sets of financial statements is contained in Table 21.
The Kappa State University Medical Center

Three different approaches--questionnaire, personal

interviews, and financial statements—were utilized to
determine generally accepted accounting and financial report

ing practices applied in the selected areas of investigation

by the Kappa State University Medical Center.
a.

Responses to the Questionnaire

The questionnaires were hand-delivered before the
personal interviews were taped.

director of finance (hospital)

One was completed by the

and the other by the direc

tor of financial affairs and university treasurer (medical

center).

In the following discussion, the titles "direc

tor" and "treasurer" have been used for brevity.

The

director completed the questionnaire based on the hospital

practices, whereas the treasurer’s responses were based on
the practices of the medical center.

The questionnaire was designed to determine gener
ally accepted accounting and reporting principles used in
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Table 21. General Information: Gamma Medical Center and Gamma Hospital
Financial Statements—Fiscal Year 1982-1983.
Medical
Center

Hospital

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

1. Financial Statements Prepared:
Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Fund
Balances
Statement of Current Fund
Revenues, Expenditures &
Transfers
Statement of Revenues and
Expense
Statement of Cash Receipts
and Disbursements
Statement of Changes in
General Fund Capital
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Notes to Financial Statements

N/A

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

2. Funds Used in Balance Sheet:
Current Funds
Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Plant Funds
Agency Funds

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No
No

3. Fiscal Year Ends:

June 30

June 30

4. Guide Followed:

Audits of Colleges and Universities

Hospital Audit
Guide

State

N/A

106 pages

40 pages

Yes

Yes

8. Basis of Accounting Used:

Accrual

Accrual

9. Basis of Reporting to State:

Cash

Cash

No

No*

5.

Statements Audited by:

6. Length of Financial Statements,
Accounting Policies, Notes
and Schedules:
7.

Encumbrances Recorded:

10. Depreciation Recorded?

*In the handling of depreciation, Hospital Audit Guide was not followed,
but for internal purposes depreciation was recorded and property,
plant and equipment was capitalized.
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preparing financial statements.

Responses are classified

by the seven categories identified in the questionnaire

(Appendix I) .

1.

General.

The first two questions dealt with the

name of the interviewee,

title or position, and name and

place of hospital/medical center.
3,

In response to question

the director said that AICPA’s Hospital Audit Guide, and

the treasurer said that AICPA’s Audits of Colleges and Uni

versities were followed in the preparation of general pur
pose financial statements.

The answers to questions 4 and

5 indicated that the hospital prepared Medicare and Blue
Cross reports and the medical center prepared monthly

financial report (results of operations) and cost reports.

2.

Property, Plant and Equipment.

The questions and

responses from both the director and treasurer are summar

ized in Table 22.
3.

Patient Service Revenues.

Table 23 depicts the

questions and responses from both the hospital director and
university treasurer.
4.

Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources.

multiple-choice questions comprised this category.

Eight
The

answers from both respondents are summarized in the follow
ing paragraphs:

To question 21,

the director replied that property

and equipment donated for unrestricted purposes were record
ed as an "unrestricted fund balance."

The treasurer’s
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Table 22.
Questions on Property, Plant and Equipment and Responses
from Kappa Hospital Director and Kappa Medical Center Treasurer.

Responses
Question
6.

Accounted for by:
a. hospital
b. medical center
c. state

7. How accounted for?

Treasurer

Director
Plant Funds

Plant funds

Historical cost

Historical cost
less deprecia
tion

8.

•Depreciation recognized?

Yes, based on
historical cost

Yes, based on
historical cost

9.

Is depreciation reim
bursed by third parties?

Yes

Yes

10. How reimbursed depreciation
recorded (any restrictions)?

As revenue

N/A

11. How reimbursed depreciation
reported?

As revenue

Appropriations
of unrestricted
fund balance

12. How funds set aside
by board treated?

As designations
of unrestricted
fund balance

As designations
of unrestricted
fund balance

13. How sale proceeds accounted
for?

Part of
restricted
funds

Plant funds

14. How long-term debt
accounted for?

In hospital
operating fund

In hospital
operating fund

Were different deprecia
tion methods used for
different purposes?
N/A = Not Applicable.

No

No

15.
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Table 23. Questions on Patient Service Revenues and
Responses from Kappa Hospital and Kappa Medical Center.

Responses
Question

Director

Treasurer

16.

Rates used

Full established
rates

Full established
rates

17.

Basis used

On a daily,
actual-charge
incurred basis

Accrual basis

18.

Deductions
reported

Deductions from
gross revenues

Deductions from
gross revenues

19.

Deductions net
of related reve
nues reported

No

N/A

20.

Prior period
contractual
adjustments
made

Prior period
adjustment and
as an adjustment
to allowance
account*

Prior period
adjustment

N/A = Not Applicable.
*The adjustment is accrued, but if the accrual is mater
ially over or under, the difference is posted to prior
period.
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reply to all eight questions in this category was "not
In response to question 22, the director indi

material."

cated that other unrestricted donations,
from general investments,

income and gains

and unrestricted income from

endowments funds were accounted for as "other operating"
revenue.

Pertaining to question 23 on pledges in general and
question 24 on unrestricted pledges, the director’s reply

was "not applicable."

However,

reporting of restricted pledges,

funds,

on question 25 regarding
the reply was:

"restricted"

if shown at all.

Relating to questions 26 and 27,

the director’s

response was that donor-restricted resources for specific
operating purposes,

prior to spending, were recorded in an

unrestricted fund as deferred revenue, whereas donor-

restricted revenues for additions to property, plant and
equipment, prior to spending, were recorded in a restricted

fund balance as contributions to permanent capital of the

hospital,

respectively.

"Not applicable" was the answer to

question 28 concerning endowments.

5.

Funds Held in Trust by Others.

The director’s,

as

well as the treasurer's, reply for this category was "not
applicable."
6.

Marketable Equity Securities.

Both the director

and the treasurer responded to all three questions in this

category by indicating "not applicable."
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7.

Financial Statements and Reporting.

Responses were

sought to questions in this category concerning methods of
reporting, which financial statements were prepared, how
audited,

to whom distributed, what was important to users,

and objectives of the hospital.

The responses presented in

Table 24 were derived from the director and the treasurer.
b.

Responses to the Personal Interviews
Personal interviews were conducted with the direc

tor of finance-hospital and university treasurer to obtain
clarification of the responses to the questionnaire and

general information about the hospital and medical center
operations.

Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by

the Hospital Director.

The director elaborated further on

the question of recording depreciation on property, plant

and equipment by saying that depreciation was recorded as

an expense as far as the hospital was concerned.

The amount

of depreciation was not recorded, however, as an expense by
the medical center;

rather it was shown as a transfer for

plant additions and replacements from current unrestricted
funds to unexpended plant funds in the combined Statement

of Changes in Fund Balances

(Appendix VI).

With respect to question 20 concerning contractual
revenue adjustments for prior periods,

it was explained

that patient revenue due from Medicare and Blue Cross,
was accrued at the end of each year.

etc.,

Upon final settlement,
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Table 24
Responses to Questions on Financial Statements and Reporting
from Kappa Hospital and Kappa Medical Center.
Responses
Question
36. How statements reported?

37.

Statements prepared?
Balance Sheet
Statement of Revenues
and Expenses
Statement of Changes
in Fund Balances
Statement of Changes
in Financial Position
Notes to Financial Statements
Other

38. Requirements for audit?

Director

Treasurer

Hospital alone

Included in univer
sity report

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No
Statement of
Source and
Application
of Funds

——

GAAP

Audited by a
public accounting
firm

39.

To whom audit report
distributed?

Board of Trustees,
etc.

Board of Trustees
and University
Management

40.

Important to Users
(Rank: 1 = Highest)
Financial Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services Provided
Other

1
0
2
0
3
0

1
5
4
3
2
0

3
2
1
4
—

X

41. Objectives of Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other

X
X

X

—
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any excess over the accrued amount was considered as prior

period adjustment within the fund balance section of the

hospital balance sheet.
The major difference in the handling of contractual

revenue adjustment for prior periods by the hospital and

medical center was also pointed out by the director.

Such

amounts received were treated by the medical center as cur

rent period adjustments rather than prior period adjustments
as done by the hospital.

Because of this practice,

the com

bined Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures, and
Other Changes was arbitrarily overstated since prior period
adjustments generally resulted from getting more than the

accrued amount upon final settlement.
Concerning questions 24 and 25 on pledges, the
director rationalized that since the hospital's accounting

system was tied with that of the medical center, no pledges
were recorded by the hospital, as such, but were recorded

by the medical center.
The director was asked why donor-restricted
resources were recorded in an unrestricted fund (question

26).

The director explained that since,

in the past,

the

hospital had received only two or three small donations of

approximately two or three thousand dollars for restricted

purposes,

it was not worth the effort to record donor-

restricted revenues in a restricted fund.

He further

stated that whenever large amounts were received,

they got
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lost in the university system and the hospital did not even

know about them(i.e., recorded in the combined financial
statements).

Pertaining to all three questions on marketable

equity securities, the director elaborated that whenever

the hospital had excess funds, the university combined those

excess funds with those of others and invested in short-term
investments.

The hospital did not handle those investments,

did not account for them, and received no income whatsoever

from those investments.
The director explained that in addition to the board
of trustees,

the financial reports were also distributed to

the intermediaries

(Medicare, Blue Cross,

etc.) and to all

such parties with whom the hospital had a contract to pro

vide hospital services.

The director affirmed that the

public rarely demanded financial statements of the hospital.
General Information During Interview with Hospital
Director.

The director also made some general comments

during the interview which are listed below:

i.

The recording of depreciation as an expense was

not required by the hospital; rather it was a management

decision.

ii.

Generally,

the amount of depreciation was not

shown in the past on the certified combined statements.

The first time that the depreciation amount had been shown
was on the 1982-1983 fiscal year certified financial state

ments (Appendix VI).
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iii.

Presently, accounts receivable, patient

charge and patient billing are within the hospital account
ing system.

The university handles the accounts payable

for the hospital; accounts payable are on an accrual basis.
iv.

The present balance sheet (Appendix VI) of

the hospital contains only cash and securities, accounts

receivable and inventories on the asset side and liabili
ties,

deferred income,

and fund balance on the other side.

The hospital is working towards a balance sheet which will
show property, plant and equipment belonging to the hospital

and long-term debt appropriately.

Presently, property,

plant and equipment belonging to the hospital are combined
with the medical center in financial statements.

v.

According to the director,

fund accounting

principles used in hospital financial statements are not
only difficult for a non-accountant to understand, but also

for an accountant.

The director also had difficulty in

explaining to the board of trustees the financial state
ments for the hospital.

vi.

The director listed the following as some of

the advantages of the hospital's being a part of the medi

cal center:

(1)

the staff of the medical school is also the

staff of the hospital but is paid by the medical school;
(2)

the hospital receives appropriations from the state

which otherwise it might not receive;

(3) bonds can be sold

under the name of the state for purchase of property, plant
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and equipment, etc. ; and (4) being part of the state, the

hospital has limited liability and cannot be sued.
The director cited the following two disadvantages

to being a part of the medical center: (1) flexibility of

operations is restricted somewhat as a result of having to

follow the "chain of command"; and (2) the hospital is not
allowed to have a self-contained accounting system.
General Information During Interview With Univer

sity Treasurer.

Some of the comments made by the treasurer

concerning general information were as follows:

i.

While certifying the financial statements, pub

lic auditors are not sure about whether the university as a
whole has the priority over the hospital or vice versa.

In

such a situation they prefer to apply the guidelines pre

scribed by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants' Audits of Colleges and Universities.

Certi

fied financial statements are not required by the state
each year; the state requires them at least once every two

years, which is not timely and effective.

ii.

In calculating depreciation amounts which are

based on cost,

equipment is considered to have a life of 10

years; however, for buildings different components are used.

iii.

Costs associated with the hospital cannot be

separated, because teaching,

research and patient care

occur at the same time, and they are not of equal value.
Any weighting system developed to allocate hospital costs
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For audit purpose,

would not be adequate.

depreciation

amount is removed from the financial statements due to the
Audits of Colleges and Universities followed, since the

hospital is considered no different than, for example,

the

school of business or school of medicine.
iv.

Layered balance sheet (Appendix VI) is not

easy for the readers of the statements to fully understand
because it shows six separate fund balances.

The balance

sheet should be prepared in a columnar format and total
assets of all funds should be combined instead of being
presented separately under the current practice,

in the

treasurer's opinion.
v.

The university should get over the stewardship

accounting hangover.

Total revenue of the university

should be shown and total scope of operations should be

reflected in the financial statements.

vi.

Much confusion is created for the readers by

the mandatory transfers

(Appendix VI) among the funds.

Although the numbers relating to transfers among funds look

neat and organized,

those amounts are deceptive.

Therefore,

the most important part of the financial statements is the
narrative part.

c.

Data from Financial Statements
The financial statements of Kappa Hospital and

Kappa University (Appendix VI) were obtained to ascertain
which audit guide was being followed and how accounting and
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reporting practices were published.

Kappa Hospital's finan

cial statements were not published separately but were com

bined with the university statements.

However, Kappa Hos

pital did have their individual financial statements for

internal use.

Some general information derived from these

two sets of financial statements is reported in Table 25.

The Omega State University Medical Center
The combined purpose of the following three sec

tions was to gather information regarding application of
accounting principles and financial reporting procedures
which were adopted by the Omega State University Medical

Center.

Investigation was particularly directed towards

seven areas

(Appendix I) and general information pertinent

to the objectives of the present study.
a.

Responses to the Questionnaire
The questionnaires were delivered personally before

the interviews were taped.

One was completed by the assist

ant vice-president for hospital business affairs and the
other by the assistant vice-president for finance (medical
In the following discussion,

center).

the arbitrary names

"Thomas" and "John" have been used respectively to avoid
confusion.

Responses are classified by the seven categor

ies identified in the questionnaire (Appendix I).

1.

General.

The first two questions asked were about

the name of the interviewee, title or position,

and name
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Table 25. General Information: Kappa Hospital and Kappa Medical Center
Financial Statements--Fiscal Year 1982-1983.

Hospital
1. Financial Statements Prepared:
Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Statement of Current Funds Revenues,
Expenditures and Transfers
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
Statement of Changes in Financial
Position
Summary of Significant Accounting
Policies
Notes to Financial Statements

Medical Center

Yes
N/A

Yes
Yes

N/A
Yes*

Yes
N/A

Yes**

No

No
No

Yes
Yes

2. Funds Used in Balance Sheet:
Current Funds
Loan Funds
Endowment or Similar Funds
Plant Funds
Agency Funds

Yes
No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes***

3. Fiscal Year Ends:

September 30

September 30

4. Guide Followed:

Hospital Audit
Guide

Audits of
Colleges &
Universities

5. Statements Audited by:

Not audited

Audited by a
public accounting firm

6. Length of Financial Statements,
Accounting Policies, Notes & Schedules

12 pages

31 pages

7. Encumbrances Recorded:

No

Yes

8. Basis of Accounting Used:

Accrual

Accrual

9. Basis of Reporting to State:

N/A

Accrual

Yes

No

10. Depreciation Recorded:

*
**
***
N/A

=
=
=
=

called operating statement.
called source and application of funds statement.
life income funds used
not applicable.
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and place of hospital/medical center.

Responses to question

3 indicated that the hospital uses the AICPA's Hospital

Audit Guide and the medical center follows NACUBO's College

and University Business Administration for the preparation

of financial statements.

Answers to questions 4 and 5

revealed that the hospital prepared Medicare and Medicaid

cost reports and overhead rate proposal for federal con
tracts and grants by following federal and state guidelines,
and the medical center prepared annual financial and Medi
care cost reports, also by following federal and state
guidelines.
2.

Property, Plant and Equipment.

The questions and

responses from both Thomas and John are summarized in Table

26.
3.

Patient Service Revenues.

Table 27 indicates the

questions and answers from both Thomas and John.
4.

Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources.

replied to all questions in this category,

Thomas

except 26, by

indicating "applicable to assistant vice-president for

finance."
Pertaining to question 21, John replied that

donated property and equipment for unrestricted purposes

were recorded as capital assets.

To question 22, he

responded that unrestricted donations,
general investments,

income and gains from

and unrestricted income from endowment

funds were recorded as revenue.
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Table 26.
Questions on Property, Plant and Equipment and Responses
from Omega Hospital and Omega Medical Center.

Thomas
(Hospital)

6.

Accounted for by:
a. hospital
b. medical center
c. state

—
——
——

Responses

John
(Medical Center)

—.
Plant Funds
——

7.

How accounted for?

Applicable to
Medical Center

Purchase price

8.

Depreciation recognized?

Applicable to
Medical Center

No

9.

Is depreciation
reimbursed by third
parties?

Yes

Yes

10.

How reimbursed deprecia
tion recorded (any
restrictions)?

No such restric
tion

N/A

11.

How reimbursed deprecia
tion reported?

Applicable to
Medical Center

N/A

12.

How funds set aside
by board treated?

Applicable to
Medical Center

N/A

13.

How sale-proceeds
accounted for?

Applicable to
Medical Center

As part of
unrestricted
funds

14.

How long-term debt
accounted for?

Applicable to
Medical Center

In general longterm debt group
of accounts

15.

Were different deprecia
tion methods used for
different purposes?

No

N/A

N/A = Not Applicable.
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Table 27.
Questions on Patient Service Revenues and
Responses from Omega Hospital and Omega Medical Center.
Responses

Question

Thomas
(Hospital)

John
(Medical Center)

16.

Rates used

Full estab
lished rates

Full established
rates

17.

Basis used

Accrual basis

Accrual basis

18.

Deductions
reported

Deductions from
gross revenues

Deductions from
gross revenues

19.

Deductions net
of related reve
nues reported

No

Yes

20.

Prior period
contractual
adjustments
made

As an adjustment
to allowance
account

Prior period
adjustment

Concerning question 23, he stated that pledges were
not generally documented on permanent records.

To question

24, he responded that unrestricted pledges were reported as
revenue in the period in which such pledges were received.
Regarding the next question, he mentioned that restricted

pledges were not recorded on the hospital financial state
ments .

In reference to question 26, both Thomas and John

indicated that donor-restricted resources for specific
operating purposes, prior to spending, were recorded in a

restricted fund.

To question 27, John's response was that

donor-restricted revenues for additions to property,

and equipment, prior to spending, were recorded in a

plant
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restricted fund balance as contributions to permanent cap

ital of the hospital.

To the next question, he mentioned

that endowment resources, both pure or term, were recorded
in restricted funds upon receipt.

5.

Funds Held in Trust by Others.

Thomas again indi

cated to all four questions in this category,
to assistant vice-president for finance."

"applicable

In answering

question 29, John said that the amount of such funds was
included in the balance sheet of the hospital.

Replying

to questions 30 and 31, he mentioned that the distribution
of income from endowment funds, whether mandatory or dis
cretionary, was recorded as endowment income on the finan
cial statements.

To the last question in this category,

he mentioned that disclosures regarding hospital related
organizations included notes to the financial statements of
summarized financial data and the nature of the relation
ship .

6.

Marketable Equity Securities.

Thomas’

response to

all three questions in this category was "applicable to

assistant vice-president for finance."
Answering question 33, John mentioned that long

term equity security investments were carried at historical
cost on the accounting books.

To question 34 dealing with

grouping of securities, he indicated that securities were

maintained at system level.

Question 35,

regarding recog

nition of income, was not applicable to the medical center.
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7.

Financial Statements and Reporting.

Answers to

questions in this category are reported by Table 28.

b.

Responses to Personal Interviews

The purpose of personal interviews was to obtain
clarification of the responses to the questionnaire and

general information about the hospital and medical center
operations specifically with respect to accounting and
reporting practices.
Interviews were held with the assistant vice-presi

dent for hospital business affairs

("Thomas") and assistant

vice-president for finance ("John") at the same time.

The

responses which follow, therefore, have been discussed

together.
Interview Clarifications to the Questionnaire by

Thomas and John.

Thomas explained that AICPA's Hospital

Audit Guide was followed as far as the operations of the
hospital were concerned, but the hospital did not have any
separate accounting system as such.

Thomas also made the

following statement on the questionnaire before responding

to the individual questions on the questionnaire:

Responses to this questionnaire are limited to
areas where I have responsibility and direct knowl
edge.
In that context, most of the questions are
appropriate to the assistant vice-president for
finance; thus, I defer to him for the most appro
priate and accurate answer.
Regarding property, plant and equipment, Thomas
mentioned that the hospital maintained a separate set of
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Table 28.
Responses to Questions on Financial Statements and Reporting
from Omega Hospital and Omega Medical Center.____________________ _______________

Thomas
(Hospital)

Question
36. How statements reported?

37.

38.

Statements prepared?
Balance Sheet
Statement of Reve
nues & Expenses
Statement of Changes
in Fund Balances
Statement of Changes
in Financial Position
Notes to Financial
Statements
Other

Requirements for audit?

39. To whom audit report
distributed?

40.

Important to Users
(Rank: 1 = Highest)
Financial Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services
Provided
Other

41. Objectives of Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other

Responses

John
(Medical Center)______

Applicable to
Medical Center

Consolidated with
all educational
schools

Applicable to
Medical Center

Yes
Yes
Yes

No

No
No
Applicable to
Medical Center

State law

Applicable to
Medical Center

Governing Body,
State Auditors,
to the public on
request

4
1
3
5

3
1
4
5

2
0

2
0

X

—
—
—

X

X

X

X

—

—
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budgetary accounts for property, plant and equipment belong
ing to the hospital but did not have separate accounting
hooks belonging to the hospital upon which such property,

plant and equipment were recorded.
Speaking from the medical center’s point of view,

John mentioned that property, plant and equipment (includ
ing that belonging to the hospital) were capitalized at
purchase or acquisition price on the accounting records of
the medical center and stayed at that amount until their

disposition.

The proceeds received upon sale of plants or

equipment were recorded into unrestricted funds as income.

Thomas elaborated upon the mechanics of the account
ing system at Omega Hospital and Omega Medical Center.

Depreciation on property,

plant and equipment belonging to

the hospital was calculated on separate schedules by the

hospital for Medicare cost report purposes, but the amount

of depreciation thus calculated was never entered on the
accounting records either of the hospital or of the medical
center.

Medicare, Medicaid or Blue Cross never imposed any

restrictions as to how the reimbursed payments

depreciation amounts) were to be used.

(including

During the course of

the year, bills were submitted to Medicare/Medicaid based
on charges for providing patient care to Medicare/Medicaid

patients and Medicare/Medicaid reimbursed the hospital on
an interim basis.

However, at the end of the year, Thomas

explained that charges to Medicare/Medicaid were compared
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with the cost report submitted to Medicare because final
settlement with Medicare was based on a cost basis, not on

the lower of cost or charges,

due to an exception obtained

by them under the relief clause of Medicare.

Thomas further explained that due to having a high

volume of charity patients (60 percent),

costs were usually

higher than the billed charges to the Medicare patients, a

situation which resulted in year-end settlements of receiv

ing more money from Medicare/Medicaid.

The money thus

received or due to the hospital was considered as retroac

tive cash settlement and was shown in the combined statement

of Changes in Fund Balances as Medicare and Medicaid cost

adjustment under current unrestricted general funds subcate
gory (Appendix VII).

The amount shown is unusually large

($8,269,798) because it was a cumulative figure pertaining
to the last three or four years'

cost adjustments.

Thomas

explained that once the hospital secured the exception from
Medicare and Medicaid and demonstrated that the cost of

providing Medicare and Medicaid was greater than charges
which it had previously submitted, Medicare/Medicaid allowed

them to go back three or four years for settlements.
Concerning questions on donations, pledges and
restricted resources, John mentioned that for the hospital,
donations were primarily received from foundations for
property, plant and equipment, whereas for the medical cen

ter,

donations were received mainly for research.

The
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unrestricted donations were received usually from private
persons and industry and were recorded as revenue from

gifts.

John stated that all the pledges received were

handled through the development office and were neither
recorded nor disclosed at all on the medical center’s finan

cial statements.

However,

John mentioned that at one time

they had received a small amount from pledges but had not
received any lately.

John stated that they had only one fund which was
held in trust by others.
With respect to marketable equity securities, John

explained that the investments of this medical center
together with 13 other institutions were handled by an

investment office located in a different city, but the

money received by the medical center from the pooled
investments was recorded as endowment income.
When asked why he did not check the line in ques

tion 37 concerning the notes to financial statements, Thomas
explained that the financial statements prepared by the med

ical center were more or less for internal use and not for
official publication.

The internally prepared financial

statements of the medical center (including the hospital)

were sent to the university system’s office located in
another city, which combined the financial statements of
this institution with the others and published the official
financial statement with notes of the entire university
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system.

Each institution in the system was, however,

audit

ed individually.

Concerning question 38, John mentioned that finan
cial statements of the medical center and hospital were

audited every year by the state auditors who, while audit
ing, were mainly concerned with whether the medical center
and hospital were in full compliance or not with the legis

lative laws and provisions passed by the state legislature.

The medical center had its own internal audit staff besides
being audited at the system level and by the state.

John

explained that these three groups of auditors worked in
conjunction with each other, and the items audited by one

group of auditors were not audited by the other groups of

auditors again.
General Information During Interviews from Assist

ant Vice President for Hospital Business Affairs.

Some of

the comments and assertions made by Thomas concerning gen

eral information were as follows:

i.

The only document prepared separately by the

hospital was the Medicare cost report.

Medicare cost report,

Other than the

the financial operations of the hos

pital were combined with those of the university, because

the university system required only the combined financial
statements for public record.
ii.

The Omega Hospitals consist of seven separate

hospitals located on the same campus.

Out of the seven
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hospitals,

two have been built and are owned by a founda

tion and are leased over to the medical center at a very

nominal fee of about $5,000 per year.

These two buildings

are not included in the plant funds of the university, and

the amount of lease money paid is shown as an expense.
iii.

If separate financial statements of the hos

pital are prepared, the total expenses will be more than

shown on the combined financial statements.
are:

(1) overhead costs presented are not allocated to the

hospitals;

poses;

(3)

The reasons

they are used only for Medicare cost report pur

(2) depreciation is not recorded as an expense;

the foundation pays some expenses for the two leased

hospitals which are not shown;

and (4)

services provided

by the faculty of the school of medicine to the hospital
are not allocated, except for Medicare cost report purposes.

General Information During Interviews from the
Assistant Vice-President for Finance.

Some of the comments

and assertions made by John were as follows:

i.

College and University Business Administration

(CUBA) guide published by the National Association of Col
lege and University Business Officers

(NACUBO) and the man

ual published by the Healthcare Financial Management Asso

ciation (HFMA) were followed closely for all financial

statements.

The Hospital Audit Guide was followed by the

hospital also because the College and University Business

Administration guide did not address the hospital accounting
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The AICPA's Audits of Colleges and

principles sufficiently.

Universities was not followed.
ii.

In the past,

the state has not provided much

money for major property and plant purposes except for

equipment replacement.

Most of the property and plant were

purchased from the donations received from one foundation,
revenue bonds floated by the city, or from the surplus
operating budget of the institution (see iii. , below).

From

one particular foundation the medical center has received

so far about $200 million, mainly for property and plant
purchases.

iii.

Under the guidelines of the state and board of

trustees, any unspent appropriations of the current fiscal

year are used to meet the operating budgets of future fis

cal years and are shown as allocated fund balance under the
current unrestricted general funds subcategory of the bal
ance sheet (Appendix VII).

The amount of $16,745,203

includes $8,269,798 received as contractual adjustments for

prior years from Medicare and Medicaid,
iv.

as mentioned earlier.

Encumbrances outstanding for purchase orders

issued but goods not delivered by the end of the fiscal
year are reserved at the end of the fiscal year, and the

amount is released back to the departments at the beginning

of the next fiscal year.
v.

The hospital, within the set-up, maintains

separate budgetary accounts

(fund groups) and therefore
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budgetarily it is separate, but otherwise the medical center

keeps one set of accounting Books, prepares and publishes

one common set of financial statements,

and maintains one

accounting department for the whole institution.
c.

Data from Financial Statements
The financial statements of Omega Medical Center

(Appendix VII) were obtained to ascertain which audit guides
were followed and how accounting and reporting practices
were published.

Some general information about the combined

financial statements is presented in Table 29.
Summary

Chapter 4 has presented the responses to the ques
tionnaire,

responses to the personal interviews, and data

from financial statements of five teaching hospitals and the
medical centers which own and operate those teaching hospit

als in five different states--as five case studies.

In Chapter 5, the responses to the questionnaire

and personal interviews,

and the data from the financial

statements are analyzed individually by each institution
and collectively by combining all institutions together.

Also,

in Chapter 5,

problems and deficiencies are analyzed.
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Table 29. General Information: Omega Medical Center Financial State
ments—Fiscal Year 1982-1983

1.

Financial Statements Prepared:
Balance Sheet
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
Statement of Current Funds Revenues
Expenditures and Transfers
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
Statement of Changes in Financial Position
Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Notes to Financial Statements

Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
No
No
No

2. Funds Used in Balance Sheet:

Current Funds
Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Annuity and Life Income Funds
Plant Funds
Agency Funds

3. Fiscal Year Ends:
4. Guide(s) Followed:

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

August 31

Hospital Audit Guide, Health
care Financial Management
Association's Manual

5. Statements Audited by:

State

6. Length of Financial Statements,
Accounting Policies, Notes & Schedules:

202 pages

7. Encumbrances Recorded:

Yes

8. Basis of Accounting Used:

9. Basis of Reporting to State:
10.

Depreciation Recorded:

Revenues (Accrual Basis),
Expenditures (Modified
Accrual Basis)
Accrual
No

CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS OF THE CASE STUDIES OF SELECTED
STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the find

ings of the study made of selected university hospitals

in five different states.

The findings are based upon the

responses to the questionnaire, responses to the personal
interviews and data from the financial statements as enumer

ated in Chapter 4 of this study.

The findings deal with the

seven areas of accounting and reporting practices as stated
in Chapter 1 of this study.

(1) General;

(2) Property,

Service Revenues;
Resources;

The seven areas are as follows:
Plant and Equipment;

(4) Donations, Pledges and Restricted

(5) Funds Held in Trust by Others;

Equity Securities;

(3) Patient

(6) Marketable

and (7) Financial Statement and Report

ing.
Finally, the Statement of Revenues and Expenses of

the five teaching hospitals have been recast based upon the
findings and the FASB’s Concepts Statement No.

4 on Objec-

tives of Financial Reporting by Nonbusiness Organizations.

General
The following findings are based on the responses
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and data presented in Chapter 4.

For responses to the per

sonal interviews, reference should be made to the discussion
in the previous chapter.

The responses to the questions in

the first category are summarized in Table 30.

The findings

are first presented for each hospital separately, and then
summarized for all five hospitals together in a later table

so that all hospitals are reviewed together.
The Alpha State University Hospital

The research disclosed that the Alpha Hospital fol
lowed the generally accepted accounting principles and prac

tices prescribed in the American Institute of Certified Pub
lic Accountants' Audits of Colleges and Universities.

The

hospital followed the same guide used by the Alpha Medical

Center,

as do the state-wide university system’s financial

reports.

The Alpha Hospital prepared monthly and annual

reports of operations, but both of these reports were for
internal management use; otherwise,

the hospital’s opera

tions were combined with those of the medical center, as

revealed by the financial statements (Appendix III).

The Beta State University Hospital
The study discovered that the Beta Hospital followed
Hospital Audit Guide but only for internal purposes.

The

Table30-

Summary of Responses To The Questionnaire From Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers)

Category I - General
Question

J. Which generally accept
ed accounting principles
and practices followed?
i. Hospital Audit Guide
ii. Audits of Colleges
and Universities
iii. Other (specify)
4. What different finan
cial reports prepared?
(List)

5. a. Are same accounting
principles followed
in different finan
cial reports prepara
tion?
i. Yes
ii. No
b. if "no,“ mention
accounting prin
ciples followed.

Note:

Alpha State University
Hospital Medical Center

X

Monthly
Statement
of Opera
tions and
Annual
Report of
Operation:

X

Beta State University
Hospital Medical Center

X

X
X

Annual Finan
cial Report;
Cost Report;
Association
Reports and
Departmental
Reports

Statisti
cal; Ex
pense
Summary;
A/R Analy
sis; and
Cash
Analysis

Annual Campus
Financial;
Numerous
Monthly Mgmt.
Reports; and
Reports re
quired by
Federal
Agencies

X

X

X
X

X

Gamma State University
Hospital Medical Center

X

X

Budget
See Hospital‘s
and
Answer
Statisti
cal
Reports

X

See Hospital's
Answer

Kappa State University
Hospital MedicalCenter

X

X

Medicare
and Blue
Cross
Cost
Reports

Monthly Finan
cial Report
(Results of
Operations);'
and Cost Report

X

X

All ex
Income and
Expense on
ternal
Cash Basis and reporting
Balance Sheet to the
on Accrual
State is
on a cash
Basis
basis

Questions 1 and 2 asked about the name of interviewee, title/position and name and place of hospital/medical school.

Omega State University
Hospital Medical Center

X

Medicare
and Medi
caid Cost
Reports;
Overhead
Rate Pro
posal for
Federal
Contracts
and
Grants

X
Medicare
Regula
tions and
Guideline
and Fed
eral Reg
ulations
and Guide
lines Re
lated to
Overhead

Annual Finan
cial and Medi
care Cost
Reports

X
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Medical Center Controller stated that all three guides were
followed: Hospital Audit Guide for hospital revenues and
expenses, Audits of Colleges and Universities for education

al departments, and College and University Business Adminis

tration for the medical center as a whole.

In case of con

flict, the College and University Business Administration
superseded the Hospital Audit Guide.

The president's annual

report which consolidated information for all campuses

(including the medical center) and units of the university

system, however, mentioned that the accounting system fol
lowed closely was that recommended in College and University
Business Administration.

The Beta Hospital prepared various internal reports

by following the Hospital Audit Guide.

The responses from

the medical center, as well as data from combined financial
statements
of Current

(Appendix IV), however,
Funds Revenues,

indicated that Statement

Expenditures and Other Changes

included revenues from hospital and clinics on a cash basis

whereas the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances and Bal
ance Sheet were prepared on an accrual basis.

the hospital revenues,

For example,

on a cash basis, were $31,036,308.43

(Appendix IV, page 281), but on an accrual basis,

the reve

nues were calculated to be $28,747,155.22 (31,036,308.43 2,289,153.21).

Thus,

the final net increase on the combined

Statement of Revenues, Expenditures,

and Other Changes was

overstated by $2,289,153.21. (difference between cash basis
and accrual basis).
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The Gamma State University Hospital

The research revealed that although the Gamma Hos
pital followed the Hospital Audit Guide,

the same Guide was

not followed in the preparation of the Statement of Revenue
and Expense because external reporting to the state was on

a cash basis.
The medical center responded that it followed the
Audits of Colleges and Universities.

But the Summary of

Significant Accounting Policies in the combined financial

report of the medical center stated that it followed both
College and University Business Administration and Audits

of Colleges and Universities.

Both of the guides contain

the same accounting and reporting principles.

The Kappa State University Hospital

The study discovered that the Kappa Hospital follow
ed the Hospital Audit Guide in the preparation of hospital

financial statements which were used mainly for internal
management use and control purposes.

But when hospital

financial statements were combined with the medical center’s

financial statements,

the combined statements were prepared

based on Audits of Colleges and Universities.

For example,

fixed assets belonging to the hospital were not reported on

the hospital balance sheet; rather such fixed assets were
reported under plant funds on the combined financial state

ments .
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The Omega State University Hospital
The investigation found that the Hospital Audit

Guide was followed by the Omega Hospital for internal

reports of operations of the hospital and for Medicare Cost

Report; otherwise,

the hospital did not maintain a separate

accounting system and keep separate accounting books.

medical center kept one set of accounting records,

The

prepared

and published combined statements and had one accounting

department for the entire institution.

The assistant vice

president of the medical center responded on the question
naire as well as during personal interviews that the finan

cial statements were based upon the College and University
Business Administration guide.

The various reports were

not prepared by following the same accounting principles
by both the hospital and the medical center.

For example,

federal contracts and grants reports were prepared based
upon the federal rules and regulations and Medicare Cost

Reports were based upon the Hospital Audit Guide and Medi
care Audit Guide.

Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals
The responses revealed that 80 percent of the sample

hospitals used the Hospital Audit Guide.

(Alpha)

Only one hospital

did not use the Hospital Audit Guide;

instead,

hospital used Audits of Colleges and Universities.

that

The

hospitals which did use Hospital Audit Guide, however, men
tioned that the Guide was used only for internal reports
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for management of operations of the hospital and not for
separate accounting reports.

Two of the hospitals (Gamma

and Kappa) did have complete individual financial state
ments for internal use.

The responses are summarized in

Table 31.
The investigation found that the hospital related

revenues and expenditures were mostly shown by total reve

nues and total expenditures under unrestricted subcategory

in the combined Statements of Current Funds Revenues, Expen
ditures and Other Changes of their respective medical cen
ters.

The combined Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

contained additional information about the mandatory (prin

cipally debt service) and non-mandatory (mainly plant addi

tions and replacements) transfers made on behalf of the
hospital.

The combined Balance Sheet included information

about the hospital’s assets,

liabilities and fund balances.

But such information in the Balance Sheet was commingled
with the medical center’s data in various funds and was not

separately revealed for the hospital.

All the previously

mentioned three financial statements were prepared based
upon the Audits of Colleges and Universities.

The medical

centers combined the financial operations of their respec
tive hospitals in the financial statements, mostly due to

the state requirements and treating the hospitals just like
another department in the medical centers.

Table 31.

Summary of Responses on Guide(s) Followed by Hospitals and Medical Centers.

Guide

Medical Centers

Hospitals

Alpha

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Total

Hospital Audit Guide

-

x

x

x

x

4(80%)

x

Audits of Colleges and
Universities

x

1(20%)

xxx

x

-

4(80%)*

0

x

-

x

4(80%)*

College and University
Business Administration

Beta

x

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Total

1(20%)

x

*Four out of five medical centers included in this study.
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Property, Plant and Equipment
The responses to the questions on property, plant

and equipment are summarized in Table 32.

For responses to

the personal interviews and data from financial statements,

reference should be made to Chapter 4 and Appendices III

through VII,

respectively.

The findings are first presented

for each hospital studied separately and then summarized for

all hospitals together.
The Alpha State University Hospital
The investigation indicated that the Alpha Hospital

recorded property,

plant and equipment in plant funds.

The

fixed assets of the hospital and the medical center were
also included in the College and University Plant Funds
maintained at the State level.
has prescribed that property,

The Hospital Audit Guide

plant and equipment of the

hospital should be accounted for as part of unrestricted
funds.

The response to the questionnaire stated that

property,

plant and equipment were carried on the account

ing books at historical cost less depreciation, but the com

bined financial statements show that property,
equipment were carried at cost.

plant and

The amount of depreciation

was calculated only for cost reimbursement purposes--a prac

tice which was not in accord with the Hospital Audit Guide.
The reimbursed amount of depreciation was considered as

revenue and was transferred from unrestricted to restricted

Table 32.

Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa,and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers)
Category 11-Properly, Plant and Equipment

ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital

Question

6.

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

Medical Center Hospital M
edical Center

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital

Plant Funds
Plant Funds

b. By Medical
Center
c. By State

GFAGA*

Plant
Funds

GFAGA*

Plant Funds

Plant Funds

Plant
Funds

Medical Center

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

How accounted
for?
a. By Hospital

Plant Funds

Plant Funds

GFAGA*

Histor
ical
cost
less
depre
ciation

Historical
cost
only

Histor
ical
cost

Historical
cost less
deprecia
tion

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Purchase Price

Yes, based
on histor
ical cost

Yes,
based
on
histor
ical
cost

No

Yes,
based
on
histor
ical
cost

Yes, based
on historical
cost

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Included
We don't
in revenue have that
restriction

N/A

Lump sum pay
ment to re
cover costs

Includ
ed in
revenue

Included in
revenue

In
cluded
in
Revenue

N/A

No such
N/A
restrict
ion

How reimbursed
depreciation
reported?

Transfer
Don't
from un
reflect
restricted
to re
stricted
funds

N/A

Hospital income/cost
settlement or
part of per
diem rate

General
fund
revenue

Current
fund
income

As reve
nue

Appropriations Applic
of unrestrict able to
ed fund balance Medical
Center

N/A

How funds set
aside consider
ed?

Bond
issues

N/A

N/A

Do not "fund"
depreciation

Funds pro Transferred
video by to Plant
Building Funds
Commis
sion

Unre
stricted
fund
balance

Unrestricted
fund balance

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

N/A

None

Turn over to
State and
remove from
record

Returned to
Part of
restrict fund from
ed funds which pur
chased

Part of Part of
unre
unrestricted
stricted funds
funds

Part of
restrict
ed funds

Plant Funds

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Part of un
restricted
funds

General
long-term
debt group
of
accounts

General long N/A
term debt
group of
accounts

General long
term debt group
of accounts

No

No

7.

How carried on
books?

Historical Cost, do not
cost less book deprec
deprecia iation
tion and
at actual
acquisi
tion cost

Histor
Historical
ical Cost Cost less
deprecia depreciation
tion not
subtract
ed

8.

Whether, and how
depreciation
recognized?

Yes,
based on
histor
ical
cost

No

Yes
based
on
histor
ical
cost

9

Whether deprecia
tion reimbursed
by third parties?

Yes

Yes

10

How reimbursed
depreciation
recorded?
(Any restrict
ion)

11.

12

13. How sale pro
ceeds account
ed for?

14

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

How long-term
debt account
ed for?

N/A = not applicable

No

Have no
long
term
debt

Plant Funds

Hospital
operat
ing
funds

Hospital oper
ating funds

Applic
icable to
Medical
Center

Yes, deprecia
tion not in
corded on
assets

No

Yes, deprecis
tion not shown
on books

No

No

No

*GFAGA = General Fixed Assets Group of Accounts

N/A
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15. . Whether dif
ferent deprecia
tion methods
used?

General long
term debt
group of
accounts

152

funds.

The long-term debt arising from the acquisition of

property,

plant and equipment was accounted for in general

long-term debt group of accounts instead of being accounted
for in unrestricted funds as was suggested in the Hospital
Audit Guide.

The medical center’s responses were in accordance
with the guide it followed--that is,

property, plant and

equipment were accounted for and reported as prescribed in
Audits of Colleges and Universities.

The Beta State University Hospital
The research disclosed that the Beta Hospital
handled the accounting and reporting practices concerning

property,

plant and equipment in accordance with the guide

lines prescribed in Audits of Colleges and Universities.

No formal entry was recorded for depreciation as an expense
in the accounting books.

The amount of depreciation was

calculated only for cost reimbursement purposes--a practice

which was contrary to the Hospital Audit Guide.

The Beta

Hospital did not follow the accounting and reporting prac

tices regarding property, plant and equipment as prescribed

in the Hospital Audit Guide.
The medical center followed Audits of Colleges and

Universities.

The medical center,

therefore,

did not record

the depreciation on fixed assets as an expense and carried

such assets on its accounting books at historical cost.

The
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fixed assets, whether belonging to the hospital or the med

ical center,

should be depreciated in order to match the

revenues with the expenses in accordance with generally

accepted accounting principles.

The Gamma State University Hospital

The investigation found that the Gamma Hospital

recorded property, plant and equipment in the general fixed
assets group of accounts instead of recording in the unre

stricted funds as was recommended in the Hospital Audit

Guide.

The working papers of Gamma Hospital were obtained

and those papers indicated that property, plant and equip

ment were carried in general fixed assets at historical
cost less accumulated depreciation.

Other than those work

ing papers, property, plant and equipment were not carried

on the books at all.
Gamma Hospital did have individual financial state
ments

(Appendix V, pages 284-88) for internal use only.

The

Statement of Revenue and Expense of Gamma Hospital (Appendix

V, page 285) was prepared on a cash basis in which deprecia

tion was not recorded but equipment purchase was recorded
as an expense.

An adjustment then was made at the bottom

of the Statement for depreciation and equipment purchase.
This method allows for comparison with medical center reports

but is not in accordance with the Hospital Audit Guide.
Gamma Hospital disclosed the following accounting

policies regarding property, plant and equipment and
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long-term debt in the Notes to Financial Statements:
Property, Plant and Equipment:
Property, plant,
and equipment, and the related depreciation, are not
recorded in the hospital’s financial statements.
Long-Term Debt:
The State of Gamma has issued
certain bonded indebtedness for capital expenditures
related to property, plant, and equipment.
Neither
the debt nor the related interest are recorded in
the hospital's financial statements.
[In the second quotation, the word Gamma was sub
stituted in place of the true name.]

The Hospital Audit Guide requires that property,
plant and equipment and related liabilities should be
accounted for in unrestricted funds.

The Audits of Colleges

and Universities prescribes that property, plant and equip

ment and related liabilities should be accounted for in

plant funds.

The Audits of State and Local Governmental

Units requires that fixed assets and related long-term

liabilities related to specific proprietary funds should be
accounted for through those funds.

Gamma Medical Center followed the accounting prin

ciples and reporting practices contained in Audits of Col
leges and Universities and College and University Business

Administration.
The Kappa State University Hospital
The investigation found that Kappa Hospital did not

record property, plant and equipment as part of unrestricted
funds;

rather they were recorded in plant funds--a practice

contrary to the Hospital Audit Guide.

Furthermore, proper

ty, plant and equipment were not carried on the accounting
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books at historical cost less depreciation.

In the com

bined Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures and

Other Changes,

the amount equal to depreciation was shown

as a transfer to plant additions and replacements from
unrestricted funds to unexpended plant funds (Appendix VI,

page 305). The depreciation amount was reported as an
expense for the hospital reports.

The amount of deprecia

tion was, however, not reported as an expense by the medical
center on the combined statements.

The Omega State University Hospital
The inquiry into accounting and reporting practices
of Omega Hospital revealed that the hospital did not main

tain a separate set of accounting books to record property,

plant and equipment belonging to the hospital.

The medical

center followed the Audits of Colleges and Universities
guide,

and hospital property, plant and equipment were,

therefore, recorded in plant funds.
Depreciation was calculated by the hospital for

Medicare cost reports but the amount of depreciation thus

calculated was never entered on the accounting books of
either the hospital or the medical center.

Property, plant

and equipment were carried at purchase price,

with Audits of Colleges and Universities.

in conformity

Property, plant

and equipment were not carried at cost less depreciation—
the method which is recommended by the Hospital Audit Guide.

The amount of proceeds from sale of property, plant and
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equipment was considered as part of unrestricted funds.

It

was the practice of the medical center to report plant
funds indebtedness as a liability of Unexpended Plant Funds

to the extent that the bond proceeds were unexpended; and
the bonded indebtedness represented by expended proceeds

was reported as a liability of the Investment in Plant Fund

Group.

The practice followed by the medical center was in

accord with the College and University Business Administra

tion.
Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals

The research disclosed that the accounting princi
ples and financial reporting practices, with respect to
property, plant and equipment,

followed by the hospitals

under study were not in conformity with the Hospital Audit

Guide.

The Guide requires that fixed assets should be

recorded in the unrestricted funds and that depreciation
should be calculated on the historical cost basis.

The

reason the Guide requires that fixed assets are to be

recorded in unrestricted funds is that segregation in a
separate fund would imply the existence of restrictions on

asset use.

The governing board of the hospital should have

a free hand in the use of fixed assets for the hospital

operations.

The hospitals under study did calculate the

amount of depreciation, but that was usually for cost reim
bursement purposes only.

The depreciation was not consid

ered as an expense and fixed assets were not reported on a
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cost less depreciation basis in the published financial

statements.
Since the hospitals did not publish their own
external financial statements, the fixed assets relating to

the hospital were also combined with the fixed assets belong

ing to the medical center in the combined financial state
ments .
The results of the investigation have been summar

ized in Table 3.

followed.

The "yes" signifies that the Guide was

In a few instances,

the response on the ques

tionnaire was "yes," but the data from financial statements
revealed that the response was not correct.

Patient Service Revenues
The responses to the questions on patient service

revenues from the five university hospitals and medical
The analysis is pre

centers are summarized in Table 34.

sented first for each hospital separately and then summar

ized for all five hospitals together.
The Alpha State University Hospitals
The study discovered that Alpha Hospital used full

established rates for patient service revenues.

Such reve

nues were not accounted for on an accrual basis, but rather

on a cash basis.
receivable,
adjustments,

However,

at the end of the year,

after provision for bad debts,

and charity services,

accounts

contractual

etc., were recorded at

Table 33 .
Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Property, Plant and Equipment with the
Hospital Audit Guide._
Hospitals
Hospital Audit Guide
6. Were property,

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Medical Centers
Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

plant and equipment
accounted for in Unrestricted Funds?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Were property, plant and equipment
carried at historical cost less
depreciation?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Was depreciation calculated on historical
cost?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Was depreciation amount reimbursed by
third parties?

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

10.

If "yes," was it included in revenue?

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

11.

Was the reimbursed amount transferred from
Unrestricted Funds to Restricted Funds?

Yes

N/A

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

No

N/A

Were the funds set aside by the governing
board considered as designations of Unre
stricted Fund Balance?

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

N/A

Were the proceeds from sale considered
as part of Unrestricted Funds?

N/A

No

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

No

Yes

No

Yes

Was the long-term debt accounted for in
Unrestricted Funds?

No

N/A

N/A

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Was the difference resulting from using
different depreciation methods for reim
bursement shown as deferred revenue?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A

N/A

7.

8.
9.

12.

13.

14.

15.
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Yes = Hospital Audit Guide was followed.
N/A = Not Applicable.
Note: 1. Responses are based upon the analyses of the questionnaire, personal interviews and data from financial
statements.
2. For further clarification, reference should be made to the discussion in Chapters 4 and 5 and to Question
naire in Appendix I.

Table 34. Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa, and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers).
Category IIl--Patient Service Revenues

Question__________

ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

16. What rates used
for patient ser
vice revenue?

Full established
rates

Full established rates

Full es- Full establish Full es Full establish Full es
tablish
tablish ed rates
tablished ed rates
ed rates
ed rates
rates

17. What basis used
for patient
service revenue?

Cash
basis

Cash basis

Accrual
basis

18. How deductions
from patient re
venues reported?

Deduct
ions from
gross
revenues

N/A

Deductions from
Deduct
ions from gross revenues
gross
revenues

19. Are deductions net Yes
of related reven
ues reported?

N/A

No

20. How prior period
contractual ad
justments re
ported?

N/A

Prior
Allowance
period ad account*
justment

Allowance
account*

Accrual basis
with except
ions**

Yes

Full establish Full es
ed rates
tablished
rates

Full establish
ed rates

On a daily Accrual basis
actual charge in
curred
basis

Accrual
basis

Accrual basis

Deduct Net in the
financial
ions
statements
from
gross
revenues

Deductions from
Deduct
ions from gross revenues
gross
revenues

Deduct
ions from
gross
revenues

Deductions
from gross
revenues

No

No

No

No

Yes

Prior
period
adjust
ment

Prior period
adjustment (only
if material);
otherwise
allowance
account*

Prior
Prior period
period
adjustment
adjust
ment and
allowance
account*

Allowance
account*

Prior period
adjustment

Accrual
basis

Accrual
basis

N/A

*As an adjustment to appropriate allowance account in the Statement of Revenues and Expenses.
“Income and Expense Statement is prepared on a cash basis, but the Balance Sheet is prepared on an accrual basis.

N/A = not applicable
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net realizable amounts in the ledger.
The various deductions,

such as provision for bad

debts, contractual adjustments, courtesy discounts and
charity services from patient service revenues were neither
reported separately from gross revenues under "deductions

from gross revenue" nor by some other disclosure.

There was

no way one could find the amount of such deductions from the
financial statements.

The response to question 20 indicated

that prior period contractual revenue adjustments were
included in the Statement of Revenues and Expenses as an

adjustment to appropriate allowance account, but study of
combined financial statements failed to reveal such informa

tion.
The Beta State University Hospital

The examination disclosed that Beta Hospital follow

ed the accounting and reporting practices prescribed in the
Hospital Audit Guide for accounting patient service revenues

at full established rates.

Such revenues were reported on

a cash basis in the Statement of Current Funds Revenues,

Expenditures and Other Changes, but were converted to the

accrual basis for presentation in the Statement of Changes
in Fund Balances.

Various deductions from gross revenue

were not reported separately.

However, accounts receivable

were reported on the Balance Sheet after providing informa
tion for allowance for doubtful accounts in parenthesis.

Prior period contractual revenue adjustments were reported
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by the hospital as prior period adjustments, whereas the
medical center reported them as an adjustment to an allow
ance account.

The Hospital Audit Guide prescribes that such

adjustments should not be treated as prior period adjust

ments unless they meet the criteria set forth in paragraph
23 of Accounting Principles Board Opinion No.

9, Reporting

the Results of Operations.

The controller of the medical center stated in
answer to question 19 that patient charges were reduced by

the amounts received from the federal government for
research and for medicines donated by drug companies.

The Gamma State University Hospital

An analysis of accounting and reporting practices

of Gamma Hospital disclosed that patient service revenues

were accounted for at full established rates.
were also reported on an accrual basis.

Such revenues

Deductions from

gross patient revenues were shown separately.

The contrac

tual adjustments were reported as prior period adjustments.
The Hospital Audit Guide requires that such adjustments

usually should be included in the statement of revenues and
expenses if the adjustments can be reasonably estimated.

Such contractual adjustments, by the medical center,
were considered as

prior

difference was material;

period adjustments only if the
otherwise,

adjustments were made

to an appropriate account in the Statement of Revenues and

Expenses.
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The Kappa State University Hospital
The research disclosed that Kappa Hospital account
ed for patient service revenues according to the Hospital

Such revenues

Audit Guide—i.e., at full established rates.
were reported on an accrual basis and patients’
were charged on a daily basis.

accounts

Various deductions were

also subtracted from gross patient revenues to arrive at
net income from patients.

The details of such deductions

were shown in a separate schedule (Appendix VI, page 302).

Contractual adjustments were included in prior period
adjustments only if material; otherwise,

such adjustments

were included in the Statement of Revenues and Expenses as

an adjustment to appropriate allowance account--a practice
in conformity with the Hospital Audit Guide.
In the combined financial statements,

the medical

center reported the hospital revenues as one net figure

without showing the various deductions from gross revenues
(Appendix VI, page 307).

Contractual adjustments by the

medical center were included in the current period adjust
ments .

The Omega State University Hospital

The investigation of Omega Hospital determined that
patient service revenues were accounted for at full estab
lished rates and the accrual basis was used to report such

revenues,

in accord with the Hospital Audit Guide.

The

revenues were shown in the combined statements at net
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amounts; however,

details about gross revenues and deduc

tions from such revenues were provided in a separate sched

ule supporting the statements.

Omega Hospital indicated

that prior period contractual revenue adjustments were
included in the Statements of Revenues and Expenses.

Since

the hospital’s operations were combined with the medical

center’s, verification could not be made.

The medical center followed the same practices as
the hospital except that deductions were reported net of

related revenues and contractual adjustments were reported

as prior period adjustments.
Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals

The results of the investigation have been summar
ized in Table 35.

The "yes” answer signifies that the

Hospital Audit Guide was followed in accounting and report

ing practices related to patient service revenues.

There

was uniformity in accounting for full established rates for
patient service revenues.

However,

the information provid

ed in the combined financial statements was not in agreement
with the Guide since only one line was used for reporting

revenues and another for reporting expenditures.

The hospitals (Gamma and Kappa) which had their own

financial statements showed adequate reporting, but these
were used only for internal management and control purposes
and were not official publications.

The information provided in the supporting

Table 35
Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Patient Service Revenues with
the Hospital Audit Guide.___________________________________________________________________________________________
Hospitals
Medical Centers
Hospital Audit Guide

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

16. Were patient service reve
nues accounted for at full
established rates?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

17. Were patient service reve
nues reported on an accrual
basis?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

18. Were various deductions such
as provision for bad debts,
contractual adjustments, and
charity services, etc., from
patient service revenues
reported under "deductions
from gross revenues"?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

No

Yes

No

Yes

19. Were such deductions net of
related revenues reported?

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A = Not Applicable.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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20. Were prior period contrac
tual adjustments Included
in the:
No
i. prior period adjust
ments ?
ii. statement of revenues
and expenses as an
adjustment to appro
priate allowance
. . . account?
iii. Other__ ________________ ____
Yes = Hospital Audit Guide followed.
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schedules also was not enough to inform the general public

about the complete operations of a teaching hospital.
of the combined financial statements were voluminous

--106 pages and Omega—202 pages) and complex.

Some

(Gamma

Explanation

in the notes to financial statements and/or accounting poli
cies stated were not sufficient and not clearly defined.

The total revenue was not broken down into the
classifications as prescribed by the Hospital Audit Guide.
It was difficult to determine how much was from "patient

services," from "other operating" and from "nonoperating"

sources separately.
In the case of hospital accounts receivable,

the

information provided in the basic combined financial state

ments was not uniform (Appendices III through VII).

The

accounting and reporting practices regarding patient service
revenues were,

therefore, not patterned according to the

Hospital Audit Guide.

Donations,

Pledges and Restricted Resources

The following analysis is based upon the responses

to the questionnaire and personal interviews and data from

financial statements.
donations,

Responses to the questionnaire on

pledges and restricted resources are summarized

in Table 36.

The Alpha State University Hospital
The study revealed that the accounting procedures

Table 36. Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha. Beta. Gamma, Kappa, and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers)

Category IV--Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources
BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Question

Hospital

Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

21. How unrestricted
donations of
property, plant
and equipment
recorded?

Other
Operat
ing
Revenue

Restricted
revenue

N/A

Unrestricted
Fund Balance

Nonop
erating
Revenue

Capitalized in
the Plant Fund
as donated
capital

Unre
stricted
Fund
Balance

Not material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Capital Assets

22. How unrestrict
ed donations,
general invest
ment income, and
unrestricted in
come from endow
ments recorded?

Other
Operat
ing
Revenue

Don't have
any

N/A

General Fund
transactions

Nonoperat
ing
Revenue

Other Operat
ing Revenue

Other
Operat
ing
Revenue

Not material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Revenue

23. How pledges re
corded?

Original
cost

N/A

N/A

N/A

Have no
pledges

N/A

N/A

Not material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Not generally
documented

24. When and how
revenue from
unrestricted
pledges reported?

Other
Operat
ing Reve
nue when
received

N/A

N/A

N/A

Have no
pledges

N/A

N/A

Not material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Revenue when
received

25. How restricted
pledges reported?

Restrict
ed Funds

N/A

N/A

N/A

Have no
pledges

N/A

Restricted
Funds if
shown at
all

Not material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Not recorded

26. How donor-re
stricted resour
ces for specific
operating pur
poses, prior to
spending, re
corded?

Restrict
ed Funds

Restricted
Funds

N/A

Restricted
Fund Balance

Restrict Restricted
ed Funds Funds

Unre
stricted
Fund as
deferred
revenue

Not material

Re
stricted
Funds

Restricted funds

27. How donorrestricted
revenues for
property, plant
and equipment,
prior to spend
ing, recorded?

Re
stricted
Fund
Balance*

N/A

N/A

Restricted
Fund
Balance*

Re
Restricted
stricted Fund
Fund
Balance*
Balance*

Re
stricted
Fund
Balance*

Not
material

Appliccable to
Medical
Center

Restricted
Fund
Balance*

28. How endowments
recorded?

Re
stricted
Funds

N/A

N/A

Restricted
Funds

Re
Endowment
stricted Fund
Funds

N/A

Not
material

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Restricted
Funds

*ln a restricted fund balance as contributions to permanent capital of the hospital.
N/A = not applicable
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ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY
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followed by Alpha Hospital in recording donations of prop

erty and equipment given for unrestricted purposes was not

in conformity with the Hospital Audit Guide.

The same was

true for reporting unrestricted donations, etc.

The over

all effect was that hospital revenues were understated.
The pledges were recorded when received, not when made,

and

were recorded as "other operating" revenue, not as "non
operating" revenue—the practices which were contrary to

the Hospital Audit Guide.

The remaining items

(Q25-Q28)

were recorded in the funds as suggested by the Guide.

The medical center responded that unrestricted dona
tions of property and equipment were recorded as restricted
revenue—a practice which was clearly against the Guide.

most of the other questions,

the response was "not applica

ble" because in the case of state institutions
state hospitals),

To

(including

donations are rarely received because

people expect the state to provide finances.

The Beta State University Hospital
The examination disclosed that Beta Hospital did not

have any donations, pledges and restricted resources which

were applicable to the hospital alone.
The medical center recorded donations of property

and equipment received for unrestricted purposes in the
unrestricted fund balance, and recorded other unrestricted

donations as general fund transactions--i.e., operating
income (Appendix IV, page 281).

The questions on pledges
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were not applicable to the medical center, either.

The

donor-restricted resources, whether for specific operating
purposes or for fixed assets, were recorded by the medical
center in restricted funds, prior to spending.

The endow

ments received were also recorded in restricted funds.

Both

of these practices were followed as required by the Hospital
Audit Guide.

The medical center recorded donations received for

specific purposes

(other than those received from the fed

eral government) as revenue prior to spending--a practice

which was contrary to the Hospital Audit Guide.

When dona

tions were received from the federal government, however,
revenue was recognized only to the extent that money was

spent for the purpose for which it was received.

It must

be concluded that Beta Hospital either does not get any

resources, whether restricted or unrestricted,

tions and pledges,

from dona

or those resources are buried in the

combined financial statements or are accounted for in the

University of Beta Foundation,

Inc.

Adequate information

about donations and pledges relating to the hospital was
not provided either in the basic combined financial state
ments or in notes and schedules supplementing the annual

report.
The Gamma State University Hospital

The inquiry into accounting and reporting practices

of Gamma Hospital indicated that the hospital did not record
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donations of fixed assets given for unrestricted purposes
to the hospital in the unrestricted fund balance as was
recommended in the Hospital Audit Guide.

were recorded as "nonoperating” revenue,

Such donations
instead.

The

explanation given was that the hospital had received dona

tions of property and equipment only once for equipping the
waiting room.

The hospital had received no pledges,

either.

But

donor-restricted resources, whether for specific operating
purposes or for additions to fixed assets, were recorded in

restricted funds, prior to spending (Q26,27).

The endowment

resources were also recorded in restricted funds

V, page 291)

(Appendix

as was recommended in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The medical center recorded unrestricted donations

of fixed assets in the plant funds, as donated capital,

and

recorded other unrestricted donations as "other operating"
revenue.

In both situations,

the Guide was not followed.

The medical center had received no pledges,

either.

The

answers for questions 26 and 27 were the same as the hos
pital responses.

The endowments were recorded in endowment

funds.
The Kappa State University Hospital
The analysis found that Kappa Hospital recorded
unrestricted donations of fixed assets in the unrestricted

fund balance--as prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.

But other unrestricted items,

such as donations,

income
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from investments, and income from endowment funds, were not
Instead of crediting

recorded as the Guide prescribed.

"nonoperating" revenue,

"other operating" revenue was cred

ited, which resulted in understating the hospital’s total

revenue on the combined statements.

received no money from pledges,

The hospital had

and whenever restricted

pledges were received, those were reported in restricted
funds.

The donor-restricted resources, prior to spending,

were recorded in an unrestricted fund as deferred revenue

by the hospital (Appendix VI, page 301).

The Hospital Audit

Guide provides a choice that ;such restricted resources
should be accounted for in a restricted fund or as deferred

revenue in the unrestricted fund.

The hospital records them

as deferred revenue in the unrestricted fund generally when

donations are small and infrequent.

Donor-restricted reve

nues for additions to fixed assets, prior to spending, were

recorded according to the Guide.

The hospital had no

endowment resources.

The medical center’s response to all items in this
category was "not material."

The combined financial state

ments did not disclose data for these items.

The summary

of significant accounting policies and notes to financial
statements did not provide any information, either.
The Omega State University Hospital

The accounting and reporting practices of Omega Hos

pital with respect to donations, pledges and restricted
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resources were tied with that of the medical center.

It

was explained during the interview that the hospital
received donations primarily from foundations for fixed
assets.

The unrestricted donations received by the hospital

from private persons and industry were recorded as revenue

from gifts.

The pledges received were neither recorded nor

disclosed on the combined financial statements since such

pledges were handled through the development office.

It

was also mentioned that the donations received by the medi
cal center were mainly for research.
The analysis of the combined financial statements

disclosed that the hospital received $6,145,601.47 during
the fiscal year 1982-1983 from private gifts,

contracts.

grants, and

This amount was included in $10,251,462.44 and

shown as restricted current funds in the Statement of
Changes in Fund Balances

(Appendix VII, page 314) .

The medical center did not record unrestricted

donations of fixed assets as unrestricted fund balance;

rather,

it capitalized such assets.

One of the reasons for

capitalizing such assets might be to avoid showing reported

revenues unnecessarily high,

especially when donations of

fixed assets are of major value.

Other types of unrestrict

ed donations were reported as revenue of the medical center,
not nonoperating revenue of the hospital.

The pledges were

generally not recorded.

then unrestrict

If ever recorded,

ed pledges were considered revenue when the amount was
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received, not when pledges were made by the people.
Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals
The findings have been summarized in Table 37.

The

answer "yes” signifies that the item was accounted and
reported as prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.
table demonstrates,

As the

there is quite an inconsistency in the

handling of donations, pledges and restricted resources
among the hospitals,

among the medical centers,

the related hospital and medical center.

and between

The main reason

for this inconsistency is that the teaching hospitals do not
publish their own separate financial statements.

Moreover,

when the hospital operations are combined with the respective

medical center operations,

then the combined financial state

ments are published based upon the guidelines prescribed
either in Audits of Colleges and Universities or in College
and University Business Administration ,

or in both.

Both of

these guides contain the same accounting and reporting prin

ciples .

Further,

the Hospital Audit Guide has provided only

two fund groupings:

the unrestricted fund and restricted

funds; whereas the other two guides have permitted six fund
groupings.

The matching between these two sets of fund

groupings is not identical,

and in most cases,

cannot be recorded in exactly the same way.

the same entry

For example,

restricted funds in hospital accounting and current restrict

ed funds in college and university accounting are different

Table 37.
Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources
with Hospital Audit Guide.____________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________
Hospitals

Hospital Audit Guide

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Medical Centers

Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

Omega

No

N/A

No

No

No

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

22. Were unrestricted donations, income and
gains from general investments, and unre
stricted income from endowment funds
reported as nonoperating revenue?

No

N/A

Yes

No

Yes

N/A

23. Were all pledges recorded at original
amount less a provision for amounts
uncollectible?

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

24. Was revenue from unrestricted pledges
recorded as nonperating revenue in the
period pledge was made?

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

25. Were restricted pledged reported as
restricted funds?

Yes

N/A

N/A

26. Were donor-restricted resources for
specific operating purposes recorded in
a restricted fund or as deferred revenue
in the unrestricted fund, prior to spend
ing?

Yes

N/A

27. Were donor-restricted resources for
additions to property, plant and equip
ment included in a restricted fund bal
ance as contributions to permanent cap
ital of the hospital, prior to spending?

Yes

28. Were endowment funds (pure and term)
accounted for as restricted funds upon
receipt?

Yes
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N/A = Not Applicable.
Yes = Hospital Audit Guide was followed.

Gamma

Kappa

21. Were donations of property, plant and
equipment for unrestricted purposes
recorded in the unrestricted fund
balance?
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from each other.
the Hospital Audit Guide has prescribed

In addition,

three major classifications of revenues: patient service
revenue,

other operating revenue, and nonoperating revenue.

But when the hospital revenues are reported on the combined

financial statements,

those revenues usually show revenues

from patient service only.

The revenues from the other two

classes are generally included under the general category of
"other resources," which causes the hospital revenues to be
understated.
The combined effect is that the accounting and

reporting practices of donations, pledges and restricted
resources belonging to the hospitals in the combined state
ments is complex and not adequate for the general public.

A general observation also disclosed that donations,

pledges and restricted resources are not major sources of
revenue to university hospitals as they are to other

types of hospitals,

such as church related and

operated hospitals.
Funds Held in Trust by Others
The responses to the questions on funds held in

trust by others have been summarized in Table 38.

The

following analyses have been made based upon the information

contained in the previous chapter.

Table 38 . Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa, and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers)

Category V--Funds Held in Trust by Others

Question

ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital Medical Center

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital Medical Center

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital Medical Center

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital Medical Center

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY
Hospital Medical Center

29. How principal of
endowment type
funds reported?

N/A

N/A

Balance
Sheet

Balance Sheet

None

Endowment Fund

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Balance Sheet

30. How mandatory
distributions of
income recorded?

N/A

N/A

Endow
ment
income

Endowment
income

None

Endowment
Income

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Endowment
income

31. How discretionary
distributions of
income recorded?

N/A

N/A

Endow
ment
Income

Gift

None

Endowment Fund

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Endowment
income

32. How related
organizations
reported?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

None

Existence
and nature
disclosed

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Summarized
data and exist
ence and nature
disclosed in
note

N/A - not applicable
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The Alpha State University Hospital

The investigation found that neither the hospital
nor the medical center had any funds which were held in

trust by outside parties.

The Alpha Hospital had no hos

pital related organization, either.

The Beta State University Hospital
The investigation disclosed that Beta Hospital
included the amount of endowment-type funds held in trust

by others under Endowment Funds in the Balance Sheet.

The

distributions of income, whether mandatory or discretionary,

made by the trustees to the hospital were recorded as endow

ment income.

The Hospital Audit Guide prescribes that such

funds should not be included in the Balance Sheet, but
rather their existence should be disclosed.

Moreover, man

datory income distribution should be recorded as an endow

ment income, and discretionary income distribution as a
gift, according to the Guide.

The hospital had no hospital-

related organization.
It was difficult to determine from the combined

statements how much of total funds ($2,029,613.24) belonged

to the hospital and to the medical center separately
(Appendix IV, page 273).

Similarly,

the income ($849,754.18)

from various endowment funds was not separated between the

hospital and medical center (Appendix IV, page 274).
The responses of the hospital and the medical

center were identical except that the medical center
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recorded discretionary distribution of income as a gift.
Regarding related organizations,

the following disclosure

was made in the President's Annual Report.

The financial statements in this report do not
include the assets, liabilities and fund balances
relating to the University of . . . Foundation,
Inc. . . .
Assets of the Foundation at June 30,
1983, were $9,217,550.
Revenues for the year
amounted to $3,963,577, and expenditures for the
year were $1,646,020.
The Gamma State University Hospital

The study discovered that the Gamma Hospital had
neither funds held in trust by others nor hospital related

organizations.

The medical center had included such funds in the

Endowment Funds

(Appendix V, page 291) and the distribution

of income, whether mandatory or discretionary, was record
ed as an endowment income (Appendix V, page 294).

The

Hospital Audit Guide requires that discretionary distribu
tion of income should be recorded as a gift.

The study of

the financial statements also disclosed that no disclosure

regarding hospital related organizations was made either

in the notes to financial statements or elsewhere.
The Kappa State University Hospital

The responses stated that neither the Kappa Hos
pital nor the Kappa Medical Center had any funds held in

trust by others and related organizations.
notes to combined financial statements,

However,

the following

in
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disclosure was made:

The financial statements do not include assets,
liabilities, fund balances, and changes in fund
balances, relating to the University of ... in
. . . Medical and Educational Foundation.
The pur
pose of the Foundation is to operate exclusively
for the benefit of The University of ... in
. . .
A summary of the Foundation’s financial
condition as of September 30, 1983 and 1982 follows.
In the summary of the Foundation's financial con

dition, no mention was made as to how much of the increase

in current funds balance and plant funds balance belonged
to the hospital.
The Omega State University Hospital
The responses stated that Omega Hospital had no

separate endowment-type funds held in trust by outside

parties and also had no separate hospital-related organi
zations.

Such funds and organizations were combined with

the medical center’s operations.
The medical center, however,

included the amount

($889,751.28) held by outsiders in the com

of such funds

bined Balance Sheet

from such funds

(Appendix VII, page 312).

The income

($17,338.88), whether mandatory or dis

cretionary, was included as an endowment income

VII,

page 315).

(Appendix

The examination of supporting schedules

revealed that this amount of income was restricted for

hospital use and the Foundation and the Board of Regents
had joint control over the funds as well as income from

such funds.

Furthermore,

it was stated in the responses
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that the medical center disclosed in notes both the summar
ized financial data as well as the existence and nature of

related organizations.

Since neither the hospital’s finan

cial statements nor the medical center’s financial state

ments were officially published separately, notes to finan
cial statements were provided only in the total university

system’s

(comprised of 14 institutions) financial report.
Omega Hospital had,

in reality,

endowment funds

which were held by others, but the income from such funds

was not included in the hospital revenues because it was

reported as medical center income--a practice which was
contrary to the Hospital Audit Guide.
Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals
The research revealed that the hospitals under

study either had no endowment-type funds held in trust by

outside parties or,

if they did have such funds,

the infor

mation regarding those funds was not disclosed according

to the Hospital Audit Guide.

The same is true in the case

of distribution of income from those funds.
pital

(Beta)

Only one hos

included such income correctly as an endowment

income, but it also failed to include income as a gift when
distribution was discretionary.

Further, the hospitals

either had no related organizations or if they did,

the

information concerning those organizations was not dis
closed according to generally accepted accounting and

reporting principles prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.
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Three of the five medical centers (Beta, Gamma and
Omega)

included funds held in trust in the combined Balance

Sheets instead of disclosing the funds in notes.

Also,

distribution of income was recorded according to the Guide

by the same three medical centers when such distribution
was mandatory.

In addition, only one medical center (Beta)

recorded according to the Guide when distribution was dis
cretionary.

The information regarding related organiza

tions was also not disclosed according to the Guide by
three medical centers

(Alpha, Beta and Kappa).

The account

ing principles and reporting practices recommended in the
Hospital Audit Guide were found to be not as much appli

cable to state supported and public university owned and
operated teaching hospitals as to other classes of hospit

als.

The analyses of the investigation are summarized in

Table 39.

Marketable Equity Securities

The responses to the questions on marketable equity
securities have been summarized in Table 40.

The following

findings are based upon the responses to the questionnaire,
responses to the personal interviews, and data from the
financial statements.

Findings have been discussed first

for each hospital under study separately and then for all
hospitals as a group.

Table 39.
Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Funds Held in Trust by Others
With the Hospital Audit Guide.

Medical Centers

Hospitals
Hospital Audit Guide

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

29. Was the principal amount
of endowment-type funds
held in trust by outside
parties disclosed in a
note?

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A

No

30. Was the distribution of
income, if mandatory,
recorded as an endowment
income?

N/A

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

31. Was the distribution of
income, if discretionary,
recorded as a gift?

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

No

N/A = Not Applicable.
Yes = Hospital Audit Guide was followed.

Kappa

Omega
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32. Was the information regard
ing hospital related organ
izations reported by one
of the following methods?
i. consolidated or com
bined in accordance
with ARB No. 51.
ii. summarized financial
data in a note.
iii. existence and nature
of the relationship
disclosed.
iv. both ii and iii.

Gamma

Table 40.

Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa, and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers)
Category Vl--Marketable Equity Securities

ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Question

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

33. How long-term
security in
vestments
reported?

N/A

Historical
Cost

N/A

Current Market
Value

None

Lower of aggre N/A
gate cost and
market value

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Historical
cost

34. How securities
grouped?

N/A

Current or
non-current
in unre
stricted
funds

N/A

Types of
funds in re
stricted funds

None

Endowment
portfol io

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

Maintained
at system
level

35. Which unre
stricted funds
investments' in
come or realized
gains/losses in
cluded as nonoper
ating revenue?

Other
unre
stricted
funds
(income)

Other un
restricted
funds
(income)

N/A

Governing
Board design
ated and other
unrestricted
funds (income,
gains/losses)

None

N/A

N/A

N/A

Applic
able to
Medical
Center

N/A

N/A - not applicable
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The Alpha State University Hospital

It was found that Alpha Hospital did not have
investments in long-term marketable securities.

The hos

pital consequently did not group such securities into var

ious portfolios as prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.
However,

income from investments from unrestricted funds,

other than governing board designated funds, was included

as nonoperating revenue.

ments,

though,

The combined financial state

included this income under "revenues from

other unrestricted sources" category.

Therefore,

the por

tion of the income available to the hospital was not shown

separately under hospital revenues.
The medical center carried the long-term security
investments at historical cost, not at the lower of aggre
gate cost and market value--the method which was prescribed
in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The medical center carried

its investments in unrestricted funds only,

and accordingly

such investments were grouped into current or noncurrent

portfolios.

The medical center included income from such

investments under unrestricted other sources.

Again, no

breakdown of income between the hospital and the medical

center was evident from the combined financial statements.
The financial report of the university system (composed of

nine institutions) also failed to disclose any such break

down in the notes to the financial report.
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The Beta State University Hospital
The study discovered that Beta Hospital did not

have a separate accounting system for long-term marketable

equity security investments since its operations were com
bined with those of the medical center.

The medical center official responded that invest
ments were carried at current market value.

But an exam

ination of schedules included with the combined financial

statements indicated that such investments were actually
carried at cost.

Only in the case of Endowment Funds was

the market value of investments disclosed in parenthesis

(Appendix IV, page 273).

Securities were not grouped into

current or noncurrent portfolios in unrestricted funds.
The medical center official responded that income from

investments and realized gains or losses on sale of invest
ments, whether from governing board designated funds or
other unrestricted funds, were included as nonoperating

revenue when earned or incurred.

The examination of

schedules, however, disclosed that investment income was

included under unrestricted other resources (Appendix IV,
page 281).

Hence such investment income was reported in

the wrong category, according to the Hospital Audit Guide.
The Gamma State University Hospital

The survey found that Gamma Hospital did not have
a separate accounting and reporting system for marketable
equity securities since its operations were combined with
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those of the medical center.

The hospital, though, had

$2,910.00 in cash and $2,493,362.80 in temporary invest

ments

(Appendix V, page 289).

The interest earned on the

hospital’s temporary investment was not included in the

hospital revenues, but rather was included in Other Income

under General Funds

(Appendix V, page 295).

The medical center official had responded that long

term investments were carried at the lower of aggregate
cost and market value determined at the balance sheet date.

The examination of schedules, however,

indicated that such

investments were carried at cost in Endowment and Similar
Funds with parenthetical note of market value—a practice
which was not in accordance with the Hospital Audit Guide.

The medical center did not group the securities
into separate portfolios since it had securities included

in the Endowment and Similar Funds only.

The Kappa State University Hospital
The responses to questions on marketable equity

securities from both the hospital and medical center were
"not applicable."

It was explained during the personal

interviews that the hospital did not carry any such secur

ities in the hospital's accounts.

had excess funds,

Whenever the hospital

the university combined those excess

funds with those of other divisions and invested in short
term investments.
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The combined financial statements disclosed that

income earned ($1,569,187) on investments belonging to
current unrestricted funds was included in educational and

general revenues in the Statement of Changes in Fund Bal
ances

(Appendix VI, page 305).

The proportionate share of

investment income belonging to the hospital was not includ

ed in the sales and service revenues from hospitals.
The Omega State University Hospital
The responses to the questions revealed that Omega
Hospital did not record any marketable equity securities on
its books since the hospital's operations were combined

with those of the medical center.

The medical center also

did not keep a separate record for long-term investments
since investments of the medical center together with 13

other institutions in the entire system were handled by an
investment office located in a different city.

The medical

center, however, recorded the money received ($329,352.24
and $17,338.88)

from the pooled investments as endowment

income (Appendix VII, page 315).

The medical center's

income on temporary investments of current unrestricted

funds was $3,525,683.96 and it was included in other
sources under current revenues in the Statement of Current

Funds Revenues and Expenditures

(Appendix VII,

page 316).

The amount of investments and portion of income from invest
ments belonging to the hospital was not disclosed adequately

in the basic financial statements.
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The long-term investments as well as temporaryinvestments were carried at historical cost.

The hospital’s

share of the investment income was not separately shown and
included in the revenues of hospitals.

The accounting and reporting practices with respect
to marketable equity securities of the Omega Hospitals and

Medical Center were not consistent with the generally
accepted accounting and reporting principles as prescribed
in the Hospital Audit Guide.

Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals

The Hospital Audit Guide had previously recommended
that the marketable equity securities should be carried at

cost by not-for-profit hospitals.

The Financial Accounting

Standards Board’s Statement of Financial Accounting Stand-

ards (SFAS) No. 12, Accounting for Certain Marketable

Securities (issued in December 1975), although not applicable to not-for-profit organizations, stated that cost was

no longer an acceptable accounting method for marketable

equity securities.

SFAS No. 12 required that marketable

equity securities portfolios which were previously carried

at cost should in the future be carried at the lower of

aggregate cost and market values.

To make SFAS No. 12

applicable to not-for-profit hospitals also, the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants amended the

Guide by issuing Statement of Position (SOP) 78-1, Account-

ing By Hospitals For Certain Marketable Equity Securities
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(May 1, 1978).

The hospitals under study were, therefore,

evaluated in terms of SFAS No. 12 and SOP 78-1.

The results of the survey have been summarized in
Table 39.

The analysis found the following deficiencies:

(1) none of the hospitals under study had recorded the

long-term investments at the lower of aggregate cost and
market value;

(2) none grouped the securities into separate

portfolios; and (3) none included income, realized gains or

realized losses as nonoperating revenues.

The reason for

not following SFAS No. 12 and SOP 78-1 was that none of

the hospitals had issued separate financial statements to
the public.

The medical centers, which owned and operated

the teaching hospitals, carried the investments at cost—

a practice which can be attributed to their following the
Audits of Colleges and Universities and/or College and

University Business Administration.

The income from hos-

pital related investments was not separated by the medical

centers and was not included in the revenues from the hospital services.

Thus, the revenues of the hospitals were

understated in all the cases.

The medical centers managed

short-term investments themselves, but long-term investments were usually managed by the entire system at the

state level consisting of numerous institutions in each
state.
Therefore, it must be concluded that the financial
information about marketable equity securities of the

Table 41. Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Marketable Equity Securities
with the Hospital Audit Guide.

Medical Centers

Hospitals

Hospital Audit Guide
33.

34.

Were long-term marketable
equity security investments carried on the
accounting books at the
lower of its aggregate
cost and market value
determined at the Balance
Sheet date?
Were the marketable equity
securities grouped into
separate portfolios as:
i. current or noncurrent
portfolios in unrestricted funds.
ii. types of funds in
restricted funds.

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

No

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

No

No
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35a. Was the income from investments of board-designated
funds included as nonoperating revenue when earned?
b. Were the realized gains or
losses on sales of investments of board-designated
funds included as nonoperating revenue when earned
or incurred?

Alpha

Table

1(Continued)
4
Medical Centers

Hospitals

Hospital Audit Guide

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

c. Was the income from investments of other unrestricted
funds included as nonoperating revenue when earned?

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

No

N/A

No

No

d. Were the realized gains
or losses on sale of
investments of other funds
included as nonoperating
revenue when earned or
incurred?

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

No

N/A

No

No

N/A = Not Applicable.
Yes = Hospital Audit Guide was followed.
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hospitals was not reported to the public according to the

generally accepted accounting and reporting practices enunciated in the Hospital Audit Guide.
Financial Statements and Reporting

The purpose of this category was to find out how

financial statements of the hospitals were reported, which
financial statements were prepared, how financial statements
were audited and to whom such financial reports were dis-

tributed.

The responses to the questionnaire were presented
in Chapter 4 and are summarized in Table 42.

The following

findings are based upon the information contained in Chap-

ter 4.
The Alpha State University Hospital

The Alpha Hospital's financial statements were not

reported separately; rather, they were combined with the

medical center's operations.

The only information which

was provided in the combined statements related to the hos-

pital was the aggregate amount of revenues and expenditures.
The revenues were classified by source and expenditures by

object class in the schedules.

Other than that, no infor-

mation was provided about the hospital in the combined

financial statements.

For example, in the Statement of

Changes in Fund Balances, restricted current expenditures
($21,712,240) were shown equal to the amount of restricted

Table 42. Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa, and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers).

________________________ Category VII--Financial Statements and Reporting________________________
ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Question

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital

Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

36. How hospital financial statements
reported?

Hospital Combined Medical Hospital
alone
alone
Center statements

Combined for
the campus

Hospital Consolidated
alone
with total
Medical Center

Hospital
alone

Included in
University
Report

Applicable to
Medical
Center

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

37. Which financial statements prepared?

Balance Sheet

X

X

Statement of
Revenues &
Expenses

X

X

Statement
of Changes in
Fund Balances

X

X

X

Statement of
Changes in
Financial
Position
Notes to
Financial
Statements

X

X

X

Other (specify)

38.

Requirements
for Audit

applicable

X

State law

Not
audited

X

X

Various Other financial Statement of
analyses information
Source &
Application of
Funds

Statistics, A/R
Changes

State
law

X

X

State law

State
law

State law

GAAP

Audited by
public acct.
firm

Applicable to
Medical
Center

State law
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; ;/A = Not

X

Applicable to
Medical
Center

Consolidated
with all
educational
schools

Table 42.

Summary of Responses to the Questionnaire from Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa and Omega
State Universities (Hospitals and Medical Centers).

(continued)
Category VII --Financial Statements and Reporting

Question
39. To Whom Distributed?

ALPHA ST ATE UNIVERSITY

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital

Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital Medical Center

Hospital

Administration
and Department
Heads

President,
Board of
Trustees,
Creditors,
Bond
Trustees

Board
of
Trustees
Budget
Commission,
University
Chancellor

Board of Trust- Board of
Trustees
ees , Budget
Commission,
Legislative
Groups, State
Department of
Audit

N/A

Administration and
State

Medical Center

Board of
Trustees and
University
Management

Applicable to
Medical
Center

Governing
body, State
auditors, and
public on
request

40. Important
to Users
(Rank: 1- Highest)
Financial
Viability
Fiscal Compliance
Management
Performance
Goal Attainment
Cost of Services
Provided
Other (specify)

3
4

2
3

1
2

3
2

1
4

1
2

1
0

1
5

4
1

3
1

2
5

5
4

4
5

4
5

2
5

3
5

2
0

4
3

3
5

4
5

1
0

1
0

3
0

1
0

3
0

4
0

3
0

2
0

2
0

2
0

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

3
2
1
4

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

41. Objectives of
Hospital
Operating Income
Use by Patients
Occupancy Rate
Clinical Training
Other (specify)

X
X

X

X

N/A = Not applicable
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current revenues.

$25,301,035.

The total restricted amount received was

The difference between the amount received

and expended ($3,588,795) has not been clearly accounted

for under mandatory and nonmandatory transfers sections in
the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.

Similarly, the

Balance Sheet did not show separately the assets, liabilities and fund balances of the hospital

under two fund

groupings permitted in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The financial statements prepared were those which
have been recommended in Audits of Colleges and Universities

and College and University Business Administration.

Instead

of the Statement of Revenues and Expenses, a Statement of

Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures and Transfers was prepared.

No Statement of Changes in Financial Position and

no notes to financial statements were included in the
financial statements.
The combined financial statements were not audited

by a public accounting firm, but rather were audited
by state auditors.

The state auditors wrote exceptions for

the methods used to record depreciation, accounts receivable and encumbrances--the practices which were not in conformity with the generally accepted accounting principles.

Further, the financial statements were not distributed to
the general public.

If the financial statements for the

hospital had been prepared separately, most of the prev-

iously mentioned inconsistencies would have been avoided
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and the public would have had more adequate information.
The Beta State University Hospital

The study found that the financial statements of
Beta Hospital were not reported separately, but were com-

bined with the medical center's financial statements.

The

revenues of the hospital and clinics were reported on a
cash basis in the combined Statement of Current Funds Reve-

nues, Expenditures and Other Changes--a practice which was
contrary to the generally accepted accounting principles.
Such revenues were, however, reported on an accrual basis
in the Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.

The details

about the hospital revenues were provided in the schedules,
but those details were by source and not in the form recom-

mended by the Hospital Audit Guide.

No details of expendi-

tures were provided in the schedules, either.

The Balance

Sheet did not contain any information about the assets,

liabilities, and fund balances belonging to the hospital
under two major fund groupings required in the Guide,

except for accounts receivable.
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It was mentioned that the hospital prepared only a
Statement of Revenue and Expenses, and that, too, was for

internal use.

Combined financial statements were prepared

for both the hospital and the medical center, and those

statements were not based upon the principles recommended
in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The financial statements were

audited by the State Legislative Audit Division.

The med-

cal center did not follow the generally accepted accounting
principles with respect to hospital patient revenues (cash

basis used) and depreciation (not recorded) but was still
able to obtain an exception on these two items from the

state auditors.
The financial statements were either used for

internal purposes or were distributed only to those groups

who had specific interests.

Such financial statements were

neither published in the newspapers, etc., nor distributed
to the public.
When asked about the information needed most by

users of hospital financial statements, the hospital
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official ranked "financial viability" as most important,
whereas the medical center official ranked "cost of service
provided" as most important.

The financial viability deals

with the hospital’s ability to meet debt obligations,
continue to provide services,

and other similar matters

dealing with the financial strength of the hospital.

creditors,
users,

the donors,

to

and the general public,

The

among other

are generally interested in knowing the information

about financial viability of the hospital.

The information

about the cost of services provided by the hospitals is
useful to such users as Medicare, Medicaid,

and insurance

companies.
The Gamma State University Hospital

The examination discovered that Gamma Hospital did
prepare its own financial statements, but such financial

statements contained information only about operating
resources and no information about board-designated funds

and restricted fund groups was provided.

In addition to

being used for internal management purposes,

the hospital's

financial statements were also occasionally used for exter

nal purposes because audited financial statements were not
timely.

The hospital prepared the Statement of Revenue and

Expense on a cash basis which included expenditures for

equipment purchased and excluded expenses for depreciation.

However,

adjustments for these two items were made separ

ately to conform with generally accepted accounting
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principles, but such adjustments were not shown in the com
bined statements.

For the official publication,

the financial state

ments of the hospital were combined with the medical center.

The combined statements followed a different set of guide
lines and the hospital data included were not based on the
generally accepted accounting principles as enunciated in
the Hospital Audit Guide.

The combined statements con

tained separate information about the hospital's revenues
and expenditures,

in the Statement of Current Fund Revenues,

Expenditures and Transfers

(Appendix V, page 295) and in the

Statement of Changes in Fund Balances.

The combined Balance

Sheet provided information only about the hospital's Current
Unrestricted Funds and contained no information about other
unrestricted and restricted funds,

either in the basic

statements or in the schedules.
The hospital's revenues were shown net of deductions
from gross revenues without showing the amount of such

deductions separately or in parentheses.

The schedules

disclosed that the various deductions amounted to

$52,756,515, which accounted for 54 percent of the gross
revenues from patients.

This material information should

have been disclosed in the main statements,
the Guide.

according to

The reason that these deductions,

as well as

other pertinent information, were not disclosed was that
separate financial statements for the hospital had not been

prepared.
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The combined financial statements were audited by

the state auditors.

The opinion letter gave exceptions for

some of the accounting and reporting practices, such as
reporting patient revenues on a cash basis and not record
ing depreciation on equipment as an expense, which were not

consistent with generally accepted accounting principles.
The state auditors audited the financial statements of the
medical center and not of the hospital per se.

The financial statements were distributed only to
a limited group who had special interests and thus were not

widely distributed to the general public.

The hospital

official and the medical center official both indicated
that financial viability was the most important financial

information needed by users of hospital financial state

ments.

Furthermore, neither the hospital official nor the

medical center official indicated that patient service was

one of the objectives of the hospital.

Although the combined financial statements of Gamma
Hospital provided more information about the hospital than

others under investigation,

the information provided was

still not adequate and far from the requirements of the

Hospital Audit Guide.

The Kappa State University Hospital
The investigation found that Kappa Hospital had
prepared separate financial statements.

However,

these

statements were not complete in format and details.

For
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example,

cash,

the Balance Sheet of the hospital included only

accounts receivable, and inventories on the assets

side, and liabilities,
the other side.

deferred revenue and fund balance on

The hospital's financial statements were

not published separately, but were combined with the medi

cal center's financial statements.

The combined statements

were prepared based on the Audits of Colleges and Univer
sities guidelines and contained little information about

the hospital's total operations under two major fund group

ings as was prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.
The combined Balance Sheet listed separately only

the accounts receivable (Appendix VI, page 303) pertaining
to the hospital, without any details as to how that amount

was derived.

The Balance Sheet did not present any infor

mation regarding the hospital's board-designated funds,
specific purpose funds, plant replacement and expansion
funds, and endowment funds.

If Kappa University Hospital

did in fact receive any funds for these purposes,

such

information should be disclosed as recommended by the Hos
pital Audit Guide.

The combined Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

included hospital revenues in just one line (Appendix VI,
Page 305) without any breakdown into revenues from patient

service,

revenues from other operations,

and revenue from

nonoperating sources--the classifications which were recom
mended in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The total revenue
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amount of $160,046,274 included $17,503,816 from state
appropriations and $2,802,835 from prior year contractual

adjustments with third parties.

The amount of $2,802,835

from contractual adjustments should not have been included

in the current year's revenues;

the adjustment should have

been made in the fund balance account.

revenues were overstated by that amount.

previous statement,

Thus,

the hospital’s

Similarly,

in the

the hospital expenditures shown were

$143,266,005 under unrestricted and $36,648 under restrict
ed categories.

The remaining expenditures related to the

hospital were included in mandatory and nonmandatory trans
fers which were not clearly delineated.

Several deficien

cies were noted in the reporting of transfers among funds.

For example, mandatory transfers included $2,742,379 paid

by the hospital for debt service, and transfers for plant
additions and replacements included $6,294,853 for provis

ion for hospital depreciation plus $1,200,000 for renewal
and replacement of the hospital's fixed assets.

The com

bined Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures and
Other Changes

(Appendix VI,

page 307) was also deficient.

It was not possible to easily determine the net excess of

revenues over expenses
revenues)

(or net excess of expenses over

for the hospital.

The Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and
Notes to Financial Statements included with the financial

statements were also deficient.

The Summary and Notes were
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generally presented in a stereotyped manner and did not
provide clear explanations.
From the five cases studied, Kappa was the only

one whose combined financial statements were certified by

a public accounting firm.

The financial statements were

not widely distributed except to the Board of Trustees,
university management,

and specific groups of agencies,

etc.
Both the hospital and the medical center indicated

that information about the financial viability of the
hospital was the most important information which the
users of financial statements need.

supported teaching hospitals,

In the case of state

the financial viability may

not be as important as fiscal compliance, management per
formance, and cost of services provided might be.
The Omega State University Hospital

Omega Hospital did not report its financial state
ments separately, but rather they were combined with all
academic schools of the medical center.

Several deficien

cies were noted in the reporting of information about the

hospital in the combined Statements.
The combined Balance Sheet showed accounts receiv

able relating to the hospital under Current Unrestricted

General Funds and Designated Funds

(Appendix VII, page

310), but allowance for doubtful accounts and additional
charity did not indicate clearly the deductions pertaining
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to the accounts receivable of the hospital and others sep

Other than the hospital’s accounts receivable, no

arately.

additional information pertaining to the hospital was pro
vided in the remaining funds of the Balance Sheet.
Omega Medical Center had established a separate

fund subcategory,

"Designated Funds," under Current Unre

stricted Funds in the basic financial statements.

Desig

nated Funds were used for resources arising from sources

that had been designated by the Board of Regents to be used
for special purposes.

The purpose of creating the fund was

to distinguish internally designated funds from externally
restricted as well as other current funds.

The combined Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

listed revenues from different sources together under unre
stricted current funds category (Appendix VII,

page 314).

The statement did not disclose how much revenue pertaining

to the hospital was included in general and designated
subcategories listed.

Similarly,

also listed in total.

Hence, no disclosure was made about

the hospital's revenues,

the expenditures were

expenditures,

and manatory and

nonmandatory transfers in the Statement of Changes in Fund

Balances prepared by the medical center.

The financial

report did not contain any notes or summary of significant
policies,

and schedules were lengthy (195 pages)

and com

plex.

Sales and services of hospitals were listed under
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Unrestricted General and Designated subcategories and
expenditures under the same two categories plus a Restricted
category in the Statement of Current Funds Revenues and
Expenditures (Appendix VII,

page 316).

A major deficiency

noted was that the hospital’s total revenues were shown as

$60,494,341.45, much less than the total expenditures of

$159,283,975.70, which would indicate that the hospital was
in serious financial condition.

No information was pro

vided even parenthetically that general revenue appropria
tions of $157,163,349.25 from the state included $78,262,832

for the hospital general and designated revenues and that

restricted appropriations of $25,263,947.76 from the state

included $14,567,470.97 for the hospital’s staff benefits.

In addition,

restricted private gifts,

grants and contracts

included $6,942,181.58, restricted endowment income includ
ed $154,004.45,

and other restricted sources included

$255,978.77 for the hospitals.

The information about the

state appropriations and other resources was scattered

around in 195 pages of schedules.
not have the training,

time,

The general public does

and patience to look into the

complex schedules full of figures to get a picture of the
hospital's operations.

In summary,

all three basic financial statements

had major deficiencies in meeting the recommendations of
the guidelines.

The combined financial statements were

audited by the state auditors, but the medical center's
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statements were combined with 13 other institutions’ finan
cial statements for the official publication for the entire

The financial report was provided to the public

system.

The

upon request; otherwise its distribution was limited.

administrators of both the hospital and the medical center
indicated that information about fiscal compliance was the
one needed most by users of hospital financial statements.
The medical center official responded that the main objec

tive of the hospital was to provide better clinical train

ing to medical graduates.
Combined Analysis of Five University Hospitals
The results of the analysis regarding financial

statements and reporting of the five hospitals under study
have been summarized in Table 43.

of the hospitals,

The study found that none

except Kappa and Gamma on a limited basis,

reported their financial statements separately.

The inves

tigation also discovered that the financial statements of
the hospitals were combined with their respective medical

centers for official publication.

The combined financial

statements were not presented in the form and content pre
scribed in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The hospitals’

expos

ure was limited to total revenues and total expenditures

with no breakdown of revenues by sources and of expenditures

by functions.

Moreover,

there was no uniformity in the

types of revenues included in the reported total hospital
revenues.

Table 44 explains the variety of items included

Table 43.
Comparison of Accounting and Reporting Practices Followed in Financial Statements with the
Hospital Audit Guide._______________________________________________________________________________________________

Hospitals

Alpha

Medical Centers

Beta

Gamma

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

38. Were the financial statements of the
hospital certified by a public
accounting firm?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

39. Were the financial statements of the
hospital available to the public?

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Hospital Audit Guide

36. Were the financial statements of the
hospital reported separately?

37. Were the following financial statements
of the hospital prepared?
i. Balance Sheet
ii. Statement of Revenues and Expenses
iii. Statement of Changes in Fund
Balances
iv. Statement of Changes in Financial
Position
v. Notes to Financial Statements

Kappa

Omega

Alpha

Beta

Gamma

Kappa

Omega

Yes = Hospital Audit Guide was followed.
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in total hospital revenues.

The revenues were shown after

deductions but without showing the amount of such deduc
tions in the statements.
Table 44.
List of Sources of Revenues Included in Hospital
Revenues Reported on the Combined Financial Statements of
Selected Medical Centers.
Alpha
State appropriations
State grants
Private grants and gifts
Sales and services
State agency services
Medicare
Insurance and patient payments
Other income

Beta

X

X
X
X

Gamma

Kappa

X

X

X

X

r^*noo*£3

X

X

X
X

X

Four out of five medical centers’

X

X

financial state

ments

(exception was Kappa) were audited by the state audi

tors.

The state auditors followed the requirements of the

state and guidelines of Audits of Colleges and Universities

and College and University Business Administration while

auditing those financial statements of the medical centers.
None of the auditors followed the Hospital Audit Guide while
auditing combined financial statements.

In case of conflict

between the Hospital Audit Guide and the other two guides,

the other two guides superseded the Hospital Audit Guide.

Several practices of medical centers, such as

(1) not

recording depreciation on hospitals' fixed assets as an

expense;

(2) showing the hospitals' prior period contrac

tual adjustments as current period adjustments;

and
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(3) reporting patient revenues on a cash basis--just to men

tion a few, were not in conformity with generally accepted
accounting and reporting principles prescribed in the Hos

pital Audit Guide.

The medical centers which followed one

or more of such practices were still able to get their
financial statements audited by the state auditors by
obtaining exceptions from them.

The research also discovered that the combined
financial statements were usually distributed to the admin

istration and to specific interest groups such as creditors,
bond trustees,

and to the state.

The distribution or avail

ability to the general public was almost non-existent.
The results exposed that overall the presently pre

pared and reported combined financial statements of the med
ical centers did not contain adequate financial information
for the person who was interested in information about the

hospitals' operations alone.

Revision of Statements of Revenues
and Expenses
In order to summarize the previous discussion,

the

findings have been tied together and the financial state

ments of revenues and expenses of five teaching hospitals
under study have been recast by incorporating the Gener

ally Accepted Accounting and Reporting Principles pre

scribed in the Hospital Audit Guide and the Objectives of
Financial Reporting by Nonbusiness Organizations stated in
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the FASB’s Concept Statement No.

4.

The revised statements

of revenues and expenses of five teaching hospitals show

how the changes will affect the information presented by
the hospitals when statements are prepared separately,

rather than being combined with the medical centers.

The Alpha State University Hospital
The Statement of Revenues and Expenses of the Alpha

State University Hospital has been revised as shown in
The revised statement has been reconstructed

Exhibit 1.

based upon the information provided in the Medicare
Report by the said hospital.

The Medicare Cost Report does

not include state appropriations and grants.
these amounts

Cost

Therefore,

($27,894,265 and $1,288) have been added to

the Medicare figures to prepare the revised statement.

The

statement clearly shows the amount of deductions from gross

patient revenue,

details of other operating revenue and

nonoperating revenue,

and details of operating expenses

including the amount of depreciation.

The hospital opera

tions as shown in the combined Statement of Current Fund
Revenues,

Expenditures and Transfers

(Appendix III, page

268) have been listed opposite the appropriate items for
comparison purposes.

the excess of revenues

The combined statement did now show
(deficit) but a reader would assume

that the hospital had a deficit of only $100,509; whereas

the revised statement shows a total net deficit of
$5,869,479.

The deficit has been caused mainly by the

EXHIBIT 1
The Alpha State University Hospital
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
(Revised)
For the Year Ended June 30, 1983
As Reported on the
Combined Statement
Total
Unrestricted Restricted

Revised

Patient Service Revenue
Allowances and Discounts
Net Patient Service Revenue

$61,665,255
(26,395,975)
35,269,280

Other Operating Revenue:
State Appropriations
State and Private Grants
Cafeteria, Coffee Shops and Canteen, etc.
Medical Records and Abstracts, X-Rays, etc.
Total Operating Revenue

27,894,265
1,288
874,611
27,772
64,067,216

Operating Expenses:
Salaries
Other
Depreciation
Total Operating Expenses
Loss from Operations

41,216,698
24,132,751
4,828,710
70,178,159
(6,110,943)

Nonoperating Income:
Income from Investments
Miscellaneous
Total Nonperating Revenue
Excess of Expenses Over Revenues

$27,944,775

$21,712,240

$49,657,015

$28,045,284

$21,712,240

$49,757,524

208,515
32,949
241,464

$(5,869,479)
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Sources: Medicare Cost Report and Medical Center Financial Report.

Not Shown for Hospital
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depreciation expense of $4,828,710 which was not reported on

the combined Statement and other discrepancies between the

reported amounts on the Medicare Cost Report and Statement
of Current Funds Revenues,

Expenditures arid Transfers.

The Beta State University Hospital

The Statement of Revenues and Expenses of the

Beta State University Hospital has been recast in

Exbibit 2.

The amount of allowances and uncollectibles

($26,398,343.65)

in the revised statement has been esti

mated based upon the information available for gross patient

revenues and net patient service revenue.

The details about

the state appropriations made to the hospital separately

were not available and therefore have not been listed under

other operating revenue subcategory.

The operating expenses

have been reduced by $584,968.89 spent on the purchase of

equipment from the total of $31,291,099.70 shown on the
combined statement.

The amount of depreciation has been

estimated based upon a composite rate of depreciation

calculated from the information provided in Gamma's finan

cial reports.

It has therefore been assumed that the per

centage of hospital related fixed assets to the total fixed

assets and the rate of depreciation were the same as of the
Gamma Hospital.

It is also believed by the author that the

estimated amount of depreciation shown on the revised

statement is a conservative figure.

from hospital related investments,
revenue,

has been estimated.

Similarly,

the income

shown as nonoperating

The revised statement shows

EXHIBIT 2
The Beta State University Hospital
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
(Revised)
For the Year Ended June 30, 1983
As Reported on the
Combined Statement

Revised

Unrestricted

Patient Service Revenue
Allowances and Uncollectible Accounts (Est.)
Net Patient Service Revenue

55,145,498.87
(26,398,343.65)
28,747,155.22

Other Operating Revenue
Total Operating Revenue

________-028,747,155.22

Operating Expenses;
Salaries and Wages
Maintenance
Miscellaneous
Depreciation Expenses (Estimated)
Total Operating Expenses
Loss from Operations

17,460,716.68
13,132,306.30
113,107.83
1,984,343.00
32,690,473.81
(3,943,318.59)

Nonoperating Revenue:
Income from Investments (Estimated)
Total Nonoperating Revenue
Excess of Expenses Over Revenues

102,190.00
102,190.00
(3,841,128.59)

$31,036,308.43

31,191,190.38

Total

$31,036,308.43

$99,909.32

$31,291,099.70

Not Shown for Hospital
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Source: Medical Center Financial Report and Estimates

Restricted
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a total net deficit of $3,841,128.59, whereas the combined
Statement of Current Funds Revenues, Expenditures and Other

Changes

(Appendix IV, page 281) gives an impression of a

deficit of only $254,791.27.

The revised statement shows the details of the
hospital’s revenues and expenses in accordance with the

Hospital Audit Guide.
The Gamma State University Hospital
Exhibit 3 presents the revised Statement of Reve
nues and Expense of the Gamma State University Hospital.
The combined Statement of Current Fund Revenues,

tures and Transfers

Expendi

(Appendix V, page 296) indicates an

excess of $1,707,337 revenue over that shown on the revised

statement

($2,203,468.93 - 496,131.93 = 1,707,337).

The

difference was caused by treating equipment purchases of

$448,422 and mandatory and nonmandatory transfers of
$135,041 as expenditures and by not reporting the deprecia
tion of $2,290,800 as an expense on the combined statement

($2,290,800 - 448,422 - 135,041 = 1,707,337).

The result

was that the combined statement overstated the result from
hospital operations by $1,707,337.
From the five cases investigated,

the Gamma Medical

Center was found to be providing better information about

its hospital operations than the other medical centers

studied.

However,

pital Audit Guide:

two practices were contrary to the Hos
(1)

treating teaching hospital related

EXHIBIT 3

The Gamma State University Hospital
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
(Revised)
For the Year Ended June 30, 1983
As Reported on the
Combined Statement

Revised

Patient Service Revenues:
Inpatient Rooms
Inpatient Ancilliary
Outpatient
Emergency
Gross Patient Service Revenue
Allowances and Uncollectible Accounts
Net Patient Service Revenue

$24,934,213.00
50,710,491.00
9,421,701.00
3,631,781.00
97,698,186.00
52,756,515.00
44,941,671.00

$44,941,671.00

Other Operating Revenue:
State Appropriations
Cafeteria Sales
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Revenue

14,343,454.00
699,586.56
1,450,585.44
61,435,297.00

2,150,172.00
61,435,297.00

Operating Expenses:
Instruction
Institutional Support
Operation and Maintenance
Hospital Services
Depreciation Expense
Total Operating Expenses

2,352,944.90
3,399,696.00
3,116,592.93
49,779,131.24
2,290,800.00
60,939,165.07

2,352,944.90
3,399,696.00
3,116,592.93
50,227,553.24
135,041.00 (Transfers)
59,231,828.07

Excess of Revenues Over Expenses

496,131.93

$ 2,203,468.93
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Source: Medical Center Financial Report.

$

14,343,454.00
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equipment purchases and transfers as expenditures and

(2) not treating depreciation as an expense.

The Kappa State University Hospital
The Statement of Revenues and Expenses of the

Kappa State University Hospital has been recast in

Exhibit 4.

The information in the recast statement is

based upon the Medicare Cost Report and the hospital report

prepared for internal use.

The amounts appearing for the

hospital on the combined Statement of Current Funds Reve
nues,

Expenditures and Other Changes

(Appendix VI, page

307) have been listed beside the appropriate items in the

revised statement.

The information presented on the com

bined statement was confusing and did not show the total
net revenue of the hospital.

If one calculates it, he

might find that the hospital had excess revenues of

$7,706,399

(142,542,458 + 17,503,816 - 146,045,022 -

6,294,853).

The combined information did not disclose

that $142,542,458 included $2,428,617 from prior year

reimbursement adjustment.

The depreciation amount of

$6,294,853 was not considered as an expense; rather,

it

was considered as a provision for plant additions and
replacements.

Further, net amount from hospital sales and

services was reported after the deductions of $50,199,951.47
and no information was given about such deductions either
in parentheses or elsewhere.

The revised statement shows

EXHIBIT 4
The Kappa State University Hospital
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
(Revised)
For the Year Ended September 30, 1983
’
Revised

As Reported on the
Combined Statement

Restricted

Unrestricted
Patient Service Revenue
Allowances and Uncollectible Accounts
Net Patient Service Revenue

$188,006,118.93
(50,199,951.47)
137,806,167.46

Other Operating Revenue:
State Appropriations
State-Paid Employee Benefits
Other Income
Total Operating Revenue

5,952,097.88
11,056,557.01
2,802,834.52
157,617,656.87

Operating Expenses:
Salaries
Other
Depreciation Expense

65,796,908.00
77,596,774.17
6,294,854.00

Total Operating Expenses
Net Operating Revenue

149,688,536.17
7,929,120.70

Nonoperating Revenue

$

7,929,120.70

$142,542,458

$

17,503,816

17,503,816
Not Shown for Hospital
152,303,237

36,638

152,339,875

(6,294,853)
(6,294,853)
LESS: Provision for Depreciation
Subtotal:
146,045,022
146,008,384
36,638

6,294,853
—
6,294,853
(Transfer to Plant Additions and
Replacements)

Not Shown for Hospital

Sources: Medicare Cost Report and Medical Center and Hospital Financial Reports.
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Excess of Revenues Over Expenses

-0-

$142,542,458

Total

217
net revenues of $7,929,120.70,

after showing deductions and

depreciations in accordance with the Guide.

The revised

figures did not include the prior period adjustments and
and transfer of $1,200,000 to plant funds.
The Omega State University Hospital

Exhibit 5 presents the revised Statement of Reve
nues and Expenses of the Omega State University

Hospital.

The statement shows a total net deficit of

$6,468,963.87 whereas the combined Statement of Current

Funds Revenues and Expenditures

(Appendix VII, page 316)

did not show any loss or revenue for the hospital separ

ately.

From the information presented about the hospital

in the combined statement,

one would guess that the hos

pital had a loss of $79,612,698.89

140,107,040.34).

($60,494,341.45 -

The information presented on the com

bined statement as well as in the schedules is very con
fusing and complex.

The revised statement has been prepared in accord
ance with the Hospital Audit Guide.

Significance of Separate Hospital Financial Statements

Separate financial statements of the hospitals

prepared and reported under the Hospital Audit Guide

would achieve the objectives stated in the FASB’s Concept
Statement No.

4.

The revised Statement of Revenue

Total
Unrestricted
60,494,341.45

140,107,040.34
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EXHIBIT 5
The Omega State University Hospital
Statement of Revenues and Expenses
(Revised)
For the Year Ended August 31, 1983 As Reported on the
Combined Statement
Revised
Designated
General
1,439,461.63
59,054,879.82
Patient Service Revenues
56,545,024.20
Daily Patient Services
26,777,063.40
Other Nursing Services
78,788,430.66
Other Professional Services
162,119,518.26
Gross Patient Service Revenue
103,705,705.77
Allowances and Uncollectible Accounts
58,404,812.49
Net Patient Service Revenue
650,067.33
Other Operating Revenue
Sales and Service, etc., from
1,439,461.63
Designated Funds
78,262,832.00
State General Revenue Appropriations
138,757,173.45
Total Operating Revenue
138,956,818.94
1,150,221.40
Operating Expenses:
45,337,424.51
Nursing Services
Other Professional Services (including
55,605,825.18
1,150,221.40 from designated funds)
General Services
25,626,384.94
7,359,639.80
Fiscal Services
Administrative Services
6,177,765.91
Depreciation Expense (Estimated)
5,300,000.00
Total Operating Expenses
145,407,040.34
Loss from Operations
(6,649,866.89)
Nonoperating Revenue:
Interest on Time Deposits from Designated
Funds
171,334.27
Gifts from Designated Funds
9,568.75
Total Nonoperating Revenue
180,903.02
Excess of Expenses Over Revenues
(6,468,963.87) Not Shown for Hospital
Source: Medical Center Financial Report and Estimates.
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and Expense for each hospital

is

shown as an illustration.

The separate Statement of Revenues and Expenses of

the hospital would contain information about the different
sources of revenue the hospital receives, the appropria

tions made by the state, the deductions made from the gross

patient revenues,

the depreciation expense recorded and

amounts received from gifts, bequests and donations,

etc.

Such information is essential to the present and potential

resource providers and other users in assessing the ser
vices provided by the hospital

(objective 2), in determin

ing the performance of the hospital (objective 5),

and in

determining how the hospital obtained and spent its liquid

resources

(objective 6)

The separate Balance Sheet would show the assets,
liabilities and fund balances belonging to the hospital

under the categories suggested in the Hospital Audit Guide.
Such information is important in assessing the hospital’s

ability to continue to provide its services (objective 2),

in assessing how managers of the hospital have discharged

their responsibilities (objective 3),
hospital’s economic resources,

in determining the

obligations and net resourc

es of the hospital (objective 4) , and in determining how
the hospital obtained and spent cash or other liquid
resources

(objective 6).

The separate Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

would provide information which is significant to resource
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providers and others in determining how restricted and
unrestricted resources were provided to the hospital (objec

tive 1),

in assessing how stewardship responsibility was

discharged by the hospital (objective 3),

and in determin

ing the hospital's liquidity (objective 6).

The separate Statement of Changes in Financial
Position of the hospital would include the financing and
investing activities of the hospital.

This statement would

also include the funds generated by the hospital from its

operations.

The information provided in this statement

would help the resource providers and others in making
economic decisions

(objective 1)

and would provide data

about the performance of the hospital during a period

(objective 5).
The Notes to the separately prepared statements are

equally important to provide explanations and interpreta
tions

(objective 7)

The separate financial statements for the university
hospitals would be considered as discrete presentations as

described in NCGA Statement No. 7 .

73

These statements

could then be combined as a component of the medical center
reports which would then be part of the state reports, as
recommended by NCGA Statement No.

73

7.

National Council On Governmental Accounting,
Statement No. 7: Financial Reporting For Composite Units
Within the Governmental Reporting Entity (Chicago, IL:
NCGA, June 1984).
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Summary
Chapter 5 has presented the findings based upon

the responses to the questionnaire,

responses to the per

sonal interviews,

and data from financial statements report

ed in Chapter 4.

The analysis was made in seven areas of

investigation for each university hospital individually

and collectively.

The analysis pinpointed accounting

and reporting practices of the five university hospitals

which were not in conformity with generally accepted

accounting and reporting principles as prescribed in the
Hospital Audit Guide.

The Guide,

although available for use in each case,

was not actually being followed in practice by the hospit
als under study since their financial statements were com
bined with their respective medical centers.

The hospital

information presented in the combined financial statements
was fragmented and usually reported in an erratic and com

plex manner.

Explanation either in notes or in accounting

policies summarized was also found to be deficient for use

by the general public.

The individual case studies indi

cated that the emphasis on the total operations of the
medical center seemed to diminish the importance of hos

pital operations.
The investigation also disclosed that it was the

Audits of Colleges and Universities and College and Univer

sity Business Administration which controlled the
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accounting and reporting practices of the university hos

pitals.

The public,

therefore, had to understand the oper

ations of the entire medical center in order to know the

operations of the hospital alone.

In Chapter 6,

the conclusions and recommendations

based upon the findings in this chapter are presented.

CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

This study contains an examination of accounting

principles and financial reporting practices of five statesupported university hospitals.

The analysis was based upon

the generally accepted accounting and reporting principles
in specific areas as prescribed in the Hospital Audit Guide

--issued by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, with references also to Audits of Colleges and
Universities and Audits of State and Local Governmental
Units,

as amended by certain Statements of Position.

The

specific objectives of this study included an examination
of the following:

1.

The accounting and reporting practices used in the

university hospitals selected for this study.

2.

Any deviations found between the practices of the

hospitals in this study and the principles recommended by
the Hospital Audit Guide and other guides.

3.

Recommendations concerning changes by these

hospitals in their accounting procedures to best achieve

the objectives for financial reporting by nonbusiness
223
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organizations as stated by FASB Concepts Statement No.

4

and the National Council on Governmental Accounting Concepts

Statement 1.

The purpose of this chapter is to present a summary
of findings, recommendations that are based on the summary

of findings, and suggestions for further research.
Review of the Problem

Starting in 1972,

the American Institute of Certi

fied Public Accountants issued three authoritative audit
guides during a period of three years:

Guide (1972);

(1) Hospital Audit

(2) Audits of Colleges and Universities

and (3) Audits of State and Local Governmental Units

(1973);

(1974).

These three publications are intended for the guidance of
independent CPAs who audit specific nonprofit entities.

Each audit guide describes the application of generally

accepted accounting principles to the category of nonprofit

entity with which the guide is concerned.

Since each guide

was prepared by a different committee of the AICPA at a
different time to deal with one category of nonprofit
entity,

accounting principles set forth in the guides are

not consistent from guide to guide.

The guides have been

modified and amended since their first publications through

Statements of Position (SOP)

issued by the AICPA; however,

the amendments have not eliminated the areas of difference.
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The Hospital Audit Guide applies to all types of
hospitals irrespective of whether state supported or not.

The conflict in reporting practices arises when a hospital

is part of a larger entity of an educational institution or
unit of state government.

When the financial operations of

the university hospital are combined with the medical cen

ter,

the combined financial statements are based upon the

Audits of Colleges and Universities.
institutions,

Further, being state

certain accounting and reporting practices of

university hospitals are also influenced by the state laws

when reports are submitted to the state.

The AICPA’s State

ment of Position 80-2, Accounting and Financial Reporting

by Governmental Units, requires combined statements but does
not specify how the combination shall be effected.

NCGA

Statement 7 does deal with combination of financial state
ments of discrete entities and GASB Statement No.

1 accepts

NCGA Statement 7 as effective.

The result is that financial information of univer
sity hospitals reported on the medical center statements

lacks uniformity and consistency from one university hospital
to another and does not meet the objectives established for

these entities in the FASB Concepts Statement No.

4 and NCGA

Concepts Statement 1.
Pending the exercise of responsibility by the FASB

for superseding the Hospital Audit Guide,

Colleges and Universities,

the Audits of

and the related Statements of
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Position,

these guides and SOPs will continue to provide

preferable accounting principles in the respective areas.
The newest authority is the Governmental Accounting Stand

ards Board (GASB), which replaced the National Council on
Governmental Accounting.

supersedes them,

Until the GASB amends,

revokes or

the AICPA’s Audits of State and Local Gov

ernmental Units and SOPs,

and the NCGA's statements and

interpretations continue to provide accounting principles

for state and local governmental units.

The GASB standards

also apply to hospitals and colleges and universities when
their financial statements are combined with the financial

statements of state and local governmental units.

FASB

standards apply to separately issued financial reports of
hospitals and colleges and universities.
Unique Characteristics of University
Hospitals and Implications for
Financial Reporting

University hospitals are unique in comparison to

community hospitals.

Community hospitals typically have

a single mission--patient service.

University owned hos

pitals usually have a triple role,

teaching, research and

patient care.

In practice,

the teaching activities usually

receive a high priority and significantly impact the hos

pital operations in the following ways.
The university hospital usually has a large number

of medical interns and residents and the cost of their

stipends would not be present in most community hospitals.

This expense needs to be disclosed for decision making--
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not buried in other data.
University hospitals usually have a large number of

faculty who are also specialists--the factor which makes
such hospitals become referral centers.

As such, university

hospitals usually treat a more acutely ill patient than com

munity hospitals,

thus increasing costs.

Many university hospitals also serve a social role
as a '’charity” hospital.

As such,

such hospitals often have

a high load of medically indigent patients.

In addition,

the fact that they cannot pay their bills creates a large
write-off of accounts receivable,

and creates a need for

outside funding not usually experienced in community hos
pitals.

This information needs to be disclosed for fund

raising and obtaining state appropriations.

Because of several of the above factors,

sources

of funding for university hospitals are different from the
funding sources of community hospitals.

Usually Medicare

and Medicaid comprise a much greater source of funding in

university hospitals than in community hospitals.
because of the interns'

the high charity load,

and residents'

Also,

stipends and

state or local governments usually

contribute large amounts for deficit funding.
the difference in sources for funding,
requirements are usually made.

Because of

special reporting

For example,

there are

ususally rigid reporting requirements for preparation and

control of the budget imposed by the government to provide
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deficit funding.

Separate financial statements are needed

to support the budget requests.

Another important characteristic of a university
hospital is that it is not a separate entity which controls
all its own decision making,

but it is a component unit of

the university which in turn is a component unit of the

state.

In the hospitals studied,

decisions concerning pur

chase of fixed assets was made at the university level,
based upon information and requests from the hospital.

ever,

How

decisions concerning purchase of supplies and patient

charges were made by the hospital.

Similarly,

the univer

sity controlled salaries of faculty but not all personnel.
Decisions concerning maintenance,

hospital.

Thus,

etc., were made by the

it becomes even more important to provide

information about hospital operations sufficient for decis

ion making at all levels.

Management in a public university hospital may be
conceptually different from management in a community hos
pital which has only the patient care mission.

The univer

sity hospital administrators in this study report to the

head of the university.

The university operations differ

from the hospital operations in several aspects.

Univer

sity operations are basically during normal working hours

five days a week.

Hospital operations,

are seven days a week,

on the other hand,

24 hours a day operations.

Again,

this distinction points to the need for providing separate
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financial information for the hospital for planning and
control.

Finally,

although the university hospital is a com

ponent part of the university,
departments in that:

(1)

it is different from other

over half of the medical center

budget is for the hospital;

(2)

specifically for all hospitals;

the Hospital Audit Guide is
and (3)

the cost of hospital

operations must be reported for Medicare and Medicaid reim

bursements .

How then, with all these unique problems for univer

sity hospitals, would separate financial statements based

on the Hospital Audit Guide be helpful?

The answer to this

question comes from the FASB Concept Statement No.

4 which

outlines the objectives of financial reporting by nonbusi

ness organizations.

The first objective is to provide

information useful to present and potential resource pro
viders and other users in making rational decisions about
the allocation of resources to those organizations.

the case of university hospitals,

In

separate financial state

ments are needed to support requests for state appropria

tions,

special fund raising,

and borrowing.

University hos

pitals may borrow money or issue revenue bonds
case of Beta to finance a parking lot).

(as in the

Lenders or bond

holders are entitled to see the operations and financial

position presented in a similar manner to other hospitals

so the investor can make intelligent comparison before
investing.
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The second objective is to provide information to

help present and potential resource providers and other

users in assessing the services that the organization pro

vides and its ability to continue to provide those services.
When the hospital financial information is buried in the
university financial statements, no such assessment of its

services can be made.
(or vice versa)

The excess of revenues over expenses

for the hospital is not even reported on

the combined statements.

Although the hospital is not a

profit oriented organization,

the expenses must be covered

by some type of service fees,

state appropriations,

or

other funding.

The third objective is to provide information about
how managers have discharged their stewardship responsibili

ties and other aspects of their performance.

Again,

the

only way this objective can be met for the hospital is to
provide separate financial information for the hospital.

By presenting the hospital's financial information separate
ly,

the distinct needs and requirements of the university

hospital can be brought to the attention of governing

boards and university management.

Such needs and require

ments might not be noticed if the financial information is
buried within the university in the same format as educa
tional revenues and expenditures.

The fourth objective :is to provide information
about economic resources,

of the organization,

obligations,

and net resources

and the effects of transactions,

events,
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and circumstances that change resources and interests in
those resources.

Unless a separate balance sheet and

statement of changes in financial position are provided for

the hospital,

this objective is not met.

For example,

the

study showed a lack of reported hospital information about
accounts receivable,

investments in marketable securities,

plant and equipment,

property,

depreciation,

and funds held

in trust in the combined statements.

The fifth objective is to provide information about
the performance of the organization during a period.

This

objective is certainly not met for the hospital when its
reported financial information consists of two lines
for revenue and one for expenses)
statements.

in the combined financial

Although the Medicare reports provide some of

this information,

public.

(one

these reports are not for the general

The Hospital Audit Guide has outlined the format

for best disclosing the performance of the hospital and

should be followed.

The revised statements presented in

Chapter 5 illustrate the improvement provided by separate
statements.
The sixth objective is to provide information about

how the organization obtains and spends cash or other

liquid resources and other factors which may affect its
liquidity.

Although state supported hospitals are not as

likely to fail because of liquidity problems as community
hospitals,

their cash and other liquid resources must be

provided from state appropriation,

patient fees,

or other
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Such information is not provided in the combined

funding.

statements.

Decision making at all levels would be enhanced

by separate hospital statements.

The final objective is to provide explanations and
interpretations to help users understand financial informa

tion provided.

Separate financial statements for the hos

pital prepared in accordance with the Hospital Audit Guide

would provide these explanations.

Summary of Findings
The five case studies of university hospitals

designated as Alpha,

Beta,

Gamma,

Kappa and Omega)

demon

strated the problems and deficiencies in their present
accounting and reporting practices.

Responses to a ques

tionnaire and personal interviews were obtained by this

researcher from officials of the five hospitals and their
medical centers.

An in-depth analysis of each case study

was based upon these responses and an examination of their

financial reports.

hospitals

The financial statements of only two

(Gamma and Kappa) were prepared separately, but

these were for internal management reporting reports and
were not official publications for external reporting pur

poses.

In all cases,

the official financial reports of

the respective medical centers combined the financial oper
ations of the hospitals.

Only one state (Alpha) published

a financial report which reported the state university
financial information separately;

all others combined the
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university information with other data.
The questionnaire and interviews addressed seven

areas.

A summary of findings is presented below.

General
Four of the five hospitals under study responded

that the Hospital Audit Guide was followed for the prepara

tion of internal reports on operations of the hospital.

One hospital (Alpha)

did not use it even for internal

The combined financial reports of all medical

reports.

centers were based upon the Audits of Colleges and Univer
sities .

Property,

Plant and Equipment

It was determined that the accounting principles
and financial reporting practices, with respect to property,

plant and equipment,

followed by the hospitals under study

were not in conformity with the Hospital Audit Guide.

Prop

erty, plant and equipment belonging to the hospitals were

not listed separately under unrestricted funds in the com
bined statements.

They were included in Plant Funds--the

fund group which has been recommended in the Audits of

Colleges and Universities.

This is an example of the con

flict between the two guides.

Comparability with other hos

pitals would be enhanced if the university hospitals fol
lowed the Hospital Audit Guide.
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The Alpha Hospital and Medical Center and the Gamma
Hospital also mentioned that property,

plant and equipment

were also included in the General Fixed Assets Group of the

state's financial reports when the resources were provided
by their states for the purpose of such fixed assets.

The

General Fixed Assets Account Group has been recommended in
the Audits of State and Local Governmental Units and NCGA's
Statement on Governmental Accounting and Financial Report

ing Principles to be used only for those funds which are
not specific proprietary funds or trust funds.
hospitals operated by governmental units,
Statement of Position 78-7,

But the

according to

should follow accounting stand

ards for enterprise funds which require fixed assets used in
fund operations to be recorded in the fund.
The study also indicated that none of the hospitals

under study or their parent medical centers reported the

depreciation on fixed assets as an expense and none reported
fixed assets after accumulated depreciation on financial

statements.

The reason again can be attributed to follow

ing the Audits of Colleges and Universities which does not
recommend the recording of depreciation as an expense on

fixed assets.

The depreciation amount was calculated with

the sole purpose of cost reimbursement from third parties;

otherwise it was not reported in the financial statements.
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This failure to report depreciation causes an understate
ment of operating expenses of the hospital.

Patient Service Revenues

The investigation revealed that, while full rates

(excluding discounts,

allowances and bad debts,

etc.) were

charged in determining patient service revenues by all hos

pitals in the survey,

four hospitals.

the accrual basis was used by only

The Alpha Hospital did not use the accrual

basis of accounting.

Only the cash collected from patient

charges was reported as revenue by Alpha Hospital.

of the hospitals under study,

For all

the total amount of revenue

was reported in university statements on one line, without
showing the amounts deducted from gross revenues either sep

arately or in parentheses,

on the combined statements.

Another major deficiency in reported patient service reve
nues was that the amount sometimes included state appropria
tions and sometimes did not include such appropriations.

The amount of revenue reported was not comparable from one
hospital to another.
hospital separately,

State appropriations, when made to the

should be reported to provide compara

bility and full financial disclosure to the reader.

State

appropriations may be shown either as patient service reve
nues,

other operating revenue,

or nonoperating revenue in

the Statement of Revenues and Expense,

depending upon the

intention of the state legislature pertaining to the use of

those funds.

Also a significant inconsistency was found
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regarding prior period contractual adjustments.

Some hos

pitals showed such amounts received as prior period adjust
ments whereas others showed these amounts as current period
adjustments.

These should be shown as prior period adjust

ments in accordance with APB Opinion 9,

SFAS 16,

and Hos

pital Audit Guide to avoid distortion or current period

operating results.

The patient service revenue was also

not reported under the proper categories listed in the Hos
pital Audit Guide.

Separate hospital reports would disclose

this type of information for decision makers at all levels.

Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources

The Hospital Audit Guide has explained in detail

the accounting and reporting treatment of donations, pledges
and restricted resources.

It was concluded that the five

state-supported hospitals studied did not receive much in
the form of donations,

pledges and restricted resources.

However, when the hospitals received any amounts from
these sources,

such amounts were combined with the opera

tions of the medical centers and were never reported as
the hospital revenue.

The overall effect was that hospital

income was understated by the amounts received from these
sources.

It was,

therefore,

concluded that the Hospital

Audit Guide was not followed in accounting and reporting
of donations,

pledges and restricted resources received by

the hospitals under study.

Again,

separate statements for

the hospital would disclose this type of information.
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Funds Held in Trust by Others
The combined financial statements of the medical

centers did not report funds held in trust for the hospitals
as a separate category and there was not sufficient explana
tion in the notes to the financial statements to make this

disclosure.

There was also no disclosure of whether dis

tribution of income, both mandatory and discretionary,

from

such funds was included in the hospital income or not.

In

all situations,

the distribution of income was included in

the endowment funds of the university as a whole and thus
the hospital income was understated.

disclosure and comparison purposes,

For adequate financial

funds held in trust by

others should be reported by university hospitals in

accordance with the Hospital Audit Guide.

Marketable Equity Securities
It was concluded that the hospitals under study did
not separately account for the long-term marketable equity

securities belonging to such hospitals.

The long-term mar

ketable equity securities belonging to the hospital were

combined with those of the medical center.

Moreover,

the

securities were not grouped into the portfolios as suggest

ed in the Hospital Audit Guide.

Further,

it was concluded

that the distribution of income from such securities was

never included in the hospital revenues reported on the
combined financial statements,

thus possibly understating
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hospital revenue.

In addition,

long-term marketable equity

securities were not carried at the lower of its aggregate

cost and market value, by the hospital,

mended in the Hospital Audit Guide.

as has been recom

Such securities were

carried in the combined statements at cost.

Thus,

it must

be concluded that the financial information about long

term marketable equity securities belonging to the hospitals

was not reported to the public according to the generally
accepted accounting principles for hospitals.

The devia

tions can be attributed to the hospitals not preparing

their own separate financial statements and the medical
centers not following the Hospital Audit Guide in the com

bined financial reports but relying on the Audits of Col
leges and Universities for the hospital as well as for
the medical center operations.

Financial Statements and Reporting

The combined financial statements were not the same
in nature and content as those recommended in the Hospital
Audit Guide.

Expenses,

Instead of a Statement of Revenues and

a Statement of Current Fund Revenues,

and Other Changes was prepared.

Expenditures

The Statement of Changes in

Financial Position which is required by enterprise funds
(including hospitals) by the Hospital Audit Guide and NCGA
Statement 1 was not prepared by the hospitals nor by the

medical centers under study.

conflict in the guides.

Again,

this is an example of
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It was also found that only one medical center’s
(Kappa)

combined financial statements were audited by a

public accounting firm;

the other four medical centers'

statements were audited by the state auditors to determine

compliance with state laws.

The four medical centers were

able to obtain exceptions from the state auditors for the
practices which they considered not in conformity with gen
erally accepted accounting principles.

Some of the areas

in which generally accepted accounting principles were not

followed included the treatment of accounts receivable,
depreciation,

and encumbrances.

Another deficiency was the inability to determine
from the combined statements whether the hospital operations

showed an excess of revenues over expenditures,

or not.

some of the other sources of revenues,

such as

example,

donations,

pledges,

For

income from investments and income from

trust funds, which should have been included under hospital

revenues were rather included with "other sources" of the

medical center.

Such information for the hospital would be

very useful in fund raising and obtaining state appropria
tions .
The research also disclosed that some medical cen

ters prepared the combined Statement of Current Fund Reve

nues,

Expenditures and Other Changes on a cash basis and

the Balance Sheet as well as Statement of Changes in Fund
Balances on an accrual basis.

This practice resulted in
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reporting different figures of hospital revenues in the

combined statements.
Some of the combined statements showed the amount

of accounts receivable from hospital patients separately on
the Balance Sheet, whereas others included it with the med
ical center’s total accounts receivable.

Similarly,

the

allowance for doubtful accounts pertaining to the accounts
receivable from hospital patients was disclosed in paren
theses by some,
hospitals’

and not disclosed by others.

largest asset is receivables.

University

Therefore,

full

financial disclosure should be made of receivables and pro
visions for doubtful accounts,

etc.,

to provide comparison

with other hospitals.

It was also concluded that the combined financial

statements had very limited distribution and were not

widely distributed to the general public.
Recommendations

The conclusion that state supported and medical

university owned and operated hospitals are not fairly
reporting their financial operations to the public accord
ing to the objectives established in the FASB’s Concept

Statement No.

4 can be attributed to their not preparing

a separate set of financial statements in accordance with
the generally accepted accounting principles as prescribed
in the Hospital Audit Guide.

The following recommendations

are therefore based on FASB Concepts Statement No.

4 and
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NCGA Concepts Statement 1 and made only for the hospitals
studied and areas investigated.

However,

the might apply to

other university hospitals with the same problems.
The primary recommendation is that each of these
five hospitals should follow the Hospital Audit Guide and

prepare and report their own financial statements.

Since

the hospitals under study are state-supported, the individ

ual states should make it mandatory that separate financial
statements of the hospitals should be reported to the state

based upon the Hospital Audit Guide.

If such hospital finan

cial statements are not required by the state to be audited

by public accounting firms,

then at least the state auditors

should be required to audit hospital financial statements
based upon the Hospital Audit Guide.

Any inconsistency

between the Hospital Audit Guide and state constitutions,

laws and regulations should be removed by the respective
states.

These statements could then be combined with the

medical center statements,

as suggested by NCGA Statement 7.

If separate statements are not required,

centers should,

at the minimum,

the medical

provide more information

about the hospitals either in the combined financial reports
or in the notes to the financial statements, or by inclus
ion of a separate column in the combined financial state
ments as suggested in the NCGA’s Statement 7.

The author’s

specific recommendations pertaining to the medical center’s

Statement of Current Funds Revenues,
Changes are as follows:

Expenditures and Other
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i.

Hospital revenues should be classified as

patient service revenue,

operating revenue.

other operating revenue,

and non

Allowances and uncollectible accounts

should be disclosed in parentheses for patient service reve
nue.

Other operating revenue should disclose information

about amounts received from specific purpose funds and
endowment funds.

Nonoperating revenue should disclose

information about unrestricted gifts, bequests,

unrestricted income and gains,
ii.

and other

etc.

Hospital operating expenses should clearly

show the amount of depreciation expense recognized or the

provision made for depreciation on property,

plant and

equipment.
iii.

The state appropriations made to the hospital

should be disclosed separately and not combined with the

medical center when such appropriations are made separately

by the State.
iv.

If any of the revenues or expenses of the hos

pital are restricted,

the nature of such restrictions

should be disclosed in the notes to the financial statement.
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The specific recommendations pertaining to the
medical center's Statement of Changes in Fund Balances are

as follows:
This statement should show the same amounts of

v.

total hospital revenues and expenses as on the Statement of

Current Funds Revenues,
vi.

are made,

Expenditures,

and Other Changes.

Before mandatory and nonmandatory transfers

the amount available from hospital operations for

such transfers should be clearly stated.
vii.

Net increase/(decrease) for the year, Fund

Balance at the beginning of the year,

ing fund balance,

if any,

adjustments to open

and fund balance at the end of

the year all should show the amounts for the hospitals in
parentheses.

The specific recommendations pertaining to the

medical center's Balance Sheet are as follows:
viii.

The Balance Sheet of each medical center

should show the assets,

liabilities,

and fund balances of

the hospital in parentheses.
ix.

Prior period contractual adjustments from

third parties of hospitals should be disclosed separately

if reported on the combined Balance Sheet.
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The deductions from hospital accounts receivable

x.

(such as bad debts,

charity allowances and various discounts),

if not shown separately,

should at least be shown in paren

theses .
xi.

The fixed assets of the hospital should be

shown at cost less the accumulated amount of depreciation.
xii.

A separate Statement of Changes in Financial

Position for the hospital should be prepared.

In summary,

the accounting and reporting practices

of the university hospitals under study were fragmented and
inadequate to meet the needs of decision makers at all
The hospital was treated as any other department

levels.

in the medical center.

But when the hospital accounts for

about half of the total budtet of the medical center,

con

sidering the hospital as just another department is not an
adequate way of accounting and reporting its operations.
The hospital financial information is buried in the overall
picture, whereas it should be separated for decision making.

To provide better reports of operations of the
hospital,

the university hospitals studied should be con

sidered as each being a separate entity and having a selfcontained accounting and reporting system.

The primary

reason for these recommendations is that it would be easier
to achieve the objectives of the FASB's Concepts Statement
No.

4 and NCGA Concepts Statement 1.
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Suggestions for Further Research

This study has presented an inquiry into selected
areas of accounting and reporting practices of five select

ed university hospitals.

The accounting and reporting

practices in other areas such as contingencies, lease com

mitments,

extinguishment of debt,

pension plans,

interest costs,

inventory valuation,

litigation and insurance

coverage, mergers and acquisitions,

financial ratios,

price level accounting,

and other matters of interest equally

warrant further research.

It is also hoped that extension

of this study to other similar university hospitals

(Appen

dix II) across the country will develop not only in the
areas investigated but also in the areas mentioned above.

By further research,

it is possible that a correlative

relationship could be found between other university hos
pitals and hospitals included in this study.
further investigation,

be generalized.

Without

the findings of this study cannot
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APPENDIX I
QUESTIONNAIRE

QUESTIONNAIRE
I.
1.
2.
3.

General

Name of Interviewee_______________________________________________
Title/Position_____ ________ ______________________________ _ _____

Name and place of hospital/medical school

Your hospital is a part of a medical university and it is also a
part of the state due to receiving state appropriations.
In this
situation, which generally accepted accounting and reporting principles and practices are followed while preparing general purpose
financial statements?
[ ] AICPA’s Hospital Audit Guide
[ ] AICPA’s Audits of Colleges and Universities
[ ] Other (please specify)________________________________________

4.

What different kinds of financial reports does your hospital prepare? Please list them below:

5.

Do you follow the same accounting principles and procedures for all
those reports mentioned in the previous question?
a.
[ ] Yes [ ] No
b. If the answer to a, is "No," please mention which accounting
principles and procedures are followed for each of these
financial reports:

6.

7.

II. Property, Plant and Equipment

How do you account for property, plant and equipment used in rendering hospital services?
[ ] General Fixed Assets Group of Accounts
[ ] Operating Fund
[ ] Plant Funds
[ ] Direct write-off as expense at the time of purchase
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________

How are property, plant and equipment carried on the hospital’s
accounting books?
[ ] At current replacement cost
[ ] At historical cost less depreciation
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

With respect to depreciation on property, plant and equipment:
a. Is it recognized as expense? [ ] Yes [ ] No
b. Basis of depreciation, if the answer to a. above is "yes"?
[ ] Current replacement cost
[ ] Historical cost
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________________

Do the third parties such as Medicare, Medicaid and Blue Cross
reimburse your hospital for depreciation?
[ ] Yes
[ ] No

If the answer to the previous question is "yes," how are such payments recorded if the third parties restrict all or part of the
reimbursement payment to replacements of or additions to property,
plant and equipment?
[ ] Included in revenue in order to match this revenue and related
depreciation expense
[ ] Deducted from depreciation expense
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________

How are the depreciation payments reimbursed by third parties
shown on the financial statements? (Refer to Question 10
above.)
[ ] Shown as a transfer from unrestricted to restricted funds in
the statement of changes in fund balances
[ ] Shown as appropriations of unrestricted fund balance
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________

How is the accumulation of funds for replacement or expansion of
hospital facilities resulting from a decision of the governing
board considered?
[ ] Considered as an expense in the statement of revenues and
expenses
[ ] Considered as designations of unrestricted fund balance
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________

How do you account for the proceeds from a disposition of property
plant and equipment?
[ ] As part of unrestricted funds
[ ] As part of restricted funds
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________

How do you account for long-term debt arising from the acquisition
of property, plant and equipment used in rendering hospital services?
[ ] In hospital operating fund
[ ] In a separate general long-term debt group of accounts
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________
Does your hospital use accelerated depreciation for cost reimbursement purposes and a different method for financial statement
purposes?
a.
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
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b.

16.

17.

If answer is "yes," how is the difference shown?
explain below:

Please

III. Patient Service Revenues

At what rates are patient service revenues accounted for in your
hospital?
[ ] At full established rates
[ ] At less than established rates
[ ] Other (specify)____________________________________ _ ________
How
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

do you account for patient service revenues?
On an accrual basis
On a cash basis
On the "discharged method" basis
Other (specify)_____________________________________________ _

do you account for various deductions, such as provision for
debts, contractual adjustments, courtesy discounts, and charservices, from patient service revenues?
Separately from gross revenues under "deductions from gross
revenues"
[ ] As an expense
[ ] Disclosed in footnotes only
[ ] Other (specify)______________________________________________

18.

How
bad
ity
[ ]

19.

In continuation of the previous question, do you report such
deductions net of related revenues (such revenues include gifts,
grants or endowment income restricted for assistance to charity
patients)?
[ ] Yes [ ] No [ ] Other (specify)

20.

21.

How are prior period contractual revenue adjustments shown on
your financial statements?
[ ] As a prior period adjustment
[ ] As an adjustment to appropriate allowance account in the
statement of revenues and expenses
[ ] Other (specify)______________________________________________
IV.

Donations, Pledges and Restricted Resources

How do you record donations of property and equipment given for
unrestricted purposes?
[
] As "other operating" revenue
[
] As "nonoperating" revenue
[
] As unrestricted fund balance
[
] Other (specify)_____________________________________________
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

How do you account for unrestricted donations (gifts, grants,
bequests), income and gains from general investments, and unrestricted income from endowment funds in the hospital operating
fund?
[ ] As revenue
[ ] As "other operating" revenue
[ ] As "nonoperating" revenue
[ ] Other (specify)______________________
How
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

are pledges recorded?
At original amount
At original amount less a provision for amount uncollectible
Other (specify)_________________________________ ______ ______

When and how is the revenue from unrestricted pledges (net of
provision for uncollectibles) shown in financial statements?
a. When: [ ] In the period in which pledge is made
[ ] In the period in which pledge is received
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________
b. How:
[ ] As "nonoperating" revenue
[ ] As "other operating" revenue
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________

How are restricted pledges shown on the hospital financial statements?
[ ] "Nonoperating" revenue
[ ] "Restricted" funds
[ ] Other (specify) _____________________________________________

How
ing
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

do you record donor-restricted resources for specific operatpurposes prior to spending?
In a restricted fund
In an unrestricted fund as deferred revenue
As "other operating" revenue
Other (specify)______________________________________________

How do you record donor-restricted revenues for additions to
property, plant and equipment prior to spending?
[ ] In a restricted fund balance as contributions to permanent
capital of the hospital
[ ] In an unrestricted fund balance
[ ] Other (specify)______________________________________________
How do you record endowment resources, both pure or term, upon
receipt?
[ ] In unrestricted funds
[ ] In restricted funds
[ ] Other (specify)
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V. Funds Held in Trust by Others

29.

How is the principal amount of endowment-type funds held in trust
by outside parties shown in the hospital financial statements?
[ ] Included in the Balance Sheet of Hospital
[ ] Not included in the Balance Sheet, but their existence
disclosed
[ ] Other (specify)

30.

How are the distributions of income from endowments (held in trust
by outside parties) recorded on the financial statements if the
distributions are mandatory?
[ ] As endowment income
[ ] As gift
[ ] Other (specify)_______________________________________________ ____

31.

How do you record the distributions of income from endowments
(held in trust by outside parties) on the financial statements if
the distributions are discretionary?
[ ] As endowment income
[ ] As gift
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________________________

32.

How do you report regarding hospital related organizations?
[ ] Consolidated or combined in accordance with ARB No. 51
[ ] Summarized financial data is disclosed in a note to financial
statements
[ ] Existence and nature of the relationship is disclosed
[ ] Both summarized financial data disclosed in note and existence
and nature of relationship disclosed
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________________________

VI. Marketable Equity Securities
33.

How are long-term marketable equity security investments carried
on the accounting books?
[ ] At current market value
[ ] At historical cost
[ ] At the lower of its aggregate cost and market value determined
at the balance sheet date
[ ] Other (specify)___________________________________________________

34.

Do you group marketable equity securities owned by your hospital
into the following separate portfolios for the purpose of comparing aggregate cost and market value to determine carrying amount?

Current or noncurrent portfolios in unrestricted
funds................................................ [ ] Yes
[ ] No
According to types of funds in restricted funds... [ ] Yes
[ ] No
Other (specify)________________________________________________________
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35.

Have the income, realized gains, or realized losses on the following types of investments of unrestricted funds been included as
nonoperating revenue when earned or incurred?

Income from investments of governing board
designated funds.... .........
[ ] Yes
[ ] No
Realized gains/losses on sale of governing board
designated funds investments.......................... [ ] Yes
[ ] No
[ ] No
Income from investment of other unrestricted funds..[ ] Yes
Realized gains or losses on sale of investments of
other unrestricted funds.............................. [ ] Yes
[ ] No
Other (specify)________________________________________________ _________

VII. Financial Statements and Reporting
36.

How do you report the financial statements of your hospital?
[ ] Hospital alone
[ ] Other (specify)__________________________________________________ _

37.

Which of the following basic financial statements are provided by
your hospital?
(You may check more than one item.)
[ ] Balance Sheet
[ ] Statement of changes in
[ ] Statement of revenues
financial position
and expenses
[ ] Notes to financial statements
[ ] Statement of changes in
[ ] Other (specify)____________________
fund balance

38.

How
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

39.

Please indicate below to whom the financial reports are distributed:

40.

Please rank the following items in terms of importance for determining the financial information needed most by users of hospital
financial statements? (Rank: 1 = highest)
[ ] Financial viability
[ ] Goal attainment
[ ] Fiscal compliance
[ ] Cost of services provided
[ ] Management performance
[ ] Other (specify)

41.

Which of the following statements correctly depict your hospital’s
operations? (You may check more than one statement.)
[ ] To maintain and/or increase operating income.
[ ] To increase the use of facilities and staff by patients
[ ] To increase market-share and/or occupancy rate
[ ] To provide better clinical training to medical graduates
[ ] Other (specify)____________________________________________________

are your hospital’s financial statements certified?
According to State Law
According to Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
Other (specify)_____________________________________________________

ON A SEPARATE SHEET, PLEASE PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION RELATING TO YOUR
HOSPITAL WHICH WOULD BE HELPFUL IN THIS STUDY. ATTACH IT TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

APPENDIX II
LIST OF UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS

APPENDIX II
List of Public Medical Centers
and University Hospitals

Name of Medical School

Name of Hospital

City/State of Hospital

University of Alabama Hospitals

Birmingham, AL

University of South Alabama
College of Medicine

University of South Alabama
Medical Center Hospital

Mobile, AL (not sure
of legal status)

University of Arizona
College of Medicine

University of Arizona Hospital

Tucson, AZ

University of Arkansas
College of Medicine

University Hospital, University
of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Little Rock, AR

University of California,
Davis, School of Medicine,
Davis

University of California, Davis
Medical Center

Sacramento, CA

University of California,
Irvine, College of Medicine,
Irvine

University of California, Irvine
Medical Center

Orange, CA

University of California,
Los Angeles, School of
Medicine

UCLA Hospital and Clinics

Los Angeles, CA

University of California,
San Diego, School of Medicine

University Hospital, University
of California Medical Center

San Diego, CA

University of California,
San Francisco, School of
Medicine

University of California Hospitals, San Francisco Medical
Center

San Francisco, CA
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University of Alabama
School of Medicine

APPENDIX II (Continued)

Name of Medical School

Name of Hospital

City/State of Hospital

University of Colorado Hospital

Denver, CO

University of Connecticut,
School of Medicine

University of Connecticut Health
Center (John Dempsey Hospital)

Farmington, CT

Medical College of Georgia

Eugene Talmadge Memorial
Hospital

Augusta, GA

University of Illinois
College of Medicine

University of Illinois Hospital

Chicago, IL

Indiana University School
of Medicine

Indiana University Hospitals

Indianapolis, IN

University of Iowa College
of Medicine

University of Iowa Hospitals
and Clinics

Iowa City, IA

University of Kansas College
of Health Sciences

University of Kansas Medical
Center

Kansas City, KS

University of Kentucky
College of Medicine

University Hospital, University
of Kentucky Medical Center

Lexington, KY

Louisiana State University
School of Medicine

Louisiana State University
Hospital

Shreveport, LA

University of Maryland
School of Medicine

University of Maryland Hospital

Baltimore, MD (not sure
of legal status)
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University of Colorado,
School of Medicine

APPENDIX II (Continued)

Name of Medical School

Name of Hospital

City/State of Hospital

University of Massachusetts
Medical School

University of Massachusetts
Hospital

Worcester, MA

University of Michigan
Medical School

University of Michigan Hospital

Ann Arbor, MI

University of Minnesota
Medical School

University of Minnesota
Hospitals and Clinics

Minneapolis, MN

University of Mississippi
School of Medicine

University Hospital, University
of Mississippi Medical Center

Jackson, MS (Management
Contract with Hospital
Corporation of America)

University of Missouri,
Columbia School of Medicine

University of Missouri Hospital
and Clinics

Columbia, MO

University of Nebraska
College of Medicine

University of Nebraska Hospital
and Clinics

Omaha, NE

University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey

University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey
Hospital

Newark, NJ (Management
Contract with Hospital
Corporation of America)

State University of New
York, Downstate Medical
Center, College of Medicine

State University Hospital,
Downstate Medical Center

Brooklyn, NY

Syracuse, NY
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State University of New
State University Hospital
York, Upstate Medical Center, Upstate Medical Center
College of Medicine

APPENDIX II (Continued)

Name of Medical School

Name of Hospital

City/State of Hospital

State University Hospital,
Stony Brook

Stony Brook, NY

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School
of Medicine

The North Carolina Memorial
Hospital

Chapel Hill, NC

University of Cincinnati
College of Medicine

University of Cincinnati
Hospital

Cincinnati, OH

Medical College of Ohio

Medical College of Ohio
Hospital

Toledo, OH

Ohio State University
College of Medicine

Ohio State University
Hospitals

Columbus, OH

Oregon Health Sciences University School of Medicine

The University of Oregon Health
Sciences Center Hospital

Portland, OR

Medical University of South
Carolina College of Medicine

Medical University of South
Carolina Hospital

Charleston, SC

University of Texas Medical
Branch at Galveston

The University of Texas
Medical Branch

Galveston, TX

University of Utah
School of Medicine

University of Utah Hospital

Salt Lake City, UT

University of Virginia
School of Medicine

University of Virginia
Hospitals

Charlottesville, VA
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State University of New
York at Stony Brook, School
of Medicine

APPENDIX II (Continued)
Name of Medical School

Name of Hospital

City/State of Hospital

Virginia Commonwealth
University Medical College
of Virginia

Medical College of Virginia
Hospitals

Richmond, VA

University of Washington
School of Medicine

University of Washington
Hospitals

Seattle, WA

West Virginia University
School of Medicine

West Virginia University
Hospital

Morgantown, WV (not
sure of legal status)

University of Wisconsin
Medical School

University of Wisconsin
Hospital and Clinics

Madison, WI

Source: COTH Survey of University Owned Teaching Hospitals, Washington, D.C.: Council
of Teaching Hospitals, Association of American Medical Colleges, Revised July
1983.
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APPENDIX III
ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

EXHIBIT A

Alpha State University Medical Center
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1983
Total
All
Funds
Assets
Cash, certificates
of deposit and
repurchase agree
ments
$ 4,255,792
Accounts receiv
able
9,816,904
Due from
Campus #1
970,364
Notes receivable
566,131
Inventories
1,456,579
Deferred charges
7,127
Deferred commit
ments
38,392
Institutional plantLand and improve
ments
2,676,320
Buildings
75,329,021
Equipment
27,214,100
Library books
2,383,681

Total Assets

$124,714,411

Current Funds

Unrestricted

$1,692,588

40,153

Plant Fund

Auxiliary
Restricted Enterprises

$3,831,119* $568,951
9,726,434

9,111

9 70,364

Total

$ 1,579,580* $193,093
9,775,698

970,364

1,257,933
7,127

Student
Loan
Funds

198,646

1,456,579
7,127

38,392

38,392

Endowment
Funds Unexpended

Renewals
Invest
and
ments
Replacements in Plant

$32,408

$77,773

19,815

$5,512,677

$

$5,895,325

$815,100

$10,678,580

5,590,450

Agency
Funds

$9,421

21,391

21,391

566,131

$

$3,968,165

Total

$779,039

$32,408

$5,534,068

$77,773

2,676,320
75,329,021
27,214,100
2,383,681

2,676,320
75,329,021
27,214,100
2,383,681

$107,603,122 $113,214,963

$9,421
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)

Alpha State University Medical Center
Balance Sheet
June 30, 1983
Total
All
Funds

Liabilities and
Fund Balances
Accounts Payable
$ 2,007,032
Accrued Payrolls
1,049,642
Reserve for com
mitments
1,271,414
Reserve for inven
tories
1,257,932
Bonds payable
5,519,000
Deferred revenues
21,233
Prior year - out
standing checks
33,782
Due to Medical Center,
Campus
4,611,083
Due to State of
Alpha
220,909
Fund balances
108,722,384

Total liabil
ities and fund
balances

$124,714,411

Current Funds

Unrestricted Restricted

$

848,274
825,468

$1,157,536
121,979

760,567

472,455

Auxiliary
Enterprises

$

Total

1,222
19,595

$ 2, 007,032
967,042

38,392

1,271,414

1,257,932

1,257,932

21,233

21,233

33,782

33,782

Plant Funds
Student
Renewals
Invest
Loan
Endowment
and
ment
Funds
Funds
Unexpended Replacements in Plant

$

82,600

$

$

5,519,000

4,611,083
220,909

Total

Agency
Funds

82,600

5,519,000

4,611,083

—

4,143,345

755,891

220,909
4,899,236

$779,039

$32,408

840,385

$77,773

$3,968,165

$5,895,315

$815,100

$10,678,580

$779,0 3 9

$32,408

$5,534,068

$77,773

103,002,280

$9,421

$107,603,122 $113,214,963

$9,421

102,084,122

* Deduct
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EXHIBIT B
ALPHA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
1983

Unrestricted
Revenues:
Tuition and Fees..............................
State appropriations (excluding hospital)....

Gifts, grants and contracts...................
Sales and services of educational departments.
Hospital.................. ....................
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises...
Other sources.................................
Total current revenues......................

816,773
16,148,675

1982
Total

Total

$

$

680,391
12,560,740
3,576,194
7,469,581
45,626,255
2,485,125
2,476,135
74,874,421

36,255,900

841,873
16,148,675
3,908,543
8,075,217
49,657,015
2,541,685
811,127
81,984,135

11,365
1,297,433
221,022
2,272,250
1,539,464
50,423

2,233,671
1,011,075
5,168,280
345,117
26,759
1,409,122
1,565,230
34,821

12,903,171
1,011,075
5,179,645
1,642,550
247,781
3,681,372
3,104,694
85,244

7,727,242
1,201,523
7,324,215
1,682,806
249,591
3,629,945
2,619,932
33,720

16,061,457

11,794,075

27,855,532

24,468,974

726,587
3,256

736,672
2,486

6,885
27,944,775

811,127
45,728,235

10,669,500

726,587
3,256

25,100
3,908,543
8,068,332
21,712,240
2,541,685
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Expenditures and Transfers:
Educational and general Instruction..............................
Research.................................
Public service...........................
Academic support.........................
Student services.........................
Institutional support....................
Operation and maintenance of plant......
Scholarships and fellowships............
Total educational and general
expenditures..........................
Mandatory transfers for Principal and interest...................
Loan fund matching grants................

$

Restricted

EXHIBIT B (Continued)
1983

Unrestricted
Nonmandatory transfers for Capital improvements ......................
Total transfers............................
Total educational and general
expenditures and transfers.............
Hospital......................................
Auxiliary enterprises Expenditures.................................
Nonmandatory transfers for Capital improvement........................
Renewals and replacements..................
Total auxiliary enterprises...............
Total expenditures and transfers........

Current revenues in excess of
expenditures and transfers............

$

670,635
1,400,478
17,461,935
28,045,284

45,507,219

$

221,016

Total

Restricted

$

$

207,900
207,900

1982
Total

$

878,535
1,608,378

$

245,401
984,559

12,001,975
21,712,240

29,463,910
49,757,524

25,453,533
46,935,763

2,364,585

2,364,585

2,389,272

24,681
2,389,266
36,103,481

24,681
2,389,266
81,610,700

24,467
2,413,739
74,803,035

152,419

$

373,435

$

71,386
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EXHIBIT C
Alpha State University Medical Center
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
June 30, 1983

Current Funds
Restricted
Auxiliary
Unrestricted
Other
Enterprises
Revenues and other additions
Unrestricted current fund
revenues
Auxiliary enterprise revenues
Tuition and fees
Gifts, grants and contracts
Investment income
Sales & services of educational
departments
Other sources
State of Alpha—Facility
planning and control commission
Hospital
Retirement of indebtedness
Addition to physical properties
from Current funds
Plant funds
Cancelled prior year orders
Other changes - net

Total revenues and other
additions

$17,783,460

$

29,089
5,225,737

Endowment
Funds

$ 25,929
7,452

$ 3,682
1,604

Unexpended

Plant Funds
Renewals
Retirement
Net
of
Investment Agency
and
Replacements Indebtednes ness in Plant Funds

$2,541,685

6,902,941

27,944,775

Student
Loan
Funds

$

10,609

19,350

11,921,438

25,301,035

$

465,965

1,331,897
10,220,664
$
45,728,235

37,458,802

2,541,685

43,990

5,286

11,940,788

12,018,526

27

27
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EXHIBIT C (Continued)

Alpha State University Medical Center
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
June 30, 1983
Current Funds
Restricted
Auxiliary
Unrestricted
Other
Enterprises

Expenditures and other deductions
Educational and general expendi
tures
Hospital
Auxiliary enterprise enpendi
tures
Other expenditures
Additions to indebtedness
Retirement of indebtedness
Interest on indebtedness
Refund to State Treasurer
Loan cancellations
Other changes - net

Total expenditures and
other deductions

$16,061,457
28,045,284

Student
Loan
Funds

Endowment
Unexpended
Funds

Plant Funds
Net
Renewals
Retirement
of
Investment
and
Replacements Indebtedness in Plant

$11,949,090
21,712,240
$2,302,375
32,817

$12,240,093

$ 9,903
$465,965
322,832

221,016

44,327,757

Transfers among funds—additions/
deletions*
Mandatory for Principal and interest
726,587*
Loan fund matching
3,256*
Nonmandatory for Capital improvements
670,635*
Renewals and replacements
Total transfers among funds
1,400,478*
Inventory increase/decrease*
Net increase/decrease* for the yeae
Fund balance, July 1, 1982
Fund balance, June 30, 1983
$
-0-

Agency
Funds

33,661,330

62,210*

207,900*
207,900*
3,589,572
553,773
$ 4,143,345

12,240,093

2,335,192

$

24,681*
86,891*
60,658*
58,944
696,947
755,891

9,903

788,79 7

788, 79 7

3,256

878,535
3,256

47,246
731,793
$779,039

5,286
27,122
$32,408

$

878,535

24,681
24,681

579,230
261,155
840,385

14,778
62,995
$77,773

788,797

$

-0-

12,018,526
90,065,596
$102,084,122

27
9,394
$9,421

*Deduct
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APPENDIX IV
BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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EXHIBIT A

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures at June 30, 1982
ASSETS
June 30, 1983

Current Funds

June 30, 1982

Unrestricted:
Cash
$
211,270.03
Petty Cash
24,000.00
State Treasury balance
308,024.88
11,816,335.40
Investments
accounts Receivable
Hospital (after allowance for doubtful
14,665,007.25(1)
accounts:1983:$36.742.851.00 1982:$16,312,006.16)
Medical College Physicians Group(after allowance for
9,388,231.70
doubtful accounts: 1983:$12,366,030.00:
1982: $13,731,437.00)
Area Health Education Centers (after allowance for
doubtful accounts:1983:$562,500.00;1982:$390,000.00) 1,508,453.39
Other Receivables (after allowance for doubtful
accounts: 1983:$ -0-;1982:$-0-)
727,665.15
371,840.84
Interest Receivable
1,362,750.78
Inventories
1,000.00
Prepaid Expense
(2)
Due From Other Funds
2,000.00
Other Assets
Total Unrestricted
$40,386,579.42
Restricted:
Cash
Investments
Accounts Receivable
Interest Receivable
Other Assets
Due From Other Funds
Total Restricted
Total Current Funds
Loan Funds

Cash
Investments
Notes Receivable
Interest Receivable
Deposits Receivable
Total Loan Funds
Endowment Funds

Cash
Investments (Market Value 1983:$5,094,610.33;
1982:$4,543,1o7.98)
Funds Held in Trust
Interest Receivable
Total Endowment Funds

$

947,576.62
1,321,468.38
887,189.88
14,037.47
20,681.46

$ 3,190,953.81
$43,577,533.23

$

16,579,931.99
7,089,097.13

1,362,901.03
907,638.55
357,213.42
1,191,807.47
1,000.00
267,129.20
2,000.00
$41,710,892.18

$

(2)

$

$

$

14,183.67
4,792,429.22

2,029,613.24
52,746.48
$ 6,388,972.61

16,186.92
1,709,946.01
464,574.06
6,952.58
18,803.28

$ 2,216,462.85
$43,927,355.03

666,973,48
494,603.12
5,208,846.26
4,310.07
1,030.00
$ 6,375,762.93
$

(282,597.10)
19,000.00
221,308.55
13,994,461.94

583,874.46
298,588.00
5,057,573.45
2,743.89
1,030.00
$ 5,943,809.80

90,107.32
4,581,397.83

2,019,100.99
___ 36,382.58
$ 6,726,988.72
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures at June 30, 1982
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Current Funds
Unrestricted:
Deposits
Accounts Payable
Deferred Income
Due to Other Funds
General Funds Reserved for:
Working Capital
Service Operations
Gifts-Unrestricted
Fund Balance
Reserve for Uncompensated Leave

Auxiliary Services:
Other Fund Balance
Professional Services

Total Unrestricted
Restricted:
Special Revenue Funds
Accounts Payable/Unearned Income
Due to Other Funds
Fund Balance
Gifts and Grants/Non-Federal
Endowment Income
Scholarships and Awards

Research and Educational Services:
Fund Balance
Total Restricted
Total Current Funds
Loan Funds
Fund Balance
Total Loan Funds

Endowment Funds
Accounts Payable
Due To Other Funds
Quasi Endowment Fund Balance
Fund Balance
Total Endowment Funds

June 30, 1982

June 30, 1983
112,981.51
5,815,760.72(3)
391,455.00
293,621.42(2)
$ 6,613,818.65

$

$

$

$

282,351.83

(4)

288,623.50(5)
12,469,094.24
3,350,132.79(6)
$16,390,202.36
$

92,916.32
5,445,992.78
218,755.00
2,088,512.22
$ 7,846,176.32

106,255.68
17,276,302.73

328,541.30
243,973.99
20,257,184.41

$20,829,699.70
$

99,945.21
12,935,070.95

$40,386,579.42

$41,710,892.18

$

$

53,193.31
321,091.83(2)

118,593.39
259,444.90

879,451.39(7)
849,754.16
73,908.20
$ 2,177,398.89

730,696.04
566,352.65
56,599.21
$ 1,731,686.19

$ 1,013,554.92
$ 3,190,953.81
$43,577,533.23

$
484,776.66
$ 2,216,462.85
$43,927,355.03

$ 6,375,762.93

$ 5,943,809.80

$ 6,375,762.93

$ 5,943,809.80

$

$

(2)
812,622.58(8)
6,076,350.03
$ 6,888,972.61

718,861.70
6,00B,127.02
$ 6,726,988.72
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures at June 30, 1982

ASSETS

Unexpended:
Cash
State Treasury Balance
Investments
Interest Receivable
Due From Other Funds
Total Unexpended
Retirement of Indebtedness:
Cash
Investments
Interest Receivable
Total Retirement
of Indebtedness
Investment In Plant:
Land
Buildings
Work in Progress
Furniture and Equipment
Improvements Other Than Build.
Library Holdings
Total Investment
In Plant
Total Plant Funds

June 30, 1982

June 30, 1983

Plant Funds

152,057.41
107,388.35
7,530,092.71
142,692.50
606,268.22(2)
$ 8,538,499.19

245,446.65
75,089.60
2,976,848.35
101,085.56
2,090,847.06
$ 5,489,317.22

$

$

$

523,159.99

$

390,168.46

$

523,159.99

$

390,168.46

$

384,882.43
60,091,030.32

$

384,882.43
53,035,775.84
6,521,758.00
19,977,964.91
721,475.00
1,307,780.00

21,590,059.74
776,406.17
1,270,050.00(10)
$84,112,428.66

$81,949,636.18

$93,174,087.84

$87,829,121.86

$

97,735.62
65,000.00
_______________

$

32,391.83
143,313.55
368.07

$

$

176,073.45

Agency Funds
Cash
Investments
Accounts Receivable
Total Agency Funds

162,735.62
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
June 30, 1983
With Comparative figures at June 30, 1982
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

June 30, 1983

Plant Funds

June 30, 1982

Unexpended:
Accounts Payable
Fund Balance-Renewal & Replace.
Fund Balance—Other

Total Unexpended
Retirement of Indebtedness:
Fund Balance
Total Retirement
of Indebtedness

$

49,145.56
$
97,216.18
1,249,279.551,222,872.90
7,240,074.08
4,169,228.14

$ 8,538,499.19

$ 5,489,317.22

$

523,159.99

$

390,168.46

$

523,159.99

$

390,168.46

$

1,980.50
2,655,000.00
79,292,655.68

Investment in Plant:

Contracts Payable
Bonds Payable
Net Investment in Plant

$

2,540,000.00
81,572,428.66

Total Investment in Plant

$84,112,428.66

$81,949,636.18

Total Plant Funds

$93,174,087.84

$87,829,121.86

Agency Funds

Student Aid Fund
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Funds
Fund Balance

Total Agency Funds

$

702.74
4,058.81

$

202.34
1,444.76
10,019.14
__164,407.21

162,735.62

$

176,073.45

(2)
157,974.07

$

EXHIBIT A (Continued)
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BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1983
1)

Hospital and Clinics net Patients Accounts Receivables decreased
$1,914,924.74 in Fiscal Year 1982/83 as compared to 1981/82.
Gross Patient Receivables increased by $18,515,920.10 with an offsetting increase in the Reserve for Bad and Doubtful Accounts of
$20,430,844.84.

2)

Interfund borrowings are presented as assets or liabilities of the
appropriate fund.

3)

Patient Credit Balances have been removed form Receivables and are
reported as Accounts Payable.

4)

At June 30th, all Service Operation Accounts were treated as General Fund income and expense items.

5)

Unrestricted Gifts have been reclassified and appear in the Unrestricted - Current Fund Balance Sheet.

6)

Change in accounting for Compensated Absences has been accomplished
with an allocation of Current Fund Unrestricted Fund Balance as of
June 30, 1983.

7)

All Restricted Accounts have been adjusted to reflect income only
to the extent of Expenditures and Transfers.

8)

Quasi-Endowment Funds have been separated for reporting purposes
for the June 30th Balance Sheet.

9)

Fund Balances for Unexpended Plant Funds - Renewal and Replacements
have been separated for reporting purposes for the June 30th Balance Sheet.

TO)

Library holdings decreased as a result of correction for over capitalization during FY 1981/1982.
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EXHIBIT B

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
Current Funds

Unrestricted

Revenues and Other Additions:
Education and General
$
Hospital and Clinics
Auxiliary Services
Service Operations
Interest and Dividend Income
Gifts and Grants
Governmental Grants & Contracts
Gains on Disposition of Inv.
Undistributed Income on Inv.
Additions to Plant From Cur. F,
Plant Funds
State of
Appropr.
Retirement of Indebtedness
Total Revenues and Other Add,

23,564,904.60
28,747,155.22
1,997,149.35
95,274.70
1,251,831.07
159,037.62

$

2,791,302.24
4,149,130.27

28,239,472.90

$ 84,054,825.46

Expenditures and Other Deductions:
47,825,326.40
Education and General
$
Hospital and Clinics
31,191,190.38
Auxiliary Services
2,034,549.01
Service Operations
80,826.88
Notes Charged Off
Retirement of Indebtedness
Additions to Plant From Plant F.
Interest Expense
Adjustments to Physical Prop
Other Deductions
_
Total Expenditures &
Other Deductions
$ 81,131,892.67

Transfers - Additions/(Deductions):
Mandatory Transfers to Loan F.
$
(139,671.00)
Principal & Interest
(253,902.50)
Plant Additions
(798,777.39)
Other Non-Mandatory Transfers
_
133,713.64
Net Increase/(Decrease) for Year $ 1,864,295.54(1)
Fund Balance at Beginning
33,864,715.86
Adjustments to opening Fund Bal,
(1,956,250.63)
Fund Balance at End of Year

Restricted

$ 33,772,760.77

$ 6,940,432.51
$ 5,511,559.28
99,909.32

$ 5,611,468.60
$

(65,737.00)

(192,123.19)
(92,859.61)
$
978,244.11(2)
1,838,424.56

$ 2,816,668.67
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EXHIBIT B (Continued)

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983

Loan Funds

Endowment Funds ________________ Plant Funds
Debt
Unexpended
Retirement

$

$
191,988.09
254,208.45

$

$

377,378. 41
9,615.90

26,826.15

Investment
In Plant
$

81,808.58

(13,724.92)
148,882.66

772,681.31
1,616,032.25

946,381.42

$

446,196.54 $

$

$

161,983.89

$ 1,333,375.73 $

$

$

177,703.48

$

115,000.00

1,425,300.24

41,947.93 ______________

116,980.50
81,808.58 $ 2,505,694.06

167,842.50

225,921.08
______________________ 746.50 _______________

$

219,651.41 $

$ 1,425,300.24 $ 283,589.00 $

$

205,408.00 $

$

$
869,177.10

$

431,953.13 $ 161,983.89
5,943,809.80 6,726,988.72

$ 6,375,762.93 $6,888,972.61

$

253,902.50
121,723.48
(40,854.03)

225,921.08

$

777,252.59 $ 132,991.53 $ 2,279,772.98
5,392,101.04
390,168.46 79,292,655.68
2,320,000.00

$ 8,489,353.63 $ 523,159.99 $81,572,428.66

EXHIBIT B (Continued)
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BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983

Unrestricted Funds

(1)

Fund Balance Change - Cash Basis (Exhibit C)
Difference in Patient Care Accrued Income
and Cash Received
Hospital Accounts
Medical College Physicians Group
Change in Accrued Interest Income
Change in Uncollected Reimbursement to Expend
Fund Balances Change-Accrual Basis (Exhibit B)

Restricted Funds

(2)

Income for Exhibit C (Cash Basis) was limited to
the amount expanded.
The increase of $978,244.11
in Fund Balance represents current fiscal year
growth not reported as income or expenditure.

$ 1,895,412.81

(2,289,153.21)
2,462,674.05
14,627.42
(219,265.53)
$ 1,864,295.54

EXHIBIT C

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures at June 30, 1982

Revenues:
Educational and General
Student Tuition and Fees
State of
*
Appropriations

Governmental Grants & Contracts
Gifts and Private Grants
Sales and Services of Educational

Departments
Organized Activities Related to

Educational Departments

Other Sources
Total Educational & General
Hospital and Clinics

Auxiliary Services
Total Revenues

Expenditures:
Educational and General
Instruction

Unrestricted
$

2,228,117.43
28,239,472.90
148,331.24

$

$

4,206,132.49
1,756,055.91

1981-82
Total

Total
2,228,117.43

28,239,472.90
4,206,132.49
1,904,387.15

$

1,972,631.82
27,255,607.12
4,633,827.12
1,950,699.12

694,494.47

694,494.47

588,500.11

18,322,689.27
_ 1,324,104.94
$ 50,957,210.25
31,036,308.43
_ 1,997,149.35
$ 83,990,668.03

$ 5,962,188.40

18,322,689.27
1,324,104.94
$ 56,919,398.65
31,036,308.43
1,997,149.35
$ 89,952,856.43

14,780,991.82
1,318,484.15
$ 52,500,741.26
29,905,776.74
1,609,538.57
$ 84,016,056.57

$ 1,557,859.93

$ 33,447,199.22

$32,108,646.64

645,802.30
33,287.58
25,047.25
9,831.46

645,802.30
1,291,086.01
187,664.13
8,576,955.21
5,872,287.25
205,539.66
$ 53,336,885.68

$ 31,889,339.29
26,252.55
1,257,798.43
162,616.88
8,567,123.75
5,872,287.25
49,908.25
$ 47,825,326.40

$ 5,962,188.40

3,084,099.35

155,631.41
$ 5,511,559.28

3,110,351.90

3,066,738.26
1,679,382.52
1,217,686.38
122,848.92
8,505,318.38
5,733,043.53
202,351.60
$ 52,636,016.23
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Research
Public Service
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance of Plant
Scholarships & Fellowships
Total Educational & General

1982-83
Restricted

EXHIBIT C (Continued)

BETA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND OTHER CHANGES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures at June 30, 1982

1982-83
Restricted

Unrestricted

1981-82
Total

Total

Expenditures - Continued:

Hospital and Clinics
Auxiliary Services
Total Expenditures
Transfers: Additions/(Deductions)

Mandatory Transfers to Loan Funds
Mandatory Transfers for Principal

$ 31,191,190.38
2,034,549.01
$ 81,051,065.79
$

99,909.32

$ 5,611,468.60
$

(65,737.00)

$31,291,099.70
2,034,549.01
$86,662,534.39
$

(253,902.50)

and Interest

Non-Mandatory Transfers for
Plant Additions
Other Non-Mandatory Transfers
Total Transfers

(139,671.00)

$

(784,329.57)
133,713.64
$ (1,044,189.43)
$

Net Increase/(Decrease) for the Year $

1,895,412.81

$
$

(192,123.19)

(92,859.61)
(350,719.80)

$___________ __

(205,408.00)

$ 27,757,849.90
1,639,985.76
$ 82,033,851.89
$

(159,630.98)

(253,902.50)

(262,375.92)

(976,452.76)
40,854.03
$(1,394,909.23)

$ (2,246,483.77)
$ (2,668,490.67)

$ 1,895,412.81

$

$

(686,285.99)
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EXHIBIT A

As of

As of
June, 1902
$ 1,146,435
1,500,000

16,702,010
25,9711
42 7
-01,872,512
61,907
13,523
-01,004,447
100,000

$22,507,319
$

625,061
91,929
1,362,154
-0.
-0123,061
1,084,447
-0-

3,288,252
22,092
57,296
-0-

79,388
3,367,640
19,139,679

$__________

$22,507,319

COMPARATIVE BALANCE SHEET
GENERAL FUND
June, 1903

ASSETS

Cash on hand and in bank
Certificates of Deposlt
Patient Accounts Receivable, Tess allowances for contractual adjustments,
bad debt and free care NOTE 0
Due from Parchman-Guard Service
Due from Employees-Uniforms
Due from Medicare/Medicaid
Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Accounts Receivable-Other
Accounts Receivable-State Appropriation
Due from Plant Fund
Due from CCS
IDEAL GENERAL FUND ASSETS
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Salaries and wages payable

Accrued F
ICA and State Retirement
Vouchers Payable
Sales lax Payable
Reserve for Prior Year Encumbrances
Accrued Accounts Payable
Accrued Vacation Liability
Reserve for Unemployment Tax
SUBTOTAL

Due to other Agencies:
Vocational RehabiIitation
CCS
Medicare
TOTAL DUE TO OTHER AGENCIES

TOTAL LIABILITIES
General Fund Capital
IDEAL GENERAL FUND LIABILITIES AND CAP1TA1

As of
June, 1903

$ 2,496,273
-0-

18,249,700
32,294
1,443
250,000
1,074,514
201,943
753.
-0-0-0-

$23,106,928
$

728,120
106,413
747,104
-0-0130,111
-0■ -0-

As of
May, 1903

$(

78,720)
-0-

18,611,490
21,825
427
-01,056,426
35,780
753
-01,084,447
-0-

$21,532,428
$

573,034
04,100
341,596
3,184
-0-01,004,447
-0-

1,711,828

2,086,361

51,952
-0-0-

54,230
-0-0-

51,952

54,230

1,763,7(10

2,140,591

21,343,148

19,391,037

$23,106,920

$21,532,428
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GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

EXHIBIT B

MONTH OF June

Actual
1982

Budget
1983

Actual
1903

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

YEAR-TO-DATE

STATEMENT Of REVENUE ANO EXPENSE
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING June 30, 1903

Actual
1983

Budget
1983

Actual
1902

$24,934,213
59,710,491
9,421,701
3,631,781

$ 24,578,674
56,853,518
9,277,617
4,153,842

$21,764,111
50,012,969
8,165,568
3,651,899

97,698,186

94,863,651

83,592,547

(52,756,515

(45,534,552

(36,664,853)

44,941,671

49,329,099

46,927,694

14,343,454
699,586
-01,450,586

14,561,882
762,884
-01,558,968

14,034,316
683,347
-01,271,557

REVENUE
Gross patient revenues:
Inpatient rooms
Inpatient and ancillary
Outpatient
Emergency

2,028,570
4,722,459
770,629
515,052

$2,035,150
4,715,486
840,967
323,284

7,102,272

7,866,670

7,914,887

921,440

( 3,776,001

( 3,539,559

8,025,712

4,090,669

4,375,328

1,319,545
49,477
-0155,970

1,092,141
65,574
-0129,916

1,055,756
55,665
-0(
60,607

1,524,992

1,285,651

1,048,794

TOTAL OTHER REVENUES

16,493,626

16,883,734

15,989,220

9,548,704

5, 576, 300

5,424,122

TOTAL REVENUES

61,435,297

66,212,835

62,916,914

1,168,645
1,457,855
201,290
206,437
1,185,105
1,606,030
525,556
( 520,616

1,125,781
1,393,107
261,441
222,272
1,075,407
797,760
267,648
585,052

1,145,955
1,212,491
225,688
185,220
906,451
580,199
455,568
( 1,118,759

13,520,486
17,016,143
2,896,942
2,352,945
13,260,397
3,668,626
3,399,696
3,116,593

13,649,019
17,889,439
3,094,596
2,517,631
13,745,393
7,564,961
3,211,770
4,620,384

13,354,150
14,933,765
2,535,661
2,707,735
12,136,880
4,981,182
3,159,850
2,858,020

5,620,500

5,524,448

3,472,811

59,231,828

66,293,193

56,667,223

$ 5,928,404

$148,148

$1,853,591
4,276,527
657,172
315,382

$

$

1,951,311

Less deductions from patient revenue for contractual adjustments,
doubtful accounts and free care
NET PATIENT REVENUES

Other revenues:
Appropriation from the State of
Cafeteria
Interest Income on Investment
Other

Operating Expenses:
Inpatient Nursing Service
Professional Patient Services
Ambulatory Patient Services
Instruction
Patient and General Support Service
"Operational Services
Institutional Services
Physical Plant
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER EXPENSES
30,838

for current month, $

448,422

2,203,469

$

(80,360)

for year-to-date, and $

$

898,823

6,249,691
for
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Operational Services Includes equipment purchase of $
previous year-to-date.

$

EXHIBIT B (Continued)

MONTH OF June

Actual
1902

Budget
1983

Actual
1903

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

YEAR-TO-DATE

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING June 30, 1983

Budget
1983

Actual
1903

Actual
1902

Adjustments to Revenues Over Expenses to Conform with Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles

$ 3,920,404
06,910
1 ,220,020

$(

148,148)
190,900)
41,667

$

3 5,061,514

3(

297,381

$

(

(

1,951,311
190,900)
30,830

Excess of Revenue Over Expenses (from Page I)
Less: Depreciation Expense
Add:
Capital Expenditures

$

2,203,469
( 2,290,800)
440,422

1,791,249

Adjusted Excess of Revenue Over Expenses

$

361,091

Depreciation expense which Is not
amount to:

Included In the general

Month
BuiIdlng
Equipment

TOTAL

3

67,160
123,732

3 190,900

3(

$

3( 1,871,157

$

00,360
( 2,290,800)
500,003

6,249,691
( 1,042,920)
2,110,843
7,325,614

fund

YTD

3

806,016
1,484,704

32,290,800
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EXHIBIT C

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

state

men t

of

cash

re ce ipt s

a nd

dis bur semen ts

Month Ended June 30, 1983

Month Ended
June 30, 1983

Net receipts from operations
Collections on accounts receivable, net of
$
returned checks------- ----------------- —---------------------Cafeteria receipts, net of sales tax———
(
Housekeeping al location—
——----------------Other receipts---------------------------------- —
—————
(
Interest Income from Investment————-------Credits to Expense and other Accounts Receivable
Retroactive Adjustment Received from Intermed
Redemption of Investments or Assets——----- ——
TOTAL FROM OPERATIONS

$

Fiscal YTD
June 30, 1983

Previous FYTD
June 30, 1982

4,561,985
56,101
131,566)
76,631
17,106)
29,843
102,549
201,039

$

44,563,523
734,252
683,1 71
676,528
46,757
295,136
171,174
1,835,970

$

4,879,476

$

49,006,516

$

TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS

160,418
5,363,783
-047,918,544

14,343,454

1,055,736

State appropriation-

40,260,043
720,368
739,327
674,605

14,034,316

$

5,935,212

$

63,349,970

$

61,952,860

$

2,328,408
326,588
39,980

$

28,735,823
4,455,564
865,117

$

28,130,961
4,301,509
824,707

Disbursements:

Cash payments for payrolI:
Gross payrolls, net of cancelled payrolI ch
Fringe benefits -FICA & Retirement——————
-Health & Life Insurance——

2,694,976

Total DIsbursements for Payr.
Payments to vendors—-—--------- ------------ —-------------investment or Asset Acquisition—
Payment to Intermediary for retroactive adjust
Patient Refunds--------- --------- -------------------------------------------

Intra-instututIonaI disbursement:
To Medical Center Service Area:
Medical Center Allocation
Storer oom
——------———
Computer Services———
Physical Plant——————
Printing——————
Bookstore—------Employee Health Service—
Telephone———
——
Learning Resources-————
Instrumention Lab——
Continuing Health Prof. Ed

$

1,022,729
—0—
-089,459

$
(

(

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL INTRA-INSTITUTIONAL

$(

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS

$
$

IN CASH BALANCE

(

ASH BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD
ASH BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD

(651,111)
26,333”
12,079)
43,926
14,151
3,068
-033,732
61 1
—0—
—0—
541,369)

55,603
-0-038,813

ProfessionaI Fees—
———— -—Organ Procurement & ImmunopathoIogicaI Fees
Lab Routine Cultures———
———
Other—— ------------ ———————-------------------

NET CHANCE

34,056,504

$

$

446,953)

$

14,347,923
1,716,131
58,558
-0-

5,427,308
3,463,464
1,088,482
133,720
169,140
28,036
-0326,744
7,732
—0—
2,700

$

4,388,977
3,372,408
1,128,372
90,147
121,501
29,283
-0294,709
12,532
-0410

10,647,326

9,938,339

655,334
—0 —
-0362,229

515,794
-060
235,412

$

11 ,665,389

3,360,211

$

62,000,132

2,575,001

$

1 ,349,833

78,723)

2,496,273

$

33,257,177

14,999,630
366,443
-0912,166

$

10,690,105

60,069,994

$

1,882,866

1,146,435

(

2,496,273

$

Year-end storeroom closure to the Hospital.
**Includesstoreroom charges of $265,067.3 and storeroom adjustment of $238,735.18
***Final ear-end adjustment of allocations by Medical Canter.

736,431:

1 ,146,435
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EXHIBIT D

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN GENERAL FUND CAPITAL
Month Ending
June, 1983

General Fund capital at beginning of period

Excess of Revenues over expenses—See Exhibit B

General Fund Capital at the end of the period

See notes to financial statements.

$

19,391,837

1,951,311

21,34

148

-------- <,--------Fiscal Year-toDate June, 1983

$

19,139,679

2,203 ,469

21,343,148

EXHIBIT A
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1983
WITH COMPARATIVE FIGURES AT JUNE 30,1982

LIABILITIES

ASSETS

June 30, 1983

$ 4,278,632.36
1,179,752.16
563.587.93
79,794.09
1,856,496.30

—
7,510,130.09

7,958,262,84

June 30, 1982

Accrued Wages
Accounts Payable
Other Accrued Expenses
Accrued Vacation Liability
Deferred Student Fees
Fund Balances:
Allocated for Encumbrances and
Contingencies
Unallocated
Total Uhrestricted-Educational and General

$

267,226.99
899.230.13
2,122,217.36
-0931.076.00

$

236,478.76
1,019,793.18
1,648,327.08
1,850, 369.50
964,660.18

139,505.37
3,150,874.24

350,339.25
1,888,294.89

7,510,130.09

7,958,262.84

834,533.05
877,295.24
- 51,951.61
-0-

717,790.50
1,486,014.37
79,388.11
1,084,447.28

558,431.02
20,784,716.81

421,902.20
18,717,776.70

23,106,927,73

22,507,319.16

Unrestricted - Hospital

Unrestricted - Hospital
Cash and Temporary Investments
2,496,272.80
Accounts Receivable (Leas Allowance
for Doubtful Accounts of $43,966,996.20
In 1983 and $34,923,711.03 in 1982) 18,534,197.81
Inventories
1,874.513.85
Prepaid Expenditures
201,943.27
-0Due from Plant Fund
23,106,927.73

2,645,935,20

16,841,938.80
1,872,512.88
62,487.00
1,084,447.28
22,507,319.16

Accrued Wages
Accounts Payable
Other Accrued Expenses
Accrued Vacation Liability
Fund Balances:
Allocated for Encumbrances
Unallocated
Total Unrestricted - Hospital

Unrestricted - Auxiliary Enterprises

Unrestricted - Auxiliary Enterprises
2,702.62

3,125.00

19,351.86
222,977.44
3,770.73
-0-

15,557.32
182,854.70
582.54
48,842.80

—

—--------------------200,962.36

248.802.75

Outstanding Checks In Excess of
Bank Balance
Accrued Wages
Accounts Payable
Other Accrued Expenses
Accrued Vacation Liability
Deferred Credits
Due to Other Units
Fund Balance
Total Unrestricted-Auxiliary Enterprises

-0211.078.61
21,583.20
19,715.00
60,030.78
62,691.86
2,400.00
5,116.51
-048,842.80
18,499.51
-015,000.00
-0____ 131,289.26 (_____ 96,482. 42)

248,802.75

250,962.36
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Total Unrestricted-Auxiliary Enterprises

June 30, 1983

Unrestricted - Educational and General

Cash and Temporary Investments
$ 5,485,698,10
Accounts Receivable (Less Allowance
for Doubtful Account of $68,874.73
1,386,403.88
In 1983 and $58,878.90 in 1982)
Inventories
558,148.25
Prepaid Expenditures
79,879.86
Due from Plant Fund
-0-

Cash and Temporary Investments
Accounts Receivable (Leas Allowance
for Doubtful Accounts of $492.77
in 1983)
Inventories
Prepaid Expenditures
Due from Plant Fund

BALANCES

CURRENT FUNDS:

Unrestricted - Educational and General

Total Unrestrlcted - Hospital

FUND

June 30, 1982

CURRENT FUNDS:

Total Unrestricted-Educational and General

AND

EXHIBIT A (Continued)
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1983
WITH COMPARATIVE FIGURES AT JUNE 30, 1982

LIABILITIES

ASSETS

June 30, 1983

FUND

Juneune 30, 1982

Designated Funds:

Cash and Temporary Investments
Accounts Receivable
Due from Plant Fund

AND

BALANCES

June 30, 1983

Jume 30, 1982

*

*

Designated Funds:

* 1,502,378.25
125,395.00
15,000.00

$ 1,339,389.41
406,966.24
-0-

1.642,773.25

1,746,355.65

Total Designated Funds

Accounts Payable
Fund Balances:
Allocated for Encumbrances
Unallocated
Total Designated Funds

288,315.87

382,915.40

154,706.43
1,199,750.95

132,182.80
1,231,257.45

1,642,773.25

1,746,355.65

123,765.96
24,936.83

333,988.32
34,617.47

219,756.21
1,024,420.87

345,564.67
470,515.68

Restricted Funds:

Restricted Funds:

Accounts Payable
Due to loan Fund
Fund Balances:
Allocated for Encumbrances
Unallocated

1,139,441.67
253,438.2U
-0-

384,836.68
617,192.27
182,657.19

Total Restricted Funds

1,392,879.87

1,184,686.14

Total Restricted Funds

1,392,879.87

1,184,686.14

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS

$33,901,513.69

*33,647,586.15

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS

*33,901,513.69

*33,647,586.15

*

$

Cash and Temporary Investments
Accounts Receivable
Due from Plant Fund

LOAN FUNDS:

LOAN FUNDS:
Cash and Temporary Investments
Accounts Receivable
Notes Receivable:
Federal Student loans (loss
Allowance for Doubtful
Accounts of $209,905.64
In 1983 and *205.004.88 In 1982)
University Student loans (Less
Allowance for Doubtful
Accounts of *49. 381.00 In 1983
and *43. 120.90 In 1982)
Due from Other Funds

80,913.81
5,000.00

$

199,234.04
90.00

3,722,067.13

3,403,452. 17

286,970.41
24,936.83

284,195. 92
34,617.47

* 4,119,888.18

$ 3,921,569.60

Interest Payable
U.S. Gov't. Grant - Refundable
Fund Balances:
Federal Student loan Fund
University Student loan Fund

TOTAL LOAN FUNDS

1,201.76
98,248.41

1,462.29
131,970.63

3,702,525.73
317,912.28

3,473,895.21
314,261.47

* 4,119,888.18

* 3,921,589.60
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TOTAL LOAN FUNDS

*

EXHIBIT A (Continued)

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1983
WITH COMPARATIVE FIGURES AT JUNE 30,

LIABILITIES

ASSETS

June 30, 1983

June 30,

$

$ 1,059,794.27

$

-010,312.95

972,758.28

$

300,049.57
759,744.70

$

270,840.84
701,915.44

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS

$ 1,059,794.27

$

972,758.28

$

559,369.14
2, 119,843.45
-0-

$ 1,201,812.11
5,201.027.08
182,657.19

2,679,212.59

8,585,496.38

Accounts Payable
Due to Other Funds
Fund Balances:
State Building Commission Funds
University Funds

$

$

Total Unexpended Plant Funds

31,077.90
-0-

-0-

182,657.19

2,119,843.56
528.291.24

5,201,027.08
1,201,812.11

2,679,212.59

6,585,496.38

139,928. 10

123,378.94

139,928.10

123,378.94

237,720.25

207,740.38

237,720.25

207,740.36

Renewals and Replacements:
34,004.01
89,374. 93

3.10
139,925.00
139,928.10

'

123,378. 94

Fund Balance
Total Renewals and Replacements
Retirement of Indebtedness:

2.28
237,717.97

1.78
207,738.60

237,720,25

_____ 207,740.36

Fund Balance
Total Retirement of Indebtedness

291

Total Retirement of Indebtedness

Fund Balances:
Endowment Funds Restricted
Quasi-Endowment Funds Restricted

Unexpended:

Retirement of indebtedness:

Cash
Investments

June 30, 1982

PLANT FUNDS:

Renewals and Replacements:

Total Renewals and Replacements

June 30, 1983

843.863.06
18.330.27
250.00

Unexpended:

Cash
Investments

BALANCES

100,000.00

PLANT FUNDS:

Total Unexpended Plant Funds

FUND

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS:

$
9,928.48
Cash and Temporary Investments
Cash Held by Trustee
20,000.00
Investments Held by Trustee (Market
Value 1983, $72,588.24: 1982, $93,900.00)
74,778.24
Investments (Market Value 1983, $939,069.90;
940,343.31
1982, $844,018.99)
14,496.24
Accrued Interest Receivable
250. 00
Notes Receivable

Cash and Temporary Investments
Stale Building Commlsslon Receivable
Accounts Receivable

AND

1982

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS:

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS

1982

EXHIBIT A (Continued)
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
JUNE 30, 1983
WITH COMPARATIVE FIGURES AT JUNE 30, 1982

ASSETS

LIABILITIES

June 30, 1983

FUND

June 30, 1982

BALANCES

June 30, 1983

June 30, 1982

Investment in Plant:

Investment in Plant:

Land
Buildings
Building Improvements
Imrpovements Other than Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Library Books
Construction In Progress
Provision for Accrued Vacatlon

AND

$

79,133. 10
59,402,923.73
758,305.63
712,025.89
32,209,493.67
3,240,096.79
124,402.00
-0-

$

79,133.10
58,075,089.12
652,113.23
521,839.65
28,594,199.68
2,928,514.50
117,566.94
2,983,659.58

Due to Other Units
Notos Payable
Bonds Payable
Net Investment in Plant

9

-0199,331.70
1,472,000.00
94,855,049.11

9 2,983,659.58
-01,553,000.00
87,415,456.22

Total Investment in Plant

96,526,380.81

91,952,115.80

Total Investment in Plant

96,526,380.81

91,952,115.80

TOTAL PLANT FUNDS

$99,583,241.75

998,868,731.48

TOTAL PLANT FUNDS

999.583.241.75

998,868,731.48

9

9

AGENCY FUNDS:

AGENCY FUNDS:
Temporary Investments
Due from Depositors

TOTAL AGENCY FUNDS

897,605.70
115,969.11

9 1,132,702.40
0-

$ 1,613,574.01

$ 1,137,783 49

$

Accounts Payable
Due to Depositors
TOTAL AGENCY FUNDS

83, 109.07
930,465.74

9 1,013,574.81

72,597.73
1,060,104.67

1,132,702.40
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EXHIBIT B
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30. 1983

Educational
And General

Current
Hospital

Funds

Auxiliary

Restricted

Designated:

REVENUE AND OTHER ADDITIONS

Current Fund Revenues
State Appropriations
Gifts end Other Grants
Interest Income
Investment Income
Building Commission Awards
Reduction of Liability to Loan Funds
Retirement of Indebtedness
Acquisition of Plant Facilities
Excess of Revenues over Expenditures
Total Revenues and Other Additions

$ 5.236.197.72
29,646,281.00

$47,091,843.00
14,343,454.00
$

$2,616,435.12

$1,644,814.07

$ 8,013,363.74

9,680.64

418,416.09
34, 882,478.72

61,435,297.00

2,616,435.12

1,644.814.07

8,441,460.47

33,210,406.08

59,096,787.07

2,498.453.39

1,537,216.64

8,026,504.98

28,611.01
335,464.71

8,875.00
126,166.00

33,574,481.80

59,231,828.07

2,388,663.44

1,307,996.92

2,203,468.93

227,771.68

EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS

Current Fund Expenditures
Loan Fund Expenses
Endowment Fund Expenses
Reduction in Building Commission Awards
Expended for Building Commission Projects
Expended for University Projects
Reduction of Plant Facilities
Capitalisation of Construction in Progress
Notes Payable - Capital Leases
Principal and Interest Cancelled
Retirement of indebtedness
Interest on Indebtedness
Trustee Fees
Loss on Sale of Investments
TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS
Mandatory
Non-Mandatory

Total Expenditures and Transfer
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) FOR THE YEAR

1,982,382.69

19,139,678.90

$ 3,290,379.61

$21,343,147.83

96,482.42)

(
$

131 ,289. 26

1,653,796.94
(

8,982.87)

(

2,120.83
15,262.07)

8,013,363.74

428,096.73

1,363,440.25

___ 816,080.35

$1,354.457.38

$ 1,244,177.09
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FUND BALANCE - JULY 1, 1882
FUND BALANCE - JUNE 30, 1983

6,966.29
109,614.01

55,902.52
165,692.47)

(

EXHIBIT B (Continued)
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983
Loan Funds

$

216,583.23
53,088.69

Endowment and
Similar Funds

$

Unexpended

$

14,791.44

____ Plant
Renewals and
Replacements

1,488,330.25

$ 29,983.78

55,438.89

269,651.92

41,149.45

1,631,717.79

108,069.15

284.48

16,549.16

20,695.18

37,370.59

21,031.16

232,281.33

87,037.99

$

81,008.00
9,306, 141.18

9,387, 141. 18

1,630,649.65
117,566.94
199.331.70

30,000.00
25,335.00
107.78

51.50

23,460.00)
1,174.75)

85,422.67

319,911.35
4,249,602.53
1,194,567.24

20,855.89

(
(

Investment
In Plant

143,387.54

$16,949. 16

93,277.71

Funds_____
Retirement of
Indebtedness

(

377,658.83)

5,386,422.29
( 3,754,704.50)

-0-

16,549.16

55,442.78

1,947,548.29

29,979.89

7,439,592.89

972,756.28

6,402,839.19

123,378.94

207,740.36

87,415,456.22

$1,059,794.27

$2,648,134.69

$139,928.10

$237,720. 25

$94,855,049.11
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3,788,156.68

$4,020.438.01

EXHIBIT C
GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983

General
Funds

Hospital

Auxiliary
Enterprise
Funds

Designated
Funds

Subtotal
Unrestricted

Restricted
Funds

6/30/83
Current
Funds

6/30/82
Current
Funds

REVENUES:
$ 2,807,606.20
$ 2,807,606.20 $ 2,021,565.69
Tuition and Fees
2,807,606.20
42,540,603.00
43,989,735.00
State of ”
Appropriation
29,646,281.00 $14,343,454.00
43,989.735.00
6,825,510.19
$5,305.540.24
Federal Grants and Contracts
5,305,540.24
510,685.13
397,499.63
State Grants and Contracts
510,685.13
Private Gifts, Granta and Contracts
3,142,889.86
$1,644,814.07
1,644,814.07 2,197,138.37
3,841,952.44
Sales & ServIces-Famlly Medicine
505,799.74
365,722.53
505,799.74
505,799.74
366,246.00
366,246.00
260,963.00
Sales & Services-Dental Clinic
366,246.00
Patient Income
44, 941.671.00
44,941,671.00
44,941.671.00
46,927,694.14
Other Income
1,556,545.78
2,150,172.00
3,706,717.78
3,706,717.78
3,048.713.58
22,616,435.12
Auxiliary Activities
2,616,435.12
2,616,435.12
3,005,413.42

TOTAL REVENUES

$34.882,478.72 $61,435,297.00 $2,616,435.12 21,644,814.07 $100,579,024,91 $8,013,363.74 $108,592,368.65 $108,536,575.04

EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS:

Instruction
Academic Support
Student Services
Institutional Support
Operation & Maintenance of
Physical Plant
Public Service
Research
Clinics
Medical Practice Plan
Scholarships and Fellowships
Hospital Services
Auxiliary Activities
Total Expenditures

$25,234,859.58 $ 2,352,944.00
3,488,453.62
69,009.04
1,808,853.92
3,399,696.00
2,609,229.92

$

3,116,592.93

50,227,553.24

2,744.73 $ 27.590.549.21 $1,405,467.08 $ 28.996.016.29 $ 28,928.581.59
3,631,044.07
3,145.095.09
17,492. 37
3,505,945.99
125,098.08
126.539.88
99,877.63
240.772.81
168.886.67
71,886.14
241,171.65
5,449,721.57
97.36
5,449,818.93
4,880,990.92
37,818.12
29,876.78
488,056.80
620,178.56

5,725,822.85
37,818.12
29,876.78
488,056.80
620,178.56

50.227,553.24
2,498,453.39

$2,498,453.39

857,070.39
4,663,451.81
. 296,007.90

607,426.22

5,725,822.85
894,888.51
4,693,328.59
784,064.70
620,178.56
607,426.22
50,227,553.24
2,498,453.39

5,777,365.23
681,638.19
5,322,428.41
682,929.52
542,165.96
424,171.96
46,829,317.67
3,009,070.49

33,210,406.08

59,096,787.07

2,498,453.39

1,537,216.64

96,342,863.18

9,026,504.98

104,369,368.16

100,350,294.91

23,460.00
5.151.01

8,875.00

1,272.52
54,630.00

6,966.29

23,460.00
22,264.82
54,630.00

2,120.83

23,460.00
24, 385.65
54,630.00

31,137.00

55,902.52

6,966.29

100,354.82

2,120.83

102,475.65

65,137.00

Mandatory Transfers:

Total Mandatory Transfers

28,611.01

8,875.00

34,000.00
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Loan Fund Matching
Transfer Plant Fund-Capital Lease
Transfer io Retire Debt
Transfer for Repair & Maintenance

EXHIBIT C (Continued)

GAMMA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUND REVENUES. EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1983

General
Funds

Auxiliary
Enterprise
Funds

Hospital

Designated
Funds

Subtotal
Unrestricted

6/30/82
Current
Funds

6/30/83
Current
Funds

Restricted
Funds

EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS:

Non-Mandatory Transfers:

Loan Fund Matching
Transfer Flint Fund Capital Outlay
Transfer Indirect Costa
Batablish Neuro-Anglo Project
Transfer to Retire Debt
Transfer to Plant Fund
Transfer from Restricted Funds
Transfer of Earnings from
Endowment
Transfer to Endowment
Transfer from Endowment
Transfer from Plant Fund
to Auxiliary
Repair and Maintenance Women's Dormitory
Covsr Student Housing Deficit

$

1,000.00
86.53 $
334,378. 10

14,699.00
111,467.00

$
($

190,067.47)4
32,375.00

136,310.71)

(

251,183.06
195.90)

(

5,062.46)4

1,000.00
14,785.53
-0111,467.00
32,375.00
251,183.08
195.90) $

5,062.46)
(

$

195.90
10,498.30)4
100,050.00
105,009.67)4

1,000.00
14,785.53 $
-0111,467.00
32,375.00
251,183.08
-0-

1,120,507.59

10,033.00
51,112.05
87,913.16

15,560.76)
100,050.00
105,009.67)4

141,451.89
11,775.00)

4

2,371.69)

4

5,000.00
476,000.00)

Total Non-Mandatory Transfers

335,664.71

126,166.00 (

165,692.47)

109,614.01

405,552.25 (

15,262.07)

390,290.18

939,871.02

Total Transfers

364,075.72

135,041.00 (

109.709.95)

116,580.30

505,907.07 (

13,141.24)

492,765.03

1,005,008.02

TOTAL EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS $33,574,481,00 $59,231,020.07 $2,300,663.44 $1,653,796.94 $ 96,048,770.25 $8,013,363.74 $104,862,133.09 $101,355,302.93

REVENUES OVER
EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS

$ 1,307,996.92 $7,203,408.93 $

227,771.68

8,982.87) $

3,730,254.66 $

-0-

$

3,730,254.00 $

7,181.272.11
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APPENDIX VI

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL
CENTER FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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EXHIBIT A

KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
Source and Application of funds
October 1, 1982 - September 30, 1983
$ 6,202,993.95

Cash Balance, October 1, 1982
Source of Funds:
$ 158,048.22
Increase in Current Liabilities
220,928.73
Increase in Prepaid and Deferred Items
6,294,854.00
Depreciation
2,428,617.00
Prior Year Adjustment
7,929,120.70
Year to Date Operation

$23,234,562.60

Total Funds Available
Application of Funds:
Increase in Accounts Receivable
Decrease in Accounts Payable
Increase in Inventories
Transfer to Plant Funds
Funded Depreciation
Principal Payments:
Mortgage
Revenue Bonds
Cash Balance, September 30, 1983

17,031,568.65

$9,508,995.54
64,694.70
104,925.87
1,200,000.00
6,294,854.00

61,290.24
849,584.19

18,084,344.54

5 5.150,218.06

EXHIBIT B
KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
compara

tive

balan ce

she et

ASSETS

1983

SEPTEMBER 30,
1982

INCREASE
(DECREASE)

CASH AND SECURITIES

.5, 150,218.06

6,202,993.95

1,052,775.89

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

31,466,4l 7.49

21,957,421.95

9,508,995.54

1,281,888.35

1 , 176,962.48

104,925.87

37,898,523.90

29,337,378.38

8,561,145.52

INVENTORIES

TOTAL

LIABILITES AND FUND BALANCE
LIABILITIES

3,734,807.20

3,641,453.68

93,353.52

DEFFRRED income

1,083,811.12

862,882.39

220,928.73

FUND BALANCE

33,079,905.58

24,833,042.31

8,246,863.27

TOTAL

37,898,523.90

29,337,378.38

8,561,145.52
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EXHIBIT B (Continued)
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Kappa State University Hospital
Balance Sheet as of September 30, 1983

ASSETS
Cash and Securities:
Office Cash Fund
Cash & Securities
City National Bank—Patient Refunds

Accounts Receivable:
Discharged Patients
Private
Blue Cross
Commercial Insurance
Zeta Hospital
Medicare
Medicaid
Per Diem
Other Insurance
No Insurance
Non-Resident
Total Discharged Patients
In-house Patients
Other—Net:
5.21Check Clearing
108.40Insurance Clearing
2,545.31
Return Checks
Cash Payments Unapplied 141,252.89Accounts Receivable
1,206.23
Clear I
528.85Patient Refunds

Less:
Reserve for Doubtful Accounts
Reserve for Bad Checks
Retroactive Cost Adjustments:
Blue Cross Retroactive
1,416,288.31
Cost
Medicare Retroactive
2,317, 869.00
Cost
Inventories:
Pharmacy
Stores
Postage
Bio-Med Elect

TOTAL ASSETS

7,780.00
5,141,438.06
1,000.00

5,150,218.06

7,125,887.57
2,329,061.60
5,529,732.37
104,883.24
5,650,350.20
3,076,401.25
772,793.61
1,311,973.10
3,898,608.99
5,864,755.48
35,664,447.41
5,880,453.72
41,544,901.13

138,143.8141,406,757.32

13,666,359.39
8,137.75
27,732,260.18

3,734,157.31

632,015.13
571,372.70
4,000.00
74,500.52

32,748.305.84

37,898,523.90

EXHIBIT B (Continued)
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Kappa State University Hospital
Balance Sheet as of September 30, 1983
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE

Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Accrued Payroll
Accrued Sales Tax
Health Services Foundation
Credit Balance Account Receivable

1,544,531.84
1,795,867.14
193.84
343,063.90
51,150.48

Prepaid and Deferred Items:
Investigation Drug Fund
Hospital Chaplaincy Fund
Drug Information Service
Blue Cross Advance Payment Deposit

16,493.99
5,494.13
10,823.00
1,051,000.00

Fund Balance, October 1,

1982

Deduct:
Equipment Purchases
Principal Payment on Mortgages
Med Ctr Fac Bond 1976 Series
Principal pay-revenue Bd-Series A
Add:
Prior Year Adjustment
Excess of Income Over Expense

1,083,811.12

24,833,042.31
1,200,000.00
61,290.24
815,000.04
34,584.15
2,428,617.007,929,120.70

Total Liabilities and Fund Balance

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AGED
1 to 30 days

14,567,303.20

31 to 60 days

8,639,415.56

61 to 90 days

4,690,351.22

91 to 120 days

3,481,243.64

Over 120 days

4,286,133.79

Total Accounts Receivable

3,734,807.20

35,664,447.41

33,079,905.58

37,898,523.90

EXHIBIT C

Kappa State University Hospital
Operating Statement
1983

Month of September
7.
1982

15,514,140.97
3,937,563.02
11,576,577.95
259,345.54
11,835,923.49
889,382.24
1,041,617.07

84.0
1.9
85.9
6.5
7.6

15,174,054.79
1,418,409.97
13,755,644.82
178,401.80
13,934,046.62
849,325.57
488,953.75

13,766,922.80

100.0

15,272,325.94

976,327.29
519,134.13
665,673.98
7,599,410.74
179,823.24
307,114.42
398,267.07
165,757.57
875,095.11
557,670.35
369,427.78

7.7
4.1
5.3
60.4
1.4
2.4
3.2
1.3
6.9
4.4
2.9

779,908.21
531,044.08
915,900.19
7,376,530.78
197,786.80
305,875.83
360,543.75
269,870.41
836,212.81
449,147.90
298,991.54

12,613,701.68

100.0

12,321,812.30

1,153,221.12

2,950,513.64

INCOME

Earnings from Patients (Sched. A)
Less: Red. of Income
(Sched. B)
Net-Income-From Patients
Other Income
(Sched. C)
Total Operating Income
State Paid-Employee Benefits
State Appropriations
Total Income

OPERATING EXPENSES
Jefferson Towers
Administration
Dietetic
Household and Property
Professional Care
Out-Patient
Maintenance and Security
Spain Rehabilitation Center
Diabetes Hospital
Spain Hospital
Other
Transfers
Total Operating Expense

Excess of Income Over Expenses

1983

12 Months to Date
%
1982

188,006,118.93
50,199,951.47
137,806,167.46
2,802,834.52
140,609,001.98
11,056,557.01
5,952,097.88

87.4
1.8
89.2
7.0
3.8

165,837,747.29
40,736,038.71
125,101,708.58
2,431,396.81
127,533,105.39
10,403,511.85
5,867,445.00

157,617,656.87

100.0

143,804,862.24

10,304,717.49
6,420,062.33
9,149,093.03
87,743,304.08
2,162,216.77
3,685,372.00
4,580,366.99
2,708,039.95
10,519,866.28
7,964,863.25
4,450,634.00

6.9
4.3
6.1
58.6
1.4
2.5
3.1
1.8
7.0
5.3
3.0

9,192,788.01
6,162,155.12
8,591,404.54
79,618,090.74
2,118,815.07
3,805,509.96
4,224,548.00
2,490,304.05
9,506,949.28
6,919,768.43
3,650,657.04

149,688,536.17

100.0

136,280,990.24

7,929,120.70

7,523.872.00
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EXHIBIT A
KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Assets

Balance Sheet

Current Funds
Unrestricted:
Cash
Investments (market value $15,599,946 in 1983 and
$18,160,190 in 1982)
Accounts receivable—Hospitals (less allowance
for doubtful accounts of ($15,874,497 in
1983 and $12,072,530 in 1982) (Note 7)
Accounts receivable—other (less allowance
for doubtful accounts of $529,292 in 1983
and $478,600 in 1982)
Appropriations due from State
Due from other funds
Accrued interest
Inventories (lower of average cost or market)
Other assets
Total Unrestricted
Restricted:
Cash
Investments (market value ($5,643,482 in 1983 and
$4,975,820 in 1982)
Unbilled costs and accounts receivable
Other assets
Accrued interest
Total Restricted
Total Current Funds
Loan Funds
Cash
investments (market value $559,770 in 1983 and
$266,991 in 1982)
Notes receivable (less allowance of $1,218,000
Due from other funds
Accrued interest
Total Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Cash
Investments (Note 2)
Notes receivable
Real estate
Due from other funds
Total Endowment and Similar Funds
Life Income Funds
Cash
investments (market value $521,462 in 1983 and
$405,098 in 1982)
estate
Accrued interest
Total Life Income Funds
Plant Funds
Cash
Investment (market value $28,917,926 in 1983 and
$52,688,912 in 1982)
Accounts receivable and other assets
Accrued interest
Due from other funds
investment in Plant: Land
Buildings and improvements
Equipment
Library/ books
Total Plant Funds

1982

1983
$

1,189,789

$

15,918,312
29,164,266

—

18,284,677
-

21,051,916

5,478,670
3,483,546
—
152,489
3,388.823
95,000
58,870,895

6,372,817
__
3,760,599
152,721
3,245,122
95,000
52,962,852

185,317

224,543

5,758,655
3,027,982
—
49,295
9,021,249
$ 67,892,144

5,820,495
3,903,969
80,000
182,791
10,211,793
$ 63,174,650

$

82,070

$

597,899

571,194
11,799,640
85,208
2,629
$ 12,540,741

2,669
$ 12 392 139

78,621
21.903,091
6,685
539,080
193,110
$ 22,720,587

115, 188
21,543,764
19,844
569.079
102,778
$ 22,350,653

$

$

$
$

27,751
532,104
960,000
8,042
1,527,897
—

29,508,088
365,419
515,185
1,301,512
16,208,884
241.230.854
73,065,157
10,558,937
$372,754,036

271,932
11,519,639

$

$

24,487

$

526,129
960,000
14,757
1,525,373

$

1,631,683

52.294.905
1,733,906
1,217,492
__
16,186,203
212,105,137
57,472,355
9,639,495
$352,181,176
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)
KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET

Liabilities and Fund Balances

Current Funds
Unrestricted:
Outstanding checks in excess of bank balance
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Due to other funds
Student deposits
Deposits held in custody for others
Deferred revenue
Fund balances (including encumbrances of $2,048,547
for 1983 and $1,715,863 for 1982)
Commitments and contingencies (Notes 5 and 7)
Total Unrestricted
Restricted:
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Due to other funds
Fund balances
Commitments and contingencies (Notes 5 and 7)
Total Restricted
Total Current Funds
Loan Funds
Due to other funds
Fund balances:
Federal loan programs:
Federal funds, refundable
University matching funds
university funds, restricted

Total Loan Funds
Endowment and Similar Funds
Fund balances:
Endowment
Funds functioning as endowment:
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total Endowment and Similar Funds
Life Income Funds
Income payable
Fund balance

Total Life Income Funds
Plant Funds
Outstanding checks in excess of bank balance
Accounts payable
Due to other funds
Notes payable (Note 3)
Bonds payable (Note 3)
Other liabilities
Fund balances:
Unexpended (principally unrestricted)
Retirement of indebtedness (principally restricted)
Net investment in plant
Commitments and contingencies (Note 6)
Total Plant Funds

1982

1983
$

—
17,880,952
731,359
50,466
286,582
5,456,236

$

104.885
16,481,555
—
53,388
252,948
5,307,621

34,465,300

30,762,455

58,870.895

52,962,852

396,819
848,471
7,775,959

492,144
2,231,178
7,468,476

9,021,249
$ 67.892.144

10,211,798
$ 63,174,650

$

—

$

28,116

10,349,771
1,322,349
868,621

10,291,192
1,283,610
789,221

$ 12,540,741

$ 12,392,139

$

16.495,662

$ 16 096,214

5,463,964
760,961
$ 22,720.587

5,553,419
731,020
$ 22,350,653

$

15,624
1.512,273

$

17,529
1,507,844

$

1,527,897

$

1,525,373

$

122,791
1.751,591
—
1.441,098
60.349.938
—

$

2.777.636
1.584,083
4.548.345
67.937.61 1
302,023

13,871.271
9.449.356
285.767,991

29 090,949
3,112,475
237.828.054

$372,754,036

$352,181,176
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EXHIBIT B
KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER

Statement of Changes in Fund Balances

Year Ended September 30, 1983

Revenues and other additions:
Educational and general
' hospitals
Auxiliary enterprises
Endowment income
Investment income
Interest on loans receivable
Grants and contracts:
Federal
State
Local
Private
Federal advances
Federal appropriations
State appropriations
Gifts and bequests
Acquistion of plant facilities (including $11,529,804
charged to current funds expenditures)
Retirement of indebtedness
Realized net gains on investments
Total revenues and other additions
Expenditures and other deductions:
Educational and general
Hospitals
Auxiliary enterprises
Indirect costs recovered
Retirement of indebtedness
Interest on indebtedness
Loss on refunding of 1981 series bonds (Note 3)
Realized net losses on investments
Loan cancellations and write-offs
Administrative and collection costs
Expended for plant facilities ($2,792,150 not capitalized)
Amortization of bond discount
Reduction in plant facilities
Total expenditures and other deductions
Transfers among funds—additions (deductions):
Mandatory transfers (principally debt service)
Plant additions and replacements
Debt service
Utilization of Quasi Endowment
Other
Total transfers
Net increase (decrease) for the year
Fund balances at beginning of year

Fund balances at end of year

current Fund
Unrestricted
■

$119,992,561
160,046,274
6,916,293

s___
Restricted

$

1.580.784
580.088

40.051,148
2.221,963
209.418
11.725.075
1 ,342.223

$286,955,128

$ 57,710.699

112.263,057
143.266,005
6,239,818

46.866.776
36,648
9.314,420

18.128

$261.768,880

$ 56,235,972

(4,777.882)
(15.346.858)
(1.358.663)
$(21,483,403)
$ 3,702,845
30,762,455

(1.167,244)
$ (1.167,244)
307.483
$
7,468,476

$ 34,465.300

$

7,775.959

___
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KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES

Plant Funds
Endowment
and Similar
Funds

Loan
Funds
$

$

Life Income
Funds

3.267

$

$

$

$

16.016
36.951
218,271

Unexpended

Net
Investment
in Plant

Retirement
of
Indebtedness

900,740
4.370.829

670.132

285,112

11.270
21.610

$

1.816
591,046

176.924
5.726.472
1.825.561

154.379

$

246.032
400,411

43.534.791
10.601.265

$

1.162
4,429

3.705
$ 13.004,231

$

670,132

$ 54.136.056

10.601.265
4.471,809

229,776
367.889
77.416

34.797.137
107.320
$

445.305

$

—

$

$ 35.134.233

$

15.346.858
(1 1.000.680)
1.209.641
1.354.505
$ 6.910,324

$ 15,073,074

38.739

$
$

(7.762)
30.977
176.718
12.364.023

$ 12.540,741

$
$

(1.209.641)
1.179.164
(30.477)

$

6,196,119
6,196.119

4,739.143
11.000.680

$ 15,739,823 $

369.934
22.350,653

$

4,429
1.507.844

$(15,219,678)
29.090,949

$

1,336,881
8.112,475

$ 47.939.937
237,823.054

$ 22.720.587

$

1,512.273

$ 13.871.271

$

9,449,356

$285,757,991
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EXHIBIT C
KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

Year Ended September 30, 1983
With Comparative Figures for 1982

Revenues
Tuition and fees
State appropriations
Federal grants and contracts
State grants and contracts
Local grants and contracts
Private gifts, grants, and contracts
(including $1,032,858 of indirect costs
recovered in 1983)
Endowment income
Sales and services of educational activities
Hospitals - Sales and services (Note 7)
- State appropriations
Auxiliary enterprises - Sales and services
- State appropriations
Investment income
Other sources
Total revenues

Unrestricted
$ 20,085,820
78,980,826
8,281 ,562

1,546,985
58,976
6,879,858
142,542,458
17,503,816
6,696,851
219,442
1 ,569,187
2,589,347

$286,955,128

Expenditures and Mandatory transfers

Educational and general:
Instruction
Research
Public service
Academic support
Student services
Institutional support
Operation and maintenance of plant
Scholarships and fellowships
Educational and general expenditures
Mandatory transfer for:
Principal and interest
Loan fund matching grant
Total educational and general

58,820,804
3,784,497
7,656,147
11 ,375,018
3,571,518
13,052,079
13,426,089
576,905
$112,263,057

1 ,429,931
38,739
$113,731,727

Hospitals (including $2,742,379 of debt service
in 1983 and $2,748,128 in 1982)
Less: provision for depreciation

152,303,237
(6,294,853)

Sub-total

146,008,384

Auxiliary enterprises: (including $566,833 of debt
service in 1983 and $538,192 in 1982)
Total expenditures and mandatory transfers

6,806,651

$266,546,762

Other changes

Excess of restricted receipts over transfers
to revenue
Transfers to plant additions and replacements
and other transfers
(Including provision for hospital depreciation
of $6,294,853 in 1983 and $5,164,002 in 1982)
Net increase (decrease) in fund balances

(16,705,521)

$

3,702,845
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KAPPA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND OTHER CHANGES

Year ended Sept 30, 1982

Year ended Sept 30, 1983
Restricted

Total

Total

$

$ 20,085,820
80,323,049
37,525,425
2,221 ,963
209,418

$ 19,417,175
74,379,680
41 ,890,344
2,084,372
280,918

13,272,060
1,639,760
6,879,858
142,542,458
17,503,816
6,696,851
219,442
2,149,275
2,589,347

11,126,052
1 ,769,688
7,123,430
129,745,008
16,770,957
6,853,103
212,529
1 ,763,863
2,662,008

$ 46,903,414

$333,858,542

$316,079,127

10,534,760
28,754,954
5,696,131
192,275
131,530
209,177

1 ,347,949
$ 46,866,776

69,355,564
32,539,451
13,352,278
11 ,567,293
3,703,048
13,261,256
13,426,089
1,924,854
$159,129,833

72,595,348
32,355,220
14,288,296
11,561,671
3,421 ,436
12,370,794
13,552,836
1 ,731 ,882
$161,877,483

$ 46,866,776

1 ,429,931
38,739
$160,598,503

1,507,073
130,180
$163,514,736

1,342,223
29,243,863
2,221 ,963
209,418

11,725,075
1,580,784

580,088

36,638

152,339,875
(6,294,853)

138,659,334
(5,164,002)

36,638

146,045,022

133,495,332

6,806,651

6,796,072

$ 46,903,414

$313,450,176

$303,806,140

1,474,727

1 ,474,727

2,511,163

$

307,483

(9,048,364)

(17,872,765)

(1 ,167,244)

$

4,010,328

$

5,735,786
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EXHIBIT A
OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
At August 31, 1983
ASSETS

CURRENT FUNDS
UNRESTRICTED
GENERAL
Cash on Hand (Schedule A-1)..............................................................
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
$
255,259.75
Demand Accounts................................................................................
Time Deposits.......................................................................................... 25,600,000.00
Reimbursement in Transit from State Treasurer.....................
Balance in State Appropriation (Schedule A-2).....................
Accounts Receivable
Patients..................................................................................................... 64,905,294.85
709,026.82
Other............................................................................................................
Total Accounts Receivable................................................................... 65,614,321.67
Less: Allow, for Doubtful Accts. and Additional charity 45,469,071.96
Inventories of Supplies.......................................................................
Air Travel Account Deposit.................................................................
Deferred Charges.......................................................................................

$

47,600.00
25,855,259.75
1,401,052.58
9,903,753.31

20,145,249.71
5,967,099.99
425.00
30,363.59

$ 63,350,803.93

Total General...................................................................................................

DESIGNATED
Cash on Hand (Schedule A-1).........................................................
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)............................................................
130,264.90
Demand Accounts.....................................................................................
Time Deposits.......................................................................................... 17,600,000.00
Accounts Receivable
343,858.43
Patients.....................................................................................................
Other............................................................................................................
54,931.00
Total Accounts Receivable...................................................................
396,789.43
Less: Allowance for Doubtful Accounts.......................................
343,858.43

690.00
17,730,264.90

54,931.00

Total Designated............................................................................................
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Cash on Hand (Schedule A-1).........................................................
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
Demand Accounts............................ ..................................................
Time Deposits........................................................................................
Accounts Receivable..............................................................................

17,785,885-90

430.00

106,921.11
4,300,000.00

4,406,921.11
18,429.16

Total Auxiliary Enterprises.................................................................

4,425,780.27

Total Unrestricted.....................................................................................

85,562,470.10

RESTRICTED
Cash on Hand (Schedule A-1)............................................................
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
Demand Accounts................................................................................
Time Deposits..........................................................................................
Cash Held
By
Foundation (Schedule A-1)..............................
Federal Accounts Receivable..............................................................
Other Accounts Receivables.................................................................
Federal Contracts and Grant Awards..............................................
Non-Federal Contract and Grant Awards.......................................
Due from System Administration........................................................
Total Restricted............................................................................................

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS............................................................

..............................

4,011.94

86,016.96
9,700,000.00

9,786,016 96
346.90
102,075.61
1,363,051.24
11,407,726.87
8,592,592.66
377,378.23

31,633,200.41

$117,195,670.51
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)
OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
At August 31, 1983
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
CURRENT FUNDS
UNRESTRICTED
GENERAL
Accounts Payable............................................................................
Due to University of
..............
Due to University of
...............
Student and Other Deposits....................................................
Deferred Revenue................. .......................................................
Fund Balances
Allocated
.27,600.00
Provision for Petty Cash and Change Fund................ $
6,863,894.80
Provision for Working Capital..........................................
8,227,403.46
Provision for Orders & Contracts Outstanding....
Provision for Non-Liquid Assets...................................... 12,991,163.42
5,927,746.79
Provision for State Appropriations to be Lapsed.
500,000.00
Provision for Retro-Active Cost Adjustments..........
1,500,000.00
Provision for
Damage..........................
16,745,203.00
Provision for Operating Budget 83-84..........................
1,700,000.00
Provision for Operating Budget 84-85..........................
Total Allocated................................................................................... 54,483,011.47
3,172,777.71
Unallocated............................................................................................

$ 5.381,665.14
30.28
17,964.35
39,868.52
255,486.46

57,655,789.18

$ 63,350,803.93

Total General..........................................................................................

DESIGNATED
Accounts Payable..............................................................................
Fund Balances (Schedule B-1)
Allocated..........................................................................................
Unallocated.....................................................................................

423,883.93
1,898,031.86
15,463,970.11

17.362,001.97
17,785,885 90

Total Designated...................................................................................
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
Accounts Payable..............................................................................
Property and Locker Deposits..................................................
Deferred Revenue..............................................................................
Fund Balances (Schedule B-2)
Allocated
Provision for Orders and Contracts Outstanding
Unallocated.....................................................................................

33,677.46
20,226.33
174,298.22

33,509.72
4,159,068.54

4,192,578.26

4,425,780.27

Total Auxiliary Enterprises.........................................................
Total

85,562,470.10

Unrestricted............................................................................

RESTRICTED
Accounts Payable..............................................................................
Fund Balances (Unearned) (Schedule B—3)
Allocated
Provision for Orders & Contracts Outstanding..
Unallocated.....................................................................................

190,328.09
5,430,104.51
26,012,767.81

31,442,872.32

Total Restricted...................................................................................

31,633,200.41

TOTAL CURRENT FUNDS ...................................................................................

$117,195,670.51
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EXHIBIT A (Continued)
OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BALANCE SHEET
At August 31, 1983

ASSETS
LOAN FUNDS
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
Demand Accounts.................................................
Accounts Receivable - Federal.....................
Notes Receivable (Schedule S-4a)
National Direct Student Loan Program.
Health Professions Student Loan Progr.
Other Student Loan Funds............................
Total Notes Receivable.....................................
Less: Allowance for Uncollectible Notes

$
$

596,967.11
153,607.41

750,271.26
3,486,433.16
316,837.51

4,553,541.93

163,804.40

4,389,737.53

$

TOTAL LOAN FUNDS..............................................

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS
Funds Held by System Administration
Cash (Schedule A-1) ..............................
Investments (Schedule A-3)................
Funds Held
Foundation.
Cash (Schedule A-1).................................
Investments (Schedule A-3).................

5

13,959.63
14,334,707.74

$14,348,667.37

66,819.83
822,931.45

889,751.28
$ 15,238,418.65

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS....

ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS
Funds Held by System Administration
Cash (Schedule A-1)................................
Investments (Schedule A-3)................

$

35,765.06
2,826,902.41

TOTAL ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS...

PLANT FUNDS
UNEXPENDED
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
Demand Accounts..................................... $
57,846.41
Time Deposits....................
.
22,000,000.00
Non-Federal Grants Receivable..........
Due from System Administration.........

5,140,312.05

$

2.862,667.47

$22,057,846.41
10,423,516.00
3,881,029.98

Total Unexpended............................................

$ 36,362,392.39

FUNDS FOR RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS
Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)
Demand Accounts............................................
Time Deposits...............................................

18,946.02
900,000.00

$

918,946.02

$

Total Funds for Renewals and Replace
FUNDS FOR RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS
Funds Held by System Administration
Cash (Schedule A-1)..............................
Investments (Schedule A-3)...................

918,946.02

1,571.87
13,957,978.05

Total Funds for Retirement of Indebted.

13,959,549.92

INVESTMENT IN PLANT
Land................................................................. ...
Buildings...............................................................
Improvements Other than Buildings ...
Equipment...............................................................
Library Books......................................................
Construction in Progress............................

5,252,459.11
141,186,839.76
7,377,712.06
70,377,649.17
4,674,599.41
19,292,201,76

Total Investment in Plant..........................

248,161,461.27

TOTAL PLANT FUNDS........................................................

$299,402,349 60

Agency

Funds

Cash in Banks (Schedule A-1)

Demand Accounts............................................
Time Deposits..............................................

TOTAL AGENCY FUNDS............................................

$

137.139,93
21,900,000.00

$22,037,139.93

$ 22,037,139.93
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OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Balance Sheet
At August 31, 1983
LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

LOAN FUNDS
Fund Balances (Schedule B-4)
U. S. Government Grants Refundable
National direct Student Loan Program.............................
Health Professions Student Loan Program........................ .
Institutional Matching Funds
National Direct Student Loan Program.............................
Health Professions Student Loan Program...........................
Other Student Loans - Restricted..................................................

$

691,388.82
3,469,326.38

$

76,777.64
385,436.34

4,160,715.20

462,213.98
517,382.87

TOTAL LOAN FUNDS......................................................................................................

$

ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS
Fund Balances (Schedule 8-6)
Endowment Funds....................................................................................
Quasi-Endowment Funds..........................................................................

$ 11,116,611.57
4,121,807.08

TOTAL ENDOWMENT AND SIMILAR FUNDS...........................................................

$ 15,238,418.65

ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS
Fund Balances - Restricted (Schedule B-7)...........................

$

2,862,667.47

TOTAL ANNUITY AND LIFE INCOME FUNDS.....................................................

PLANT FUNDS
UNEXPENDED (Schedule B-9)
Accounts Payable........................................................................................
Fund Balances
Restricted
Provision for Orders and Contracts Outstanding
Reappropriated..................................................................................
Unrestricted
Provision for Orders and Contracts Outstanding
Reappropriated.............................................................................

5,140,312.05

$

$

2,862,667.47

1,610,587.38

$ 10.069,829.71
6,763,956.42

16,833,786.13

5,764,651.37
12,153,367,51

17,918,018.88

Total Unexpended........................................................................................................

$ 36,362,392.39

FUNDS FOR RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS
Fund Balances - Unrestricted (Schedule B-10)...................

918,946.02

Total Funds for Renewals and Replacements......................................

918,946.02

FUNDS FOR RETIREMENT OF INDEBTEDNESS
Funds Balances - Restricted (Schedule B-11)......................

13,959,549.92

Total Funds for Retirement of Indebtedness...................................

13,959,549.92

INVESTMENT IN PLANT (Schedule B-12)
Bonds Payable (Schedule A-4).............................................................
Net Investment in Plant...........................................................................

28,180,000.00
219,981,461.27

Investment in Plant...........................................................................

248,161,461.27

TOTAL PLANT FUNDS.....................................................................................................

$299,402,349.60

Total

AGENCY FUNDS
Accounts Payable.............................................................................................
Deposits Held in Custody for Others (Schedule A-5)
Provision for Orders and Contracts Outstanding....

Net Fund Balances................................................................................

TOTAL AGENCY FUNDS...................................................................................................

$

1,302.41
$ 22,030,036.97

5,800.55

22,031,339.38
$

22,037,139.93
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EXHIBIT B

OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
For the Year Ended August 31, 1983
______________________________

General

FUND BALANCES, September 1,

1982.

CURRENT FUNDS

Designated

$ 29,073 210.44 $16,242,122.72

REVENUES AND OTHER ADDITIONS
Unrestricted and Current Funds
Revenues......................
220,608,345.43
State Appropriations - Restrict
Federal Grants and Contracts Restricted.....................................
State Grants and Contracts- Res.
Local Grants and Contracts- Res.
Private Gifts, Grants and Contr.
Restricted.....................................
Investment Income..................................
Realized Gains on Investments..
Interest on Loans Receivable...
U. S. Government Advances.............
Expended for Plant Facilities
(Incl.$9,175,270.24 Charged to
Cur.Funds Expenditures)._
Medicare and Medicaid Cost Adj.
8,269,798.00
Reclassifications from Other Com.
’
’
Net Change in Bonds Payable
Other Additions..........................................

24,338,482.50

Auxiliary
Enterprises

$3,147,160.59

UNRESTRICTED FUNDS
Total
Unrestricted

Restricted
Funds

$ 48,462,493.75 $27,224,765.36

2,237,901.87

247,184,729.80

25,263,947.76
13,680,287.00
2,743,015.50
41,275.20
10,251,462.44
2,139,299.12

8,269,798.00
___________________ _36,766.02

228,873.143.43

24,338,482.50

2,237,901.87

255,454,527.80

54,156,053.34

Expenditures..........................................
200,555,103.44
State General Revenue Appropriat.
Lapsed.........................
27,315.76
Indirect Costs Recovered...................
Refunded to Grantor................................
Loan Cancellations and Write-Off
Realized Loss on Investments Restricted.....................................
Expended for Plant Facilities..
Retirement of Indebtedness and
Int.Paid...............
Disposal of Plant Facilities....
Other Deductions.......................................

22,404,175.07

1,191,484.20

224,150,762.71

46,367,001.17

Total Revenues and Other Additions

EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS

Total Expenditures and Other Dedu

TRANSFERS
Mandatory
To System Administration
General Tuition Rev Bonds.
To General Funds (Tuition)..
To Retirements of Indebted F.
Endowment and Hospital Rev.
Bond Series 1973................
Loan Funds Matching Grant...
Non-Mandatory
Between Funds
To Designated Funds................
To Endowment and Similar F,
To Unexpended Plant Funds..
To Renewals and Replacement
To Loan Funds.................................
To Current Restricted Funds
From/To System Administration
Total Transfers................................................
Net Increase (Decrease) for

FUND BALANCES, August 31,

Year.

1983..

Schedule References

200,582,419.20

286,854.51

27,315.76

22,404,175.07

1,191,484.20

(193,600.00)

(3,207.93)

(3,207.93)

1,382.85

1,382.85

(1,000.00)

(334,148.59)
(1,000.00)

(1,000.00)

(528,573.67)

2,000.00

286,854.51
28,582,578.74

224,178,078.47 49,837,398.26

(193,600.00)
(286,854.51)

(334,148.59)

(814,428.18)

1.119,879.25

$ 57,655,789.18 $17,362,001.97

B-1

2,000.00

1,045,417.67

2,633,458.71
836,933.38

30,747,875.66

(111,292.16)
(2,500.00)
13,085.75
158.59
(100,547.82)

4,218,106.96

$4,192,578.26 $ 79,210,369.41 $31,442,872.32

B-2

B-3

------------------
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EXHIBIT B (Continued)
OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Statement of Changes in Fund Balances
For the Year Ended August 31, 1983
LOAN
FUNDS

ENDOWMENT
ANO SIMILAR
FUNDS

$5,042,438.09

$15,632,464.40

5,386.91
5,347.80

115,000.00
329,352.24
17,338.88

82,894.21
27,337.00

ANNUITY ANO
LIFE INCOME
FUNDS

$2,790,382.84 $43,403,836.11'

12,631.25
251 ,477.70

2,168,343.86

PLANT FUNDS
Renewals and
Retirement of
Replacements
Indebtedness
$1,493,907.02

90,890.41

461,691.12

264,108.95

5,768,343.86

191,821.82

1,315,053.75

Investment
In Plant

$12,584,940.24 $199,130,790.54

1,300,000.00
1,844,990.60

20,931.33

23,740,000.77
1,060,000.00
67,665.67

3,600,000.00

893.38

121,859.30

Unexpended

90,890.41

3,144.990.60

24,888.597.77

680.20

13,568.73

291.50

2.50

14,564,730.53

2.723,352.50

16,102.43

29,671.16

3,207.93

(1,382.85)

3,500.00
360.74

291.50

2,724,032.70

1,000,000.00

(13,085.75)

97,873.96

(394,045.75)

$15,238,418.65
B-6

4,037,927.04

953,651.78

111 ,292.16

(855,445.37)

B-4

15,879,784.28

(953,651.78)

5,685.82

55,140,312.05

191 ,824.32

3,013,058.95
1,024,868.09

(1,000,000.00)
334,148.59

459,409.32

72,284.63
$2,862,667.47

B-7

1 ,459,409.32

(665,851.41)

953,651.78

(8.652,031.10)

(574,961.00)

1 ,374,609.68

$34,751,805.01

$918,946.02

B-9

B-10

20,850,670.73

$13,959,549.92 $219,981,461.27
B-11

8-12

Exhibit C
OMEGA STATE UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Statement of Current Funds Revenues and Expenditures
for the Year Ended August 31, 1983

CURRENT REVENUES (Schedule C-1)
Tuition & Fees ........................................
State Appropriations ...............................
Federal Grants & Contracts .....................
State Grants & Contracts ........................
Local Grants & Contracts ........................
Private Gifts, Grants & Contracts ..........
Endowment Income .....................................
Sales & Svcs of Hospitals .......................
Sales & Svcs of Educ. Activities ...........
Sales & Svcs of Aux. Enterprises ...........
Professional Fees ....................................
Other Sources ..........................................
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUES (Exhibit B) ............

Designated

General

....
....

$

56,369.96
157,163,349.25
2,072,472.91

UNRESTRICTED_______________
Auxiliary
Total
Enterprises
Unrestricted
RESTRICTED

$

480,454.51

$ 233,944.88

$

381.691.64

770,769.35
157,163,349.25
2,454,164.55

179,294.16

37,941.05

217,235.21

59,054,879.82

1,439,461.63
834,859.67

....
....

2,081,979.33
$220,608,345.43

18,304,576.24
2,859,497.76
$24,338,482.50

346,044.83
$2,237,901.87

60,494,341.45
834,859.67
1,657,912.16
18,304,576.24
5,287,521.92

CURRENT EXPENDITURES (Schedule C-2)
Educational & General
Instruction ....................................... ....
Research ...............................................
Public Service .....................................
Hospitals ............................................. ....
Academic Support ..................................
Student Services ..................................
Institutional Support ..........................
Operation & Maintenance of Plant ........
Scholarships & Fellowships ..................
Total Educational & General ................... ....

$ 35,628,153.83
4,142,900.37
120,704.23
138,956,818.94
3,508,834.31
466,788.41
7,405,221.04
10,297,906.31
27,776.00
$200,555,103.44

$17,961,104.25

$

231,028.20
1,150,221.40
1,141,536.33

1,899,643.39

20,641.50
$22,404,175.07

—

$22,404,175.07

1,191,484.20
$ 1 ,191,484.20

Auxiliary Enterprises .............................

TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES (Exhibit B) .... ....

$200,555,103.44

1,657,912.16

$

25,263,947.76
9,787,299.15
2,213,156.64
23,906.74
8,770,078.02
308,612.86

TOTAL .

$

770,769.35
182,427,297.01
12,241,463.70
2,213,156.64
23,906.74
8,987,313.23
308,612.86
60,494,341.45
834,859.67
1 ,657,912.16
18,304,576.24
5,287,521.92

$247,184,729.80

$46,367,001.17 $293,551,730.97

$ 53,589,258.08
4,142,900.37
351,732.43
140,107,040.34
4,650,370.64
466,788.41
9,304,864.43
10,297,906.31
48,417.50
$222,959,278.51

$10,601,797.42 $ 64,191,055.50
12,344,703.63
16,487,604.00
39,952.61
391,685.04
19,176,935.36 159,283,975.70
656,629.91
5,307,000.55
47,732.95
514,521.36
2,147,587.48
11,452,451.91
1,014,298.34
11,312,204.65
304,301.87
352,719.37
$46,333,939.57 $269,293,218.08

1,191,484.20

33,061.60

$224,150,762.71

$46,367,001.17

1,224,545.80
$270,517,763.88
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ABSTRACT
Because of their unique position as component units of other govern

mental organizations, the accounting and reporting practices of hospitals

owned and operated by state supported university medical centers have been
subject to several conflicting guidelines.
The purposes of this study were to investigate the accounting and
reporting practices of selected university hospitals, to determine the
deviations between their practices and the principles recommended by the

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' Hospital Audit Guide
and other guides, and to recommend changes that should be made by these

hospitals to achieve the objectives for financial reporting by nonbusiness
organizations as stated by FASB Concepts Statement No. 4 and the National

Council on Governmental Accounting Concepts Statement 1.
The research included case studies of five university hospitals

designated as Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Kappa and Omega.

Data were collected

by questionnaires, personal interviews and analysis of financial reports.
The study found that the five hospitals did not issue their own

financial statements and that the hospital financial information shown
on the combined medical center financial statements was very limited
and condensed and did not follow the recommendations of the Hospital Audit
Guide.

The analysis of the case studies included recasting the income state
ments of the five hospitals as separate statements, based on Medicare

reports and estimates, to illustrate how separate financial statements
would help achieve the objectives of FASB Concepts Statement No. 4.

Based on this analysis, it was recommended that the university

hospitals should follow the Hospital Audit Guide and prepare and report
their own financial statements to achieve the objectives of the Financial

Accounting Standards Board's Concept Statement No. 4.

These financial

statements could then be combined as a component of the medical center
reports which could be combined with the state reports, as recommended in

the National Council on Governmental Accounting's Statements 3 and 7.

